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ABSTRACT 

Beginning with an inquiry into the tension between 

modernism and postmodernism, the dissertation claims 

that the essay is and always has been postmodern in its 

uncanniness—its refusal of generic and disciplinary 

boundaries, its capacity to bring together multiple 

voices and discourses, its skepticism, and its personal, 

experiential epistemology. Part I concludes with 

rhetorical analyses of late modern (in content and 

residual formal attributes) and postmodern essays. 

The affinities and contradictions between the 

normalized essay originating with Montaigne and feminist 

essays focuses the three chapters of Part II, "Gender 

and the Essay." In the first chapter, "Logos, 

Montaigne, and Feminism," I explore the tensions between 

the essay as Montaigne created it and the appeal of that 

form to contemporary feminist writers. In the second 

chapter, "The Essay's (Feminine?) Form," I show how the 

essay has functioned as both a vehicle for the 

oppressive logocentrism of its traditionally male, 

genteel authors and as a vehicle for women writers 

striving to disrupt or overthrow that tradition. In the 

third chapter, "Rhetoric and the Practice of Style: A 

Gathering of Essays by Women," I pursue the rhetoric of 

the other aesthetic into the realm of psychoanalytic 
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theory, where the foundation of Lacanian symbolic order 

troubles the "other" aesthetic's claim to an alternative 

discourse. To close this extensive chapter I provide an 

array of essays written by women that are particularly 

innovative. 

My own creative nonfiction is the subject of Part 

III. "What Rhetoric Means" brings postmodern elements 

into an academic essay. On the other hand, "Life 

Drawing" does not address an academic subject or en^loy 

academic conventions. Instead it offers charcoal 

drawing as an analog to writing, with both acting as 

ways to revise and reclaim my life from my father' s 

troubled legacy. Finally, in "Reflection," the third 

chapter of Part ill and the dissertation's closing 

chapter, I claim that the essay, postmodernism, and 

rhetoric share a deep affinity for one another. In that 

the three terms signify freedom from absolutes, they 

also force us to contend with ethical responsibilities. 
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Rhetoricizing the Essay: 
An Introduction 

" [T]he least informed of all 
forms". . . the essay- -rather than 
the essayist--says "I. 

If, like me, you are a disciple of the essay, you know 

that essayists by the footnote-full have long been engaged in 

a conversation essaying the essay. What exactly is it? they 

are asking. An impulse? Anti-genre? Or, "Unmethodical 

method. • . music" (Adomo) . A "greased pig" (Edward Hoagland) . 

"Love of life" (Joseph Epstein). "Art" (Lukacs). "Heresy" 

(Adomo in response to Lukacs). "Self-indulgent" and "second 

class" (E.B. White). " [W] riggles between narcissism and 

detachment, opinion and fact, the private party and the public 

meeting, omphalos and brain. . ." (Kaplan xiv) . "Not that awful 

object, the 'article'" (William Gass 25) . "An act of personal 

witness" (Good 23) . Makes "a case for something" (Boetcher 

Joeres and Mittman 16) . "Driving five-thousand miles for a 

view and it's a cloudy day" (DuPlessis, MLA) . Movement of 

thought (Musil and others) . If done artfully, not self-

indulgent but "envisions the heart of the other" (Atkins 636) . 

"[T]he short informal prose-piece in which a writer 

contemplates an idea about what can or tends to happen" 

(Harvey, "Shooting" 100) . " [A] written prose text expressing, 

primarily through exposition, a single author's ideas or 
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ideas or reflections on any subject" (Kaminsky 122). 

"Introverted" (McQuade 17) . "Short but personal writing that 

speaks from the heart, whatever that is" (DuPlessis, MLA) . 

"This thing" (Jones Royster). "[N]ot...occasional pieces, 

such as a writer brings out to supplement his real work; 

instead this is my real work, such as it is" (Dillard, 

Author's Note). Gardening. Love. Quilting. "A literary 

device for saying almost everything about almost anything" 

(Aldous Huxley in Winokur 29) , Julia Kristeva sxibtitles her 

book Powers of Horror "An Essay on Abjection" (emphasis 

added), and "essay" is what Foucault called his later work.^ 

"To this day," Robert Atwan reminds us, "the essay has eluded 

strict definition and theoretical interpretation" {Ten on Ten 

1). "Admittedly," G. Douglas Atkins summarizes, "the essay 

form itself encourages some of the blurring of distinctions 

that often accompanies discussion of the genre" {Estranging 

5) . 

But the essay flows through another conversation as well. 

Here the stakes are not simply what the essay is, but what it 

does, what students, teachers, and writers can see it as, akin 

to what Burke describes, in Counter-Statement, to a text 

becoming itself. Descriptions of the "made" text, like those 

in the opening paragraph, tend to transcend time and place, 

contingencies and exigencies. As happens when--being 
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deliberately deceptive--!'ve asked my students. What is art?, 

these definitions can disintegrate into relativism or 

declarations of subjective taste: It's truth. Beauty. 

Timelessness. The universal captured in the particular. Social 

critique. Self-expression. Whatever someone says it is. And so 

on. One person's or one era's evocation of the human 

condition becomes another's meaningless abstraction. But ask 

how a given work of art draws from the resources available in 

a given context or situation as it responds to its demands and 

we come much closer to how I want to talk about the essay. To 

put it simply, William Gass says, "The essay, " unlike the 

occasionless poem, "imagines a situation in which it would 

make sense to say what it will say" (41) . 

The context in question in this dissertation is the 

contemporary classroom and the 1990's culture beyond, which 

many label "postmodern," a term I contend with in the 

introduction. The demands are the experiences of 

multiplicity, saturation, and collapse associated with 

postmodern living that writers evoke in the essay. That is 

the primary purpose of this dissertation: to analyze the 

rhetoric, particularly the stylistic and formal strategies or 

techniques, of various contemporary essays and to show how 

those rhetorical strategies represent as well as promote the 

discourse known as postmodernism. I intend to show that, in 

opening a new realm of options for writers and teachers of 
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writing, these are not simply the experiments of avant-garde 

artists flouting the unevolved tastes of the bourgeoisie. 

Klaus echoes these sentiments in his assessment of the 

"disjunctive essay": 

Indeed, given the increasing awareness and 

acceptance of uncertainty or indeterminacy in 

academic disciplines ranging from nuclear physics 

to literary theory, the disjunctive essay seems to 

me to be a crucial form of reading and writing for 

students in all fields at all academic levels--a 

necessary supplement to more conventionally 

pointed, methodically structured, and 

systematically connected discourse that still 

prevails in most classes. Such tightly closed 

discourse inevitably encourages students to seek 

closure and resolution in their perception and 

conception of any topic under consideration, and by 

extension to favor the kinds of "authoritative" 

knowledge that will produce definitive conclusions. 

(51-52) 

In addition to showing how the rhetorical strategies and 

techniques of certain contemporary essays illustrate features 

of postmodern culture as theorized by Hassan, Jameson, 

Baudrillard, Lyotard, and others, I am analyzing late modern 

and feminist essays to make other claims about the genre as well: 
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1) I argue that the essay has always been "postmodern, " 

whether the essayist is Montaigne, Emerson, Mary 

McCarthy, or John Edgar Wideman. By this I mean that the 

essay (as opposed to the academic article alluded to by 

Klaus) has always been involved in the blurring of 

distinctions, such as those between fact and fiction, 

narrative and argument, and subjectivity and objectivity. 

The essay also thrives in diversity, so that by bringing 

together different types of knowledge that might 

otherwise be kept separate by the disciplines, the essay 

tends to hybridize or limit the life of each type to the 

transitory writing situation. Thus, knowledge in the 

essay tends to be situated and textual, as it is in 

postmodernism, and not paradigmatic, as it is in 

modeomism. Postmodernism, of course, also identifies 

trends in the arts, popular culture, and sciences where 

traditional boundaries have been crossed or collapsed and 

the constructedness and contingency of meta-narratives 

and ideologies have been exposed. 

2) I argue that the essay has always been postmodern also 

because, despite its reputation as a genre that serves 

the unmarked (i.e., by race, class, or gender) unified 

authorial subject, it is capable of presenting a 

dialogical subject that claims its authority 

paradoxically--that is, by both affirming and denying its 
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Stability. Feminist essayists have had to contend with 

the essay's heritage as the genre of the disembodied mind 

of white male elitisim. Many have embraced the 

dialogical aspect of the authorial subject as a way to 

dissociate themselves from the essay's legacy as the 

vehicle for Cartesian male speculation or disinterested 

bourgeois critique. 

3) Postmodernism is invariably entangled in the forces 

and trends of modernism, the project to which 

postmodernism is responding. (This entanglement is 

really a Burkean tension between identification and 

division and applies to any situation where a given 

entity seeks an identity based on difference from 

another--feminism from masculine forms of power and 

oppression, for instance, or the avant-garde artist from 

bourgeois culture.) Therefore, the essay will always 

bear the imprint of Enlightenment and modernist rhetorics 

and epistemologies. For instance, an essay by Orwell or 

White can be "postmodern" in its dialogism and the 

blurring of fact and fiction, yet modem in its nostalgia 

or the detached perspective of its speaker. An essay by 

Stephen Beachy of Next, on the other hand, would be 

blatantly postmodern in its use of pastiche and 

performativity, but it could not deny its employment of 

a single author to produce a finished text to appear in 
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a book with a clearly stated overall modem intention. 

4) I claim that late modem essays, which might appear 

passe in both form and content, endure in popularity 

because of the postmodem appeal of storytelling. 

Despite--or perhaps because of--postmodemism's 

deconstruction of the authorial subject and rejection of 

master narratives, we crave story, whether the carefully 

paced, objective narrative of Orwell or the more deformed 

narratives of postmodem writers. 

5) Finally, I claim that the essay, rhetoric, and 

postmodemism are in many ways analogous because each 

thrives in the absence of absolute or unexamined truths. 

Essayistic techniques such as parataxis or copia are 

rhetorical in the very ancient sense of the word and 

postmodem in their camivalism and refusal of hierarchy. 

Note: I do not intend to make broad claims about the 

nature of modem or postmodern culture as such. My 

primary goal is to show how the essay represents and 

creates the modem and postmodem as it is characterized 

in the discourse of modemism and postmodemism. 

However, this distinction is a tricky one to maintain in 

the discourse of postmodemism because of the claims 

made, for instance, by Fredric Jameson and Jean 

Baudrillard, that contemporary social life is completely 
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saturated by, can't extricate itself from, the commodity 

and simulacrum, respectively. Thus, while a modernist 

might say that television is an aspect of popular 

culture, a postmodernist might argue that television is 

culture and, furthermore, that we can't seek refuge from 

television in a political or social sphere, because they, 

too, have been televised, so to speak. In other words, 

to assert any observation about culture would be 

inescapably postmodern because self-reflexive. 

Now that I have clarified the dissertation's main 

purposes, I will establish a few ground rules for reading, 

discussing, and analyzing a form that has been called "anti-

genre, " protean, and evolving. Aesthetic statements about the 

essay, like those in the opening passage, are no doubt 

valuable descriptions of the way writers (and readers) refine 

their craft and take "pleasure," as Roland Barthes would say, 

in the texts they are creating; they also help distinguish the 

essay from the article/treatise end of the academic and 

professional writing continuum; but I will dispense with 

taxonomizing the essay into riibrics such as travel, nature, 

personal, informal, narrative, meditative, and so on, for 

these are a publisher's, not a writer's, concern. As Karl 

Klaus asks in "Excursions of the Mind: Toward a Poetics of 

Uncertainty in the Disjunctive Essay," 



[W] hy all the fuss about terminology, when everyone 

knows what's involved in the form of a disjunctive 

essay, whether it's called a collage essay, a 

montage essay, a paratactic essay, or something 

else altogether, like a patchwork essay, a quilted 

essay, or an essay in notational form? After all, 

none of these terms is exact. They're all 

approximations of a sort, metaphors for a kind of 

essay that's far too complex to grasp in a single 

word. (44) 

Nor will I speak of the essay using the formal prescriptions 

that have traditionally been assigned by teachers, such as the 

modes--explanation, description, narration, and argumentation, 

be it inductive or deductive. As Thomas Recchio explains in 

"A Dialogic Approach to the Essay," 

[A] formalist approach to teaching the essay 

ossifies a fluid form, turning it into a series of 

types....In the hands of teachers, classifications 

become tools to simplify the complex, and such 

simplification ultimately becomes a source of 

confusion. (273) 

Depending on the occasion, writers may distill all kinds of 

formal elements into a single essay. Recchio's dialogic 

approach views essay writing as an interaction between the 

writer's own voice, the voices and discourses of other texts. 
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and the writer's own experience (280). Writers and teachers 

of the essay need to think of the form in this way, as a 

vehicle for student Learning and commiinication with a power to 

synthesize within actual, lived contexts. In this latter 

dialogue, the essay isn't whole--doesn't realize itself--

unless it assesses its rhetorical situation and until a reader 

engages with it, contends for it. As Burke says in Counter-

Statement, "Art is a means of communication. As such it is 

certainly designed to elicit a 'response' of some sort" (236) . 

However, while this dissertation will direct its energies 

toward a rhetorical analysis of what the essay does in a given 

situation, it cannot entirely neglect the modem need to 

maintain a consistent set of critical terms. The survey of 

definitions of the essay that opens this introduction acts as 

a microcosm of the whole problem of stipulating modem 

definitions in a postmodern text. 

To borrow from the list of Ihab Hassan's tensions between 

modernism and postmodernism that appear in the following 

chapter, the gathering of definitions of essay above functions 

as a modernist project to master or objectify. Moreover, it 

is part of the larger project called dissertation, which has 

its roots in the Latin for connect apart or discuss and, like 

definition itself, represents a modernist gesture to master a 

genre through objective distance and in-depth interpretation. 

The opening is also modernist in its citation of so-called 
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essay writing experts and theorists. However, as we can see, 

the survey resists centering and lapses finally into 

indeterminacy and silence. In a strikingly postmodern way, 

the survey begins to parody itself as the definitions, 

virtually all of them tinged with irony in the first place, 

call more and more attention to their polymorphous 

idiosyncrasy. The order of definitions is also paratactic or 

interchangable, not hierarchic, despite the attention I had 

been giving to the rhythm of the list as I made it unfold. In 

brief, the modernist project turns into a postmodernist text. 

Is this Burkean dynamic tension between identification and 

division (or the Bakhtinian one between the centripetal and 

the centrifugal) the heart of the essay? 

The attempt to essay a definition of the essay also 

exposes the modernist belief in semantics and points to the 

ultimate rhetoricity of any such endeavor. Needless to say, 

an attempt to define postmodernism would trigger the same 

problems and issues, for part of the meaning of postmodernism, 

as I explain in greater detail in the next chapter, is its 

very indefatigability and irreducibility, the idea of utter 

dispersal and dissemination accompanied by loss of origins and 

root causes. Nevertheless, I will essay a definition of the 

term. At the same time, even though some of the writers I 

feature later do thus, I will not endeavor to enact a 

postmodern aesthetic in the act of writing (about) "it," as I 
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begin to do here with the use of the "strikeout" to reveal my 

writing process; the parenthetical to remind us of the modem 

myth of formal distance from the subject of analysis; and the 

scare quotes to denote the insufficiency of the neutral 

pronoun--and words in general--to represent or communicate. 

Though the temptation exists--it's hard not to feel 

seduced when steeped in the material--! will not go "meta" in 

order to be more true to the sxibject matter. To some degree, 

however, I feel it is impossible to avoid writing in a 

postmodern style or idiom--and I don't mean this simply in 

how, when writing about writing, we tend to be influenced by 

the style of its author, be it the rhythmic stacking of 

relative clauses in Joan Didion or the monosyllabic spareness 

of Raymond Carver. The terms of postmodernism are themselves 

unstable, fluid, and, to borrow a concept from Fredric 

Jameson, part of a total flow that blurs boundaries and 

distinctions. 

Despite the uncanniness of postmodernism, an inquiry into 

the tension between modernism and postmodernism is the task of 

the first of three chapters of Part I, with my purpose being 

to provide a context for reading essays that are, as I claim 

above, both modem and postmodem. Here I also summarize the 

postmodemisms of Baudrillard, Jameson, and Lyotard, three 

theorists whose training in Marxism brings them to three 

distinct postmodem perspectives, each driven by material 
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factors concerning not just production but also consumption 

and commodification. From here we look at the work of Ihab 

Hassan, devoting close attention to his series of binary 

tensions between modernism and postmodernism, as well as 

contend with Kenneth Gergen's The Saturated Self and Benjamin 

Barber's Jihad vs. McWorld, two works that favor 

characterization of the mood or state called postmodemity 

over a diagnosis of the causes or sources of postmodernism. 

Finally, with reference to the ideas of Steven Connor, we 

begin in this chapter to explore what postmodernism does. 

Chapter 2, "Enduring Modem Essays," juxtaposes the 

postmodern innovations of the previous chapter with four 

relatively recent modem "classics" by Virginia Woolf, George 

Orwell, and E.B. White that exemplify more conventional essay 

elements, such as linearity, closure, coherent sxibjectivity 

(in three cases), nostalgia, and disjunctive (as opposed to 

suspensive) irony. I argue that these four essays endure in 

popularity because of their ability to render experience, 

despite their "modem" sensibilities. In choosing these four 

essays, I am of course neglecting various pantheons of modem 

essayists that might feature anyone from Emerson or Eliot to 

Pater or Beerbohm, not to mention more recent "modems," such 

as Baldwin and M.F.K. Fisher. My choice of modem essays is, 

again, not to capture the definitively modem essay; rather, 

it is to illustrate the rhetorics of a few essays that are 
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written out of sensibilities and situations that are 

conspicuously of another, if recent, era of Western culture. 

I explore the reasons behind their continuing rhetorical 

appeal, as evidenced by their ongoing appearance in readers 

and anthologies, despite their somewhat anachronistic 

features. 

In the third chapter of Part I, "Postmodern Essays," I 

present three essays from the recent collection Next, an 

anthology featuring writers of the post-baby boom generation, 

and one from an issue of The New Yorker that appeared earlier 

this year. The essays I have selected perform several 

emphatically postmodern techniques to depict the 

constructedness of the authorial subject, the saturation of 

the social realm by Baudrillard's simulacrum and Jameson's 

concept of the consumer driven lifestyle, and, through the 

devices of pastiche and hybridity, the postmodern collapse of 

generic boundaries. These essays also exemplify the 

postmodern attitude of suspensive irony and its at times 

nihilistic manifestations. 

Three chapters make up Part II, "Gender and the Essay." 

In first chapter, "Logos, Montaigne, and Feminism," I explore 

the tensions between the essay as Montaigne created it and the 

appeal of that form to contemporary feminist writers. I draw 

parallels between Montaigne's historical situation and our 
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own, postmodern situation to demonstrate the complexities 

involved in determining if the essay is or should be read as 

a feminist form. I also analyze the influence postmodernism 

has on that comparison. 

In the second chapter, "The Essay's (Feminine?) Form," I 

show how the essay has functioned as both a vehicle for the 

oppressive logocentrism of its traditionally male, genteel 

authors and as a vehicle for women writers striving to disrupt 

or overthrow that tradition. I offer that the source of this 

oppressive, sexist epistemology is the rhetorical appeal to 

logos, and I provide a history of logos that traces its 

evolution from a term meaning, roughly, speech to one that 

elides reason, logic, and male speech. One strain of the 

essay has thus sustained the privileging of the voice of 

masculine, disembodied reason. However, a more recent, 

feminist strain has employed another aesthetic as an 

alternative to the predominant masculine tradition. 

In the third chapter, "Rhetoric and the Practice of 

Style: A Gathering of Essays by Women," I pursue the rhetoric 

of other aesthetic into the realm of psychoanalytic theory, 

where the foundation of Lacanian symbolic order troubles the 

"other" aesthetic's claim to an alternative discourse. 

However, through reading the works of Luce Irigaray, Nancy 

Mairs, Jane Gallop, and Alice Assiter, I show that the "other" 

aesthetic is a valid, alternate rhetoric that can indeed 
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challenge the symbolic order's claim to universalism. In 

doing so I argue for an emancipatory feminist essay, one that 

speaks authoritatively from an embodied, historically located 

perspective, acknowledging the postmodern complexities of 

siabjectivity while not abandoning subjectivity to the 

relativizing forces of postmodernism. To close this extensive 

chapter I provide an array of essays written by women that are 

particularly innovative. 

My own writing focuses Part III. "The Meaning of 

Rhetoric," is an essay I myself have written for the purpose 

of bringing postmodern elements into an academic essay. My 

intent is to blur the distinctions between the academic 

article and the personal essay while employing strategies of 

dissociation and hybridity. My intent also is to create a 

text that opens space for the reader to participate in the 

construction of the essay's meaning by employing a postmodern 

plurality of forms. 

"Life Drawing," presents a second essay I have written, 

one that does not address an academic subject or employ 

academic conventions, such as reference to secondary sources. 

The essay portrays immediate members of my family and the 

different generations they occupy: my twin brother's son, my 

deceased father, and myself. The essay also offers charcoal 

drawing as an analog to writing, with both acting as ways to 
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revise and reclaim my life from my father's troubled legacy. 

Finally, in "Reflection," the third chapter of Part III 

and the dissertation's closing chapter, I contend with issues 

raised by the writing of the two essays featured in Part IV's 

first two chapters, and with issues posed to writers, 

teachers, and artists by postmodernism in general. That is, 

I scrimmage with the various rhetorical and theoretical 

concerns raised in the rest of the dissertation. I argue for 

an essayist who is both open to employing "postmodern" 

techniques but who also is modem in his or her sense of 

personal, ethical responsibility. I do not see this as a 

contradiction. The river--or video--we step into today is the 

same one that soaked us yesterday, and there are ways to 

validate this practically, ethically, and rhetorically. The 

medium flowing by us today is certainly different than it was 

yesterday--the scene or locale has changed--but it is the same 

medium or body, nevertheless. 

This leads to my ultimate claim: that both the essay and 

postmodernism are rhetorical. The essay is rhetoric in 

action; postmodernism opens spaces for rhetoric to participate 

in. This freedom from absolutes forces us to contend with 

ethical responsibilities, an issue I explore in the 

reflection. 
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Notes 

1 See Laurent Mailhot's "The Writing of the Essay," Yale 
French Studies 65, 1983. 

2 These metaphors and definitions of the essay have been 
culled from G. Douglas Atkins' Estranging the Familiar, a book 
referenced elsewhere in this chapter, and Carl Klaus's 
"Essayists on the Essay," a chapter in Chris Anderson's 
Literary Nonfiction, with a few exceptions. Those 
specifically cited do not, nor does the one from Rachel Blau 
DuPlessis--which I heard her use at the MLA convention in 
Chicago during the session entitled "Essaying the Essay," 
December 30, 1995; or from Jacqueline Jones Royster--which I 
recorded from her presentation at the University of Arizona on 
"African American Women Essayists," February 16, 1996. 
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Part I: Contextualizing and Analyzing 
the (Postmodern) Essay 
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The Modem-Postmodern Distinction: 
Coming to Terms 

Somewhere absolutely nothing is on TV 
-Isuzu Trooper television commercial 

The term postmodern has begvin to slide out of 

intellectual and artistic circles and enter the popular media, 

if not everyday speech. Newspaper columnists sling it, talk-

show hosts bandy it, students talk it, and essayists essay it. 

The fourth-world peasant donning Levis while sipping a Pepsi. 

The chatty yet cooly detached and dislocated conversations of 

e-mail and internet. The McWorld shrinking forces of 

postnational corporations. The music of Laurie Anderson or 

John Cage. The self-saturating effects of satellite and caQale 

television, making once clearly ranked cultural symbols like 

Dick van Dyke and Adoph Hitler seem merely relative. The 

toppling of such sacred cows as progress and justice. . . . In his 

recent book, Jihad vs. McWorld, Benjamin Barber, professor of 

political science at Rutgers University, adds the following 

signs and symptoms to this postmodern portrait of a world 

simultaneously pulled apart by tribal self-determination and 

homogenized by popular consumerism and worldwide 

telecommunication: 

Iranian zealots keep one ear tuned to the mullahs 

urging holy war and the other cocked to Rupert 

Murdock's Star television beaming in Dynasty, 



Donohue, and The Simpsons from hovering 

satellites....The Russian Orthodox church, even as 

it struggles to renew the ancient faith, has 

entered a joint venture with California businessmen 

to bottle and sell natural waters under the rxibric 

Saint Springs Water Company. Serbian assassins 

wear Adidas sneakers and listen to Madonna on 

Walkman headphones as they take aim through their 

gunscopes at scurrying Sarajevo civilians looking 

to fill family watercans. (5) 

These are "postmodern" experiences, and the proliferation of 

them as popular images is itself a postmodern phenomenon. 

We could continue contributing to this stream of 

paradoxes until they together achieve a nihilistic, 

Baudrillardian narrative sublime, spinning out examples like 

surfing tv channels until the project fades entropically--and 

we, with our contingent selves, fade with it. Afterall, 

according to some, postmodernism means, in part, that very 

impossibility of establishing critical, rational, or 

philosophical distance from the workings of culture, much less 

from oneself. Another interpretation, alluded to in the 

opening paragraph, is that every element of culture, indeed 

reality, from art to philosophical discourse to "authentic" 

ethnic cuisine, is a commodity produced by consumer desire or 

"the frantic economic urgency of producing fresh waves of ever 
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more novel seeming goods..(Jameson 4) . Given these initial 

interpretations of postmodernism, any endeavor on my part to 

contribute understanding would coxint as no more than another 

material signifier in the shopping mall of critical 

discourse... 

But as an essayist and teacher of writing I resist the 

self-pre-empting effects of postmodernism. I am engaged an 

emancipatory project, whether I am fortunate enough to publish 

in scholarly journals or in literary publications, and despite 

the poststructuralist creed that says the authorial svibject is 

a fiction and the deconstructionist one that claims that all 

texts have always already been written. I am not subscribing 

by any means to a naive, romantic or liberal ideal of human 

emancipation in the face of what has truly become, on certain 

levels at least, a global culture of by consumer hype and 

commercialism. Rather, I recognize that all cultural periods 

have emergent and residual elements that escape the control of 

dominant mechanisms, such as the postmodern medium of 

television. More to the point, I believe that while Disney 

and McDonalds appear to have extended their influence 

throughout the literate world, the hyperreality of 

postmodernism, to use Baudrillard's term for the creation of 

an alternate reality through reproduction, modulation, and 

popularization of synthetic images, does not determine or 

reflect the experiences of everyone all the time. While it 
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may be impossible to define an absolute, material reality, it 

does not follow that none exists to which writing can refer. 

If nothing else, writing can offer counterhegemonies to the 

dynasty of the simulacrum and the commodity, just as it can 

use Lyotard's fall of the meta-narrative as an opportunity to 

write new narratives. But these new narratives can be written 

only from the perspective of somebody somewhere. That is, 

while the perspective of the Cartesian disembodied, 

transcendent knower is impossible, so is the postmodern 

perspective of being everywhere at once, including free of my 

discursively informed body. 

Thus, despite--or because of--how saturated and 

dislocated I am, according to Kenneth Gergen, by the 

postmodern possibilities of social interaction, or, according 

to Baudrillard, by the phenomenon of portrayal itself, I write 

and read to revise or reclaim myself; I attempt, through 

writing and teaching, to transform experience, to enhance 

understanding, and sometimes also to lead myself and my 

audience into a realm not always sanctioned by the academy nor 

recognized by postmodernism except as commodity: the sacred or 

spiritual. For these reasons I must come to terms with this 

"postmodern" rhetorical situation, at the heart of which 

thrives the modem classroom and the scholarly endeavor of 

this modem dissertation. I must stipulate definitions of 

critical terms, tentative as these definitions may or have to 
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be. By essaying the discourse of postmodernism and its 

connection to modernism, I hope to provide a context for 

reading essays in later chapters. 

Key Terms 

PostmoderTiity is a mood, atmosphere, or quality pervading 

social and cultural life. It signifies changes in the social, 

political, and economic structures that undergird the kinds of 

images described in the opening paragraphs (Smart 23; Connor 

27) . 

Postmodernism, on the other hand, at least as I intend 

it, is the discourse that develops out of experiences of 

postmodemity (and, of course, that helps fuel the latter as 

well). David Lehman explains, "More than anything else 

postmodernism is an attitude, and that attitude is 

definitively ironic" (3).' 

Irony, of course, is also characteristic of modernism. 

It is a means by which people cope with the incoherence of 

modem life while containing it, as Alan Wilde tells us, in 

the "sublimity of form" (40) . Wilde calls this modernist 

irony disjunctive. However, he identifies suspensive irony as 

that which characterizes postmodernism. Suspensive irony 

tolerates a world of incoherence eind rejects the aesthetic of 

detachment that accompanies the desire for transcendence. 
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depth, epiphany, and other modernist aesthetic ideals. 

Because postmodernists and their work cannot escape or 

transcend chaos, their creations draw from what is available 

and visible, however temporary (i.e., not modemly eternal) or 

localized the material may be (108-132). 

A conclusive overview of the theoretical discourse of 

postmodernism is not only beyond the bounds of this 

dissertation but also, due to the contradictions inherent in 

it, impossible. Nevertheless, a list of the theorists of 

postmodernism most influential on thinking across the 

humanities would have to include Jean Baudrillard, Jean 

Francois Lyotard, and Fredric Jameson. They are certainly the 

most influential on my own thinking, so I summarize aspects of 

their theories while highlighting those elements that will act 

as lenses in my reading of essays in later chapters. I will 

also investigate the postmodernism of another theorist, Ihab 

Hassan, to help define postmodernism. First, however, I 

negotiate the tension between modernism and postmodernism. 

Modernism, Postmodernism/ & Hassaui 

In the broadest of terms, modernism refers to 

oppositional stances in art and literature between form and 

chaos, high or elite culture and low or vernacular culture, 

between meaning and meaninglessness, between the eternal and 

the transitory. Modernity, on the other hand, is the quality 
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or condition of modem life, to which--or from which--the 

modem artist writer tums. In its harsh jiixtaposition of 

urban, industrial life with natural or pastoral imagery, Ezra 

Poland's famous poem consisting of a single couplet, "In a 

Station of the Metro," points to the conflict at the heart of 

the modem dilemma: 

The apparition of these faces in the crowd; 
Petals on a wet, black bough. 

Even the use of the semi-colon--without a conjunction to ease 

our assimilation of this juxtaposition--intensifies the 

collision. Although, we can also read Joan Didion's essay 

"Hoover Dam" for an analogous experience of the tension 

between the timeless power of modem industrial and scientific 

creations and the personal experience of awe, alienation, and 

perhaps muted horror people feel in the face of them. 

Or maybe the automobile itself, for instance, as 

portrayed in Virginia Woolf's essay "Evening over Sussex: 

Reflections in a Motor Car" or Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby, 

is a more apt metaphor for modernity's paradoxical condition: 

the promise of salvation through industrial and technological 

progress vis a vis the alienating and potentially violent 

underbelly of that promise; the automobile that ushers people 

where they can't otherwise go obstructs and pollutes the very 

unrestrained freedom the driver, or passenger, desires. As 

Marshall Herman says of Goethe's Faust, "Ironically, his 
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tragedy will stem precisely from his desire to eliminate 

tragedy from his life" (66) . For Berman, Faust is the 

prototypical modern person, wreaking social and spiritual 

havoc in the wake of its very achievement of progress and 

development for all. This, to paraphrase part of Herman's 

thesis in All That is Solid Melts into Air, is the modernist 

paradox, that our means to a better life often lead to the 

corruption of someone else, if not ourselves; they "melt" or 

yield to the maelstrom that is modernity. (As I explain 

later, however, Berman sustains a belief in the power and 

promise of modernism to continue to rise to the occasion by 

alleviating, however temporarily, incoherence and 

disintegration.) Of course, as Berman clarifies, we have what 

might be called optimistic modernists (e.g., architect Le 

Courbusier), who sustain a belief in the modem triumph of 

form and technology, and we have pessimistic modernists, who 

lament the loss of human feeling to industrialization (e.g., 

Eliot) . Nevertheless, they both are involved in a dialogue 

with perfection. 

In some cases, modernist works of art or literature such 

as surrealist paintings by Max Ernst and Joan Miro or the high 

modernist writings of Stein or Joyce appear to be very 

postmodern in their emphasis on chance and randomness, but the 

distinction is less one of content than of purpose: the 

postmodernist has abandoned the modernist oppositional stance; 
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the postmodernist enacts or signifies the collapse between the 

modernist writer or artist's Utopian critique of a fragmented 

world rendered meaningless by war and industrialization and 

the world itself. Moreso, the postmodernist text acknowledges 

the contingent ideology or discourse of any stance (Jameson 8-

9, 173-175) . 

Likewise, many critics have questioned why the self-

reflexive, highly self-conscious experiments of high-modernist 

literature (i.e., texts that continually call attention to 

their literary elements, such as plot, point of view, 

characterization, and so forth) do not qualify as postmodern. 

Steven Connor explains that high-modemist self-reflexive 

textuality was carried out in seclusion from a real world 

given up for its dumb or debilitated undiscursiveness. 

However, the postmodern variety carries its self-reflexivity 

to the point that it is "coextensive" with the real world: 

everything, in other words, is textual; the real world is also 

a text, in effect representing the work of literature (127). 

Lyotard expresses the difference this way: 

[M]odem aesthetics is an aesthetics of the 

sublime, though a nostalgic one. It allows for the 

unpresentable to be put forward only as the missing 

contents.... The postmodern would be that which, in 

the modem, puts forward the unpresentable in 

presentation itself. (81) 
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In identifying modernism with an aesthetics of the sublime, 

Lyotard explains that writers (e.g. Proust, Joyce) allude to 

something beyond the text by sacrificing or attenuating such 

things as the identity of the hero or of writing itself. In 

these sacrifices the "literary institution" itself is 

subverted (80-81) . The postmodern work of art does not resort 

to the subverting of estsdslished rules to evoke the 

unpresentable; rather, it embarks on the project of 

discovering new rules so that nothing is "missing" from the 

presentation (81). 

Postmodern art is not simply about inventing rules and 

erasing boundaries. Joyce, for instance, made it new (Pound's 

popular modernist credo) in the writing of Ulysses, 

transmogrifying traditional narrative logic. But he did so, 

we are told, with the intention of achieving a deeper meaning. 

He was still operating within the purview of modem reason and 

the romantic claim to originality. Postmodern art or writing 

takes over where intention and depth of meaning recede. For 

the postmodernist, reason is not in crisis; rather, it becomes 

a symptom of competing dogmas of knowledge and truth, voices 

neutralized by their sheer multiplicity of perspectives 

(Gergen 128-129). As Gergen characterizes the situation, 

"Rationality reduces to suspicious rhetoric" (129) . Modernism 

decentered the siibject; postmodernism has decentered writing 

as well. 



Modernism also expresses itself in the striving for 

essence or purity in both content and form, subject and 

object. The creations of two of the giants of modem 

architecture, Frank Lloyd Wright and Charles Jeanneret Le 

Corbusier, are meant to be things in themselves, pure, 

unmediated, "formless" forms or objects. The popular credo, 

form follows fxmction, owes its life to this modernist 

mentality. Painters such as Rothko and Klee, or Pollack and 

de Kooning, photographic movements such as Group f.64, and 

academic orientations such as New Criticism all share in this 

endeavor to cordon off the essential text or act from issues 

of authorial intention, representation, and the impurities and 

embellishments of subjective or artificial bourgeois taste. 

For Group f.64, whose membership included photographers 

Immogene Cunningham, Edward Weston, and Ansel Adams, the 

metaphor of the camera as machine acted as their creed, 

stressing the aesthetic of allowing the camera itself, its 

mechanisms and photochemical processes, to do what it is 

inherently equipped to do: take photographs--but not pictures, 

which are associated with the romantic Pictorialist movement 

against which f-64 protested. The name "f-64" alludes to the 

aperture opening on the camera that would allow for the 

maximum depth of field. To quote Edward Weston from 1934: 

"The rigid form of the sonnet has never 

circumscribed the poet. In the so-called 



limitations of its means may be discovered one of 

photography's most important and distinguishing 

features. The mechanical camera and indiscriminate 

lens-eye, by restricting too personal 

interpretation, directs the worker's course toward 

an impersonal revealment of the objective world. 

'Self-expression' is an objectification of one's 

deficiencies and inhibitions. In the discipline of 

camera-technique, the artist can become identified 

with the whole of life and so realize a more 

complete expression." (Heyman) 

These photographs often depicted people themselves, when they 

appeared, as incidental to the urban landscape's concatenation 

of lines, planes, parabolas, and angles. In a sense, the 

formal composition was the photograph's content. 

So familiar is the language of Weston's code that I 

wonder if he had been familiar with T.S. Eliot's famous modern 

essay "Tradition and the Individual Talent." Here Eliot 

attacks certain emphases of Romanticism, particularly the cult 

of originality and the belief that a poem is the expression of 

the individual poet's personality. Eliot argues that the 

mature poet extinguishes his or her personality by immersing 

it in the tradition and the medium that is poetry (761-764) . 

Later we will see how this philosophy influenced modern 

essayists. 
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Eliot's "program for the metier of poetry" (762) 

obviously fits with the modernist presciptions made by other 

artists; but so does his style. "It is in this 

depersonalization," he says, "that art may be said to approach 

the condition of science" (726) . Thus, the poet is akin to a 

"catalyst" in a chemical reaction; the contents of the poet's 

mind are "particles;" and the desired result is a "fusion" 

(763)--an extended scientific metaphor, in other words. 

For a range of literary texts that illustrate the 

modernist pursuit of essence and purity, we can go from Henry 

James's dense prose with its evocations of stream of 

consciousness to Hemingway's hard, laconic surfaces. The 

former represents absolute depth, the latter absolute surface. 

"Whether conceived of as a cold, dry, impersonal jewel, or as 

a richly saturated tissue of subjectivity, the principle of 

the modernist artwork is that it be complete in itself" 

(Connor 107). In either case, according to Irving Howe, the 

modem artist or writer is "heroic": through his suffering he 

creates a work of art or design that represents the conflict 

at the heart of the modem condition: the desire for freedom 

from the need or requirement to submit to the authority of 

institutions and organizations (9-10) . We can observe a 

similar range of "texts" in modem painting. Octavio Paz 

explains that the cubism of Picasso, realizing that it could 

not "escape nature" (347), sought to disfigure or deform it 
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instead. On the other hand. Abstract Expressionists took 

their lessons from nature, their paintings being displays of 

energy and emotion. Realizing that "essence and nature lie 

outside the flow of human time" (348), other currents in 

modem art sought to "capture the meaning of change" itself 

(348) . Regardless of their orientation, modem artists 

created out of the contradiction between pure objectivity and 

subjectivity, between meaning and meaninglessness (e.g. the 

Dadaist movement), seeking to capture an ultimate essence 

(348-349) . Paz wonders whence will emerge a complete art, one 

that does not achieve pure objectivity at the expense of 

subjectivity or intentionality. I suggest that, in its 

multiplicity, the postmodern is complete.. .but is it art? 

Again, this depends less on what art is than on what we want 

it to do. 

As Wilde suggests above, the postmodern artist or writer 

views modern ideals of wholeness, purity, and unity as 

fictions that deny context, the contradictions inherent in any 

re-presentation, and the role language plays in 

interpretations of the finished product (Connor 72-73). 

Rather than struggle to represent the unrepresentable (i.e., 

truth, inner consciousness, and so forth), the postmodernist 

has given up to obsolescence the notion of representation 

altogether. Nothing can be re-presented; everything is 

contingent or deferred. But by the same token, the 
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postmodernist, eschewing the modernist's claim to a position 

higher than or intellectually transcendent of lowly bourgeois 

or vernacular culture, perceives that all forms of 

representation are self-reflexive or inflected by the 

ideologies attached to them. Artistic representation thus 

becomes a game wherein anything, culturally "high" or "low," 

can function as artistic media, including past styles and 

works. This recognition of the contingencies operating in a 

work of art extends to the commercial aspect of art as well. 

Modem art, ironically, arose in part because of the 

nineteenth-century socio-economic changes (i.e., 

industrialization) that resulted in the art museum, a rise in 

the commercial art market, and the consequent growth in the 

patronage of artists--all part of the middle-class culture 

modernists purported to refuse (Diamond, no pagination). 

Postmodern art, however, may comment unsibashedly on its truck 

with the commercial world. The postmodernist creation is thus 

as much about context as subject matter or theme, and the 

postmodern artist is more a vehicle than the agent of a heroic 

artistic vision. 

It is this idea of collapse to which I will return 

continually in the dissertation. We witness it not only in 

the aesthetic or artistic realms but also in the dissolution 

of ways the postmodern svibject can identify its own domain. 

Tabloid television, for instance, has begun to eradicate the 
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boundary between the public and private sphere (Jameson 354) , 

leaving the viewer with little that has not been exposed or 

transgressed by the video camera. Meanwhile, I see a related 

phenomenon in architecture (e.g., Hyatt hotels), where 

delineations between inside and outside are inverted or 

confused by inward looking balconies, atriums, waterways, 

fountains, glass ceilings, and the omnipresent big screen 

television, reproducing itself in its sheer numbers while 

channeling in images from what was once conceived as beyond or 

outside, but now simply embellishes the postmodern hotel's 

commodious confines. 

For a more detailed mapping of these tensions between 

postmodernism and modernism, we now consult Hassan's table. 

Hassan is quick to point out that his column of postmodernist 

features is to be read as tensions with, and not as 

oppositions to, the modernist features of the second column, 

and this caveat underscores the idea that postmodernism is 

entangled in the very modernist trends and discourses it 

critiques; to investigate differences, Hassan is forced to 

employ a modernist heuristic. Ironically, one trait missing 

from the modernist side is binarism, even though the 

postmodernist features imply a disruption or collapse of 

binary structures. 
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Modernism 
Romanticism/Symbolism 

Form (conjunctive, closed) 
Purpose 
Design 

Hierarchy 
Mastery/Logos 

Art Object/Finished Work 
Distance 

Creation/Totalization 
Synthesis 
Presence 
Centering 

Genre/Boundary 
Semantics 
Paradigm 
Hypotaxis 
Metaphor 
Selection 
Root/Depth 

Interpretation/Reading 
Signified 

Lisible (Readerly) 
Narrative/Grande Histoire 

Master Code 
Symptom 
Type 

Genital/Phallic 
Paranoia 

Origin/Cause 
God the Father 
Metaphysics 
Determinacy 
Trans cendence 

Postmodernism 
'Pataphysics/Dadaism 

Antiform (disjunctive, open) 
Play 
Chance 
Anarchy 

Exhaust ion/S ilence 
Process/Performance/Happening 

Participation 
Decreation/Deconstruction 

Antithesis 
Absence 
Dispersal 

Text/Intertext 
Rhetoric 
Syntagm 
Parataxis 
Metonymy 

Combination 
Rhizome/Surface 

Against Intrp./Misread. 
Signifier 

Scriptible (Writerly) 
Anti-narrative/Petite Histoire 

Idiolect 
Desire 
Mutant 

Polymorphous/Androgynous 
Schizophrenia 

Difference-Differance/Trace 
The Holy Ghost 

Irony 
Indeterminacy 

Immanence (267-8) 
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I would add to Hassan's list nostalgia on the modernist 

side and nostalgia for nostalgia on the postmodernist side. 

Nostalgia enters the modem experience in the split between 

the modernist's spirit and its environment: we either long for 

a lost Eden, or can't reconcile our inventiveness and 

adventurousness with the monsters we've created. For the 

postmodernist, the history of modem development or progress 

has been lost; therefore, there is no bittersweet past to long 

for or wax sentimental about. 

The field of composition studies would appear to coincide 

with the era of postmodemity, Lester Faigley obseirves, 

particularly if we concur, as have several historians of the 

field, that the CCCC convention of 1963 marks its disciplinary 

beginning. As the postmodern becomes the stage in our work, 

and as we recognize, as Patricia Harkin does in her essay "The 

Postdisciplinary Politics of Lore," that the composition 

classroom is already postmodern in its eclecticism (134-13 6), 

we must begin to explore ways of enacting it forroally in the 

essay. And yet, Faigley continues, with its emphasis on the 

product of writing, composition studies has tended to be 

modern, despite the recent attention to writing process (13-

14) . Compositionist John Schilb characterizes composition as 

modem because the field emerged in part to prepare students 

for corporate and industrial life and the specializations of 

higher education. Modem composition instmcted students en 
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masse in the mechanics of language (177-178) . Quoting Richard 

Lanham, Schilb describes the persistently modem classroom as 

a place where "a common-sense positivism.., finds a real world 

out there, a sincere soul in side all of us, and a prose style 

that opens a transparent window between the two" (181) . 

The teaching of writing has abandoned or at least 

expanded upon such modernist tactics as the five-paragraph 

essay and the modes of discourse, both of which, in 

prescribing formal strictures, collapse writing invention into 

formal arrangement, thereby making invention, for some, a 

hollow exercise. And many compositionists, particularly those 

featured in Contending with Words, identify composition as the 

space where writers can recognize that discourse is actually 

produced experientially in local encounters between people, 

and not, as Lanham says, "out there." As I will explore in 

greater detail later, the essay by definition inverts these 

modem practices by making invention or discovery part of the 

essay's form. The postmodem composition classroom is in a 

position to "comprehensively probe the generation of culture" 

(Schilb 177). 

The Major Players 

We now tum to the three theorists, Lyotard, Baudrillard, 

and Jameson, who tend to dominate discussions of 

postmodemism. While providing background to those 
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theoretical elements most influential on my conception of the 

postmodern and how I've seen postmodernism represented in the 

essay, I also note how these theories have been criticized. 

Each theorist bases his work on concepts of Marxist 

alienation and dialectical materialism. That is, each 

improvises on Marx's theories of class conflict, the 

alienation of the proletariat not only from the means of 

production but from him- or her-self, and the dialectic 

between economic base and ideological superstructure. And all 

three wrestle with Marxist humanism and its notion of 

emancipation of the subject from the cultural, economic, or 

ideological conditions that oppress and alienate her. (For 

sake of consistency and simplicity, as well as to highlight 

the heightened alienation of women in capitalism, I will use 

the female pronoxin, she or her.) 

Both Jameson and Baudrillard have created schemes to 

track the development of the forces that have resulted in the 

supersaturation of social and economic life by the cultural. 

In The Mirror of Production, Baudrillard modifies Marx's 

three-stage genealogy of the growth of the market and its 

identifying features or values. The first stage centers on 

use value; that is, commodities (if that is a fitting term) 

were valued for their capacity for fulfillment of immediate 

needs. This brand of economy presupposed an agrarian, feudal 

society. A second stage--I'm simplifying for sake of 
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illustration--reflected the existence of surplus goods; now 

"commodities" possessed an exchange value. They acquired 

abstract or aesthetic properties in addition to their prior 

value as objects to satisfy survival needs. Here we can also 

see the emergence of profit and consumption, for to "exchange" 

goods made possible getting not only a good bargain, but also 

a collectible item capable of further exchange on the market 

{Mirror of Production 119-121). 

In Baudrillard's third stage something fascinating 

happens. Abstractions themselves become commodities--"things" 

like love, prestige, status, and so forth, could be marketed. 

Marx anticipated this stage and called it an "economy of 

corruption." But the evolution does not end there. For 

Baudrillard a fourth stage, the one in which we are currently 

living, takes stage. This stage he refers to as that state in 

which everything is commodif iable; every commodity also 

possesses abstract value. All abstractions or intangibles, in 

this fourth stage, have become commodities. The obvious 

problem for the svibject or worker is that she is doubly 

alienated: both in the traditional, Marxist sense (i.e., from 

the means of production) and in her own experience of this 

rampant totalizing process of commodification, a seemingly 

autonomous and monstrous economic realm. What was once 

concrete is now abstract or reified, removed {Mirror of 

Production 127-129). (According to Althusser and others, she 
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would not be aware of her own alienation, however, by virtue 

of having been conditioned by ideology to perceive herself as 

a vinified, useful, economic and social agent.) 

Later Baudrillard composed a similar history of the sign, 

which operated by a sovereign (if not altogether clearly 

defined) code. Signs originally possessed referentiality; 

that is, they unproblematically referred to or designated 

their intended objects. Soon a split occured that begins to 

separate signs from referents. Concomitantly what happens 

(this would appear to be a cause of the aforementioned 

"split," but studying economic and ideological structures has 

taught me not to impose easy cause-effect relations) is that 

certain entities become the privileged users of these signs, 

accruing the power that comes with that privilege. I'm 

talking here about landlords (as opposed to tenants), 

scientists (as opposed to lay people), owners (as opposed to 

workers). This stage might be called modem because of the 

"split" between the domain of signs and their alienated but 

not yet altogether lost referents. The "modem" here is 

characterized by a collision between urban and traditional 

forms, the desire to make things anew in conflict with the 

desire or nostalgia for the receding old {Mirror of Production 

131-139). 

But in the postmodern or contemporary phase of the sign, 

all referentiality is lost. Likewise, the real disappears. 
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Baudrillard calls this realm--there is none beyond it, but for 

the social that recedes in an abyss beneath it--the 

"hyperreal," a world of simulation. In this condition the 

image or model is all we have, and its intensification due to 

being reproduced and repeated makes it more real--hyperreal--

than the original object to which it once referred 

{Simulations 30-31) . To quote Baudrillard directly: 

All of Western faith and good faith was engaged in 

this wager on representation: that a sign could 

refer to the depth of meaning, that a sign could 

exchange for meaning and that something could 

guarantee this exchange--God, of course. But what 

if God himself can be simulated? (10). 

Baudrillard offers, as an illustration of simulation, a 

story of the Tassaday Indians, an indigenous tribe of the 

Philippines. Baudrillard explains that when ethnographers 

"discovered" the Tassaday it marked a momentous occasion--the 

finding of a people heretofore uncontaminated by the modem 

world. But these founders, in a humanistic move, returned the 

Tassaday to their native ways and abandoned their scientific 

project in the spirit of preserving an aboriginal culture. 

But what they failed to realize, Baudrillard explains, is that 

the gesture is corrupt from the beginning. The Tassady exist 

now only as a representation of themselves, forever sealed 

away in a conceptual museum, circulating now as an image or 
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"sign" not of who they really are but of how they've been 

mourned 14-23). 

Baudrillard makes a similarly paradoxical picture of 

Disneyland and of detente. He indicates that Disneyland is 

not the world of fantasy and imagination we've long conceived 

it to be. It is instead a mirror for the surrounding 

metropolis, which is the actual world of image-making, image-

reproduction--the world of Hollywood, television, film. About 

detente Baudrillard says that the circulation of signs of 

impending disaster and terror created its own self-satisfying 

stasis, without any actual threat from nuclear bombs being 

necessary. He compares this to how Kennedy required a real 

assassin to frighten and destablize us, whereas Reagan and 

Ford's "near" assassinations were attempted by mock assassins, 

contributing to a condition wherein our sense of the social 

exists only in the interplay of signs and images. The "real" 

event, the death of the president, is already scripted and 

does not need to happen. Likewise, if it did happen, we would 

experience it according to the simulations already circulating 

(23-30) . 

No less recently than in today's local city newspaper, an 

editorial/essay by New York Times columnist Thomas L. Friedman 

brings Baudrillard's theory to bear on the present day. 

Friedman argues that, with the recent explosion of TWA Flight 

800, the attack on U.S. military barracks in Saudi Arabia, and 
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the bombing in Atlanta's Olympic Park, we are witnessing a 

"new" kind of terrorist, one who uses its anonymity 

strategically: not only to escape detection but to increase 

the fearsomeness of its presence. With the aid of the 

Internet and mass media, the terrorizing act lives on as an 

informational aftershock because 

the anxiety triggered by these acts...isn't just 

linked to the solving of a particular crime or 

political problem, but to our increased 

vulnerability generally. An anonymous terrorist 

with the right bomb in the right place can lower 

the quality of life for an entire globe. (A-9) 

The anonymous terrorist's dissemination of itself and its act 

by way of the information superhighway brings Baudrillard's 

simulacra in direct association with Lyotard's world of 

unbridled knowledge governed by performativity. 

Jameson states that " [p] ostmodemism is the consumption 

of sheer commodification as a process" (x) . He offers an 

economic history mirroring Baudrillard's. For Jameson, 

capitalism falls into three stages: market capitalism, in 

which the exchange of goods or commodities was a local venture 

with all elements essentially visible; nation states or 

imperialistic capitalism, in which national boundaries were 

firmed, "lesser" countries were bought, divvied up, or simply 
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"consumed"; and "late" capitalism, or global capitalism. This 

final stage, the one we occupy, has as its main element the 

multinational corporation. (I do not say "essential" element, 

for one of the features of late capitalism is that the forces 

that shape things are not mappable.) 

Jameson identifies cultural stages--and their 

characteristic artistic expressions--to connect with the above 

capitalistic trajectory: realism, modernism, and postmodernism 

(36-38). For Jameson, like Baudrillard in his final stage, 

the cultural has pervaded all strata of society. While 

everything is now a commodity, something for the global 

economy to feed on, it is not the economic that dominates or 

tyrannizes. Rather, it is the cultural that has invaded 

everything. 

And this cultural leaves no room for separation or 

perspective. For instance, rock music has been defined as a 

genre that is itself separate, operating at a critical remove 

from the "system." Jameson explains that the global thrives 

on the very kinds of improvisation that fuel rock's self-

proclaimed marginal status. In fact, the ethnic musician, so 

popular today, is, ironically, more central to the system than 

its more "mainstream" counterparts, because he can see from 

the margins (i.e., isn't blinded by the whirlwind of musical 

fad, changeover, mass production, hyphenated names of musical 

hybridities) and because his "diversity" is the very thing the 
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global culture thrives on (299-300). This is the paradox of 

the global and the source of its "perpetual present" (i.e., 

collapse of histories) : it thrives on the very difference or 

experiment or non-conformity that marks artists "individuals. " 

I will return to the commodification of ethnic culture in the 

chapter about essays from the anthology Next. 

Jameson's investigation of forms of postmodern art is 

also pertinent to understanding the rhetoric of the 

contemporary essay. Two forms of postmodern art given special 

treatment by Jameson are pastiche and total flow. Often 

misunderstood, pastiche is not collage, though it may employ 

collage. Instead it is a form of appropriation employing a 

multiplicity of styles while parodying the ideas of a 

legitimate or original work of art. Rather than parody, 

pastiche may also signify a situation wherein art itself 

struggles with issues of representation, purity, and 

excellence, self-consciously calling attention to these issues 

in crisis (16-19). Total flow refers to a property of video: 

unlike film and television, which attempt a metaphorical time, 

video mechanical time (i.e., as it unrolls reel to reel) 

unfolds equivalent to the viewer's experience of time. 

Likewise, the unfurling of images on video coincide with the 

viewer's direct visual experience of these images; they do not 

allude, as the modernist film would, to a presence or meaning 

beyond themselves. Aside from exploring the uniqueness of 
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this art form, Jameson uses it as a metaphor to describe the 

all consuming effect of the textuality of art, its capacity to 

include everything already created and yet to be created, 

including especially the element of irony. For postmodern 

art, irony is not a commentary, rather it is the subject 

itself, a free-floating irony resulting from the collapse of 

dissimilars into a cultural pool (76-78). 

For Jameson, the bourgeois notion of individuality and 

autonomy is a fiction. Consumers can't create a new life for 

themselves by delving into other traditions and cultures 

because the foreign and the exotic are merely consummable now, 

making "lifestyle" something one assembles from choices along 

a strip mall and not an expression of an inner essence or 

value system (aside from the value of consumption). Jameson 

recommends not a geographical map by which we can negotiate 

our way through different cultures and regions and spaces but 

a "cognitive map," one that can help us find our way through 

the contradictory spaces of the postmodern landscape (41-45; 

51-54) . Such a map can come in handy for our students when on 

the Las Vegas strip at night. 

Problems arise for both Jameson and Baudrillard in their 

visions of saturation. For Jameson, we have to wonder how a 

critique is possible if the collapse of the cultural onto all 

other realms prevents the kind of distance necessary for such 

a critique. For Baudrillard, whose world of simulacra 
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forecloses the language games of Lyotard (whom I will discuss 

next), we have to ask what mobility is left for the social. 

If, as he says, they/we have been reduced to a kind of vortex 

or black hole into which everything is sucked as sign, then 

we've outstripped ourselves. 

Jameson has also been taken to task for the parallels he 

draws between stages in capitalistic and cultural evolution. 

Reed Way Dassenbrock, for instance, argues that "postmodernism 

is not the logic of late capitalism" (128), and that Jameson 

erroneously tries to extend his analogy between the two groups 

of cultural and economic stages. Dassenbrock also argues that 

Marxism serves as a better analogy than capitalism for changes 

in Western culture over the past one and a half centuries. He 

also questions Jameson's claims to the promise of global 

Marxist growth when the Soviet bloc and Germany have broken 

apart into social democracies and when the site of the 

strongest entrenchment of Marxism would appear to be the 

intellectual world of the academy, which, Dassenbrock points 

out, is "supported by the very forces of capitalism it 

attacks..." (118). Dassenbrock goes on to explain that we 

would expect Jameson to be less Eurocentric in his assessment 

of art and literature produced by other, especially third-

world, cultures; afterall, they represent those societies 

where Marxist systems of government tend to take root. Yet 

Jameson tends to "totalize" his theory of postmodern culture. 
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applying it to all societies (126-128) . In the end, 

Dassenbrock concedes that we live in "an age of postmodernism" 

(130) , but it is not the only culture available--and, 

ironically, cannot be the only one, not if it is to escape the 

totalizing projects of modernism. 

In a similar vein, Steven Connor calls Jameson to task 

for his claim that certain postmodernist works of art or 

literature represent postmodern culture or, in the case of 

video, that it is the quintessential postmodern art form, 

when, again, the impossibility of critical distance and the 

flattening of hierarchy that typifies postmodern intellectual 

experience precludes re-presentation or the kind of 

dialectical reasoning between observer and observed Jameson 

engages in (49). 

Lyotard's language games are his sublime vision of 

communication when all legitimizing narratives have fallen 

into disuse or disrepair. He has explained that science is 

denotative, and for so long has legitimized itself by the 

"narratives" of progress, emancipatory knowledge, and truth. 

But the guarantees of science began to be exposed, its 

projects serving ends other than those defined in the "meta" 

or grand narratives. 

Lyotard advocates not conventional, binary scientific 

thinking but "paralogy," which entails a strategy of play and 
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disruption by employing "differends," the terms excluded by 

the binaries (60-61) . Criticism of Lyotard centers on 

questions of regulation and good will, besides the larger 

question of whether these "language games" will take place at 

all; that is, whether the trigonometrical growth and exchange 

of knowledge and information will indeed become a field of 

fruitful paradigm-altering, hence paradigm-regulating 

exchange. Some have countered that sciences like the "new" 

physics are not sub-dividing into discrete games but are 

striving for a grand-unified theory of matter and energy. 

Others, such as Habermas and Rorty, feel that Lyotard's 

visionary world cannot avoid agonism or mutual alienation 

(i.e., a common language is necessary) if an ethic of 

tolerance (Rorty) or humanistic. Enlightenment-like 

rationalistic values (Habermas) aren't practiced to guarantee 

the smooth running of Lyotard's sheer multiplicity. And of 

course, Foucauldians caution about the drive for power that 

has been known to operate in the community of scientists. 

Lyotard calls Habermas's treatment of the problem of 

legitimation "a search for universal consensus through what he 

calls Diskurs, in other words, a dialogue of argumentation" 

(65). Lyotard distrusts any return to Enlightenment 

rationality, whether in the name of socialist or humanist 

programs, because the ends continue to be power, particularly 

as a result of the "mercantilization of knowledge" (5). He 
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counters Habermas's suspicion by questioning two assumptions: 

one, that consensus about rules of regulation is possible when 

language itself is heterogenous; and two, that the goal of 

dialogue is or should be consensus. Paralogy or "dissent," 

and not consensus, should be the "end" of what for Lyotard is 

a war against "totality" (82). The willingness to "drift" is 

the means. However, while Lyotard advocates that we abandon 

the ideal of scientific progress because science has become a 

game of playing incommensurable theories off one another, 

philosopher Richard Rorty is not at all convinced that science 

evolves due to paralogical interventions. As Rorty puts it: 

To say that "science aims" at piling paralogy on 

paralogy is like saying that "politics aims" at 

piling revolution on revolution. No inspection of 

the concerns of contemporary science. . . could show 

anything of the sort. (163) 

In the academy, Lyotard has been criticized for his 

aestheticizing of everything--replacing modes such as function 

and operation and results with narrative. What then happens 

is analogous to the kinds of stasis that Baudrillard and 

Jameson bring their visions to (while trying to work out a 

theory for the possibility of praxis) : change and innovation 

become characters in the narrative flow; neo-conservative 

debate over ideas, without connection to material conditions, 

ensues. To quote Connor's criticism of Lyotard: 
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In the absence of a determined attempt to build any-

kind of effective oppositional or democratizing 

consensus, paralogy and subversion can be 

discharged harmlessly into strategies of 

professional and institutional consolidation. (43) 

And yet, Victor Vitanza is one academic--a compositionist--who 

advocates, in "Three Countertheses: Or, A Critical 

In (ter) vent ion into Composition Theories and Pedagogies," that 

we attempt, with Lyotard, not only to rewrite the rules but to 

"flourish" within the legitimation crisis (145). In brief, 

Vitanza introduces Lyotard's "differend" and "paralogy" into 

the composition classroom, arguing for a pedagogy and way of 

writing that do not conform to politics left or right, for the 

inevitable ends are power and control. 

With these synopses, I am in no way pretending to contain 

all of postmodernism. I do intend to provide a context, 

however incomplete, for the ideas I find most fruitful in my 

rhetorical analysis of essays in later chapters. I argue that 

there are degrees of validity in the work of each theorist; 

even though, I agree with detractors who challenge the 

monolithic extreme to which each theorist takes his 

postmodernism. Baudrillard's simulacrum is, for me, a very 

accurate and valid characteristic of, and driving force 

behind, the hyperreal: the imaging and reimaging of culture 
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and the simultaneous fading of root causes, origins, meanings. 

I am interested particularly in the role played by television 

and the popular media, especially advertising, in creating 

this condition. The recent Olympics and the current political 

election campaigns remind us not simply of television's 

capacity for reportage, but also of how contrivedly produced 

events are for television. It is not naive to say that we 

live in a culture in which everyone is conditioned to imagine 

themselves on television or video. 

I will focus on three elements of Jameson's work as it 

concerns criticism of art: pastiche, total flow, and the 

fading of affect. I will also reference his critique of the 

postmodern lifestyle as a consumerist construction instead of 

an independent and apparently "free" choice made by 

individuals. To Jameson I am also indebted for the notion 

that we inhabit a global economy that is driven by our desire 

to consume; consumption is what this unmappable conspiracy of 

forces produces. At the same time, like Dassenbrock, I do not 

assume for a moment that all inhabitants of the planet, or 

even of Western culture, have been lapped up by the economy of 

consumption. Tradition has not yet been stripped of 

everything but its commodified remains; folks still trade or 

barter for produce at a market that is not simply the 

exoticization of that market. And while the spiritual realm 

has been commodified to an extent, I believe it still exists 
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apart from conmercialization; moreover, writers can evoke it. 

And while, with ny limited perspective, I agree with 

Lyotard that the world has become on some level a vast 

contact zone of information exchange—witness the internet—I 

do not share his faith in a delegiti mated universe that keeps 

churning out its end of diversity. Some sense of mutual 

legitimation, such as that between writer and reader, must 

happen before communication can take place between any two 

languages or discourses. In fact, I believe with Burke that 

people, the symbolic animal, will always seek out others with 

whom to identify and cooperate, whether in the hostile tribal 

or sectarian ways Barber describes (as these groups are bent 

on division) or in the peaceful forms Burke hoped for. we do 

this not just to survive but to claim an identity. 

Sub j ectivity 

While romantic and modern conceptions of the self 

continue to shape contemporary subjectivity, a hallmark of 

postmodernism is a belief in the loss of personal agency if 

not a rejection of the modern ideal of personal identity.2 

Kenneth Gergen's comparison between modern and postmodern 

comedy serves as an excellent point of departure for 

distinguishing modern from postmodern notions of the self. 

"The major difference," he explains, "between modernist comedy 
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and postmodern is that we are all now 'the other'" (193) . 

(Fittingly, Vitanza calls his essay, referenced above, an act 

of "perverse comedy" (139).) This tension resonates right to 

the heart of the essay, which, unlike the other, classical 

genres of poetry, drama, and fiction, is often read as a 

direct expression of its author's voice, if not its self--its 

genuine feelings, observations, ideas, recollections, 

insights. The essayist may be in conversation with an 

"other," but he is first and foremost self-same. 

While the "classical" genres tend to be more figurative 

in their uses of language and more mystifying in their overall 

effects, the essayist has also traditionally intended a 

language that transparently represents inner thoughts and 

ideas. This news would seem to forever relegate the essayist 

to the postmodern garbage barge of the retro and passe. If we 

use Jameson's spectator of video, for him the ultimate 

postmodern technological medium, as a measure of the critical 

distance of the authorial subject, essayists are in trouble, 

for the subject has been totally assimilated to the 

technological. In fact, "mechanical depersonalization (or 

decentering of the subject) goes even further in the new 

medium, where the auteurs themselves are dissolved along with 

the spectator..." (74) by the annihilation of space, time, and 

image. 

As I explain in greater detail in the section on 
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Montaigne and feminism, one view is that the essay emerged 

from the Enlightenment and its "classical, epistemological 

subject--the subject of eighteenth century science and 

knowledge, the subject of much contemporary epistemological 

theory,... disembodied and disembedded" (Assiter 99). While 

this Enlightenment self, with its ability to reason 

objectively, evolved into the systematized modem self of 

sincerity, honesty, consistency, and, ultimately, normalcy, 

the romantic self of the nineteenth century, really the flip 

side and thus part of the Enlightenment project, has also 

sustained its influence on the essay's authorial subject as 

one characterized by a deep interior filled with passion, 

imagination, a soul as powerful as nature, an irrational will, 

and perhaps genius {Gergen 6-12; Faigley 16-19). We see this 

aspect of the essay's authorial subject in its more meditative 

and reflective incarnations. 

Yet another view of the essay's authorial sxibject is 

that, dating to Montaigne, it arose before the Enlightenment. 

As such, its goal was not, as Graham Good explains, the "pure, 

abstract, Cartesian constii^iction of the self or Newtonian 

construction of the world, but a construction of, and a 

response to, this time and place in the world, by this self" 

(23, emphasis added) . Along the same lines. Good indicates 

also that the essayist has never been modernist because she or 

he always writes of the particulars of immediate experience 
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and never tries to master or systematize those particulars. 

Thus, the essayist's insights are not transferable like 

theoretical insights; in the modem sense, they don't attempt 

a totalizing picture (22-24). In brief, the essayist 

practices a healthy skepticism that places more faith in 

personal, physical experience than in the doctrines of 

unexamined knowledge inculcated during the era of 

scholasticism inherited by Montaigne's generation. Shirley 

Brice Heath tells us, the Cartesian "essayist" who seeks 

certain knowledge through careful, logical induction 

originates with the initiating or gatekeeping fiinction of the 

essay in the academy. As Heath explains, and as we began to 

leam in the discussion of modernism above, if students are 

allowed to write one at all, they are quickly weaned from 

essay writing to the Cartesian article that will prepare them 

for still higher education in the disciplines and ultimately 

for the logical, rational, linear acumen demanded by the 

professional workplace (116). Ironically, such scholarly 

analyses may have focused on the poetry, drama, and fiction of 

Modern writers (e.g., Yeats, Eliot, Woolf), who also wrote 

brilliant essays elucidating modernist works of literature. 

Thus, the Cartesian subject lives on in the academy as 

the elite, objective minded scholar (who might study 

"literary" essays), while the subject founded by Montaigne 

survives in the classroom only as the beginning student 
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writer. A reason for its exclusion from literary high culture 

is that it "opposes doctrines and disciplines, the organizing 

structures of academic knowledge" (Good 4) . In "The Essay--Is 

it Literature?" Atwan suggests that the essay's "identity 

crisis" stems from Aristotle's still influential triad of 

poetics, dialectic, and rhetoric: with poetics covering 

imaginative literature and dialectic corresponding with 

philosophy, the third term, rhetoric, must wed the essay (27) . 

It fits nowhere; however, aficionados feel that its 

cosmopolitanism fits it everywhere. The essayist's low status 

in the academy is sustained also, Heath explains, by its close 

affinity to vernacular and oral culture, where, she theorizes, 

the essay has roots in the epigram, whose purpose was informal 

spoken social commentary and not the "fonnal demonstration of 

knowledge and logic" (118). 

The transitional, beginning essayist may continue to 

survive in expressionistic writing, often conflated with 

"creative" writing. The expressionist school of writing 

instruction, Peter Elbow chief among them, has been derided, 

sometimes unfairly, for its naive liberal, humanistic ideals 

for writers and writing. They believe that essay writers can 

get to know and thus transform their selves through writing 

and revising their introspections, feelings, and intimate 

observations, and sharing that writing in a supportive 

atmosphere (Faigley 17, 36) . It is not difficult to see why 
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the expressionism in general and the essay in particular 

"comported with the rise of individualism, which itself was a 

crucial aspect of the consolidation of capitalism. In this 

historical context, freedom came to be defined as the freedom 

to express the self" (Wamock, Encyclopedia 251) . The 

expressionist approach to the essay clearly has humanist and 

romantic overtones, but some feminists have also championed 

expressionism because they feel argumentative writing is 

inherently patriarchal and combative.^ 

More "radical" feminists, however, have contended that 

the expressionist authorial subject is part and parcel the 

traditional authorial subject: invariably male, deriving its 

freedom to reflect and recollect from the privilege and status 

accorded its gender. Like postmodernist readers these 

feminists argue that the essayist has always hidden behind a 

facade of conversational and experiential openness, when in 

actuality he has always indulged a leisure to speculate and 

reflect that is the privilege of his gender and elite social 

standing. Good is one critic writing sibout the essay who 

rather unproblematically speaks of the essayist in terms of 

free, unencumbered reason. Though he admonishes too close an 

identification of the essay with "[t]he empirical and 

individualistic quality of English culture and the early 

dominance of bourgeois values" linked with capitalism and 
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protestantism (viii), or with the certainty of knowing that 

was Descartes' striving (4) , he does characterize the essayist 

in the kind of liberal humanist ideology that has come under 

attack by feminists and postmodernists: 

The essayist's personality is offered as a 

"universal particular,".... Although "man" is 

differently realized in every individual, the study 

of one man is nevertheless one way to study "man." 

The essayist goes...out of disinterested 

curiosity... a kind of bourgeois self-critique" (8-

11) . 

Operating in the tradition of Locke and Hume, Good emphasizes 

the "individual's powers of observation" (20). Essayist and 

critic Scott Russell Sanders makes similarly modeim if less 

rosy paeans to the "singular first person" of the essay: 

In this era of prepackaged thought, the essay is 

the closest thing we have, on paper, to a record of 

the individual mind at work and at play. . . .The 

essay is a haven for the private, idiosyncratic 

voice in an era of anonymous babble. (32-33) 

Both Good and Sanders should not be dismissed wholesale for 

outmoded, simplistic notions of the contemporary authorial 

s\ibject--Sanders in particular acknowledges the chaos and 

commodification of contemporary culture--yet others writing 

about the essay, feminists, for instance, might protest such 
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pathetic, unproblematized descriptions of the authorial 

subject as the one Sanders offers of Loren Eiseley, "the 

lonely, melsuicho^'y persona, ... forever wandering, forever 

brooding on our dim and bestial past, his lips frosty with the 

chill of the Ice Age" (37) . While he's off somewhere 

brooding, they might say, we're keeping his house, raising his 

children. The bourgeois essay is never "disinterested," any 

more than is any discourse. 

Coming from a different, if at times overlapping, 

perspective, postmodernists have exposed the constructedness 

of this subject and its debt to its social, political, and 

material contexts. And yet, feminist minority women uphold an 

authorial siabject that is not expressionist, postmodern, or 

modem, even though the style and structure of the writing may 

appear to uphold an expressionist or modernist authorial 

subject. Lourdes Rojas and Nancy Saporta Stembach explain in 

"Latin American Women Essayists" that these essayists write 

from an entirely different subjectivity than the one male 

essayists have. The feminine first-person plural pronoun 

nosotras, they argue, is not like the masculine nosotros. The 

latter is simply a polite convention intended to sound less 

pedantic than the singular "I," but it elides the fact that 

one person is speaking for the group. But the former is 

clearly intended to address a collective while giving voice to 

that plurality. Rojas and Stembach explain that 



[T] he power of this feminine "I" did not emanate 

from the authority of the narrative voice (usually 

associated with males) or from the position of 

observer or critical viewer of that reality. 

Rather, what we observe here is an unfolding of the 

subject into an "I" whose final formulation not 

only considered, but also depended on the 

participation of the Other, that is to say, the 

reader. Therefore, women's essays, unlike men's, 

whose legitimation rested upon the authorial stance 

of the narrative persona and who often addressed 

readers in the imperative, were looking for their 

own legitimation outside the text. Women's essays 

reflected an open text in which the "I" was only 

one of may possible voices for reflection. The 

essay, thus, becomes a fluid text and the subject 

becomes polyvocal....While their male counterparts 

were concerned with the poetics of the essay, the 

women instead chose a language that evoked this 

sense of urgency through a directness of style and 

a concise prose that would create an impact on its 

readers. (182-183) 

Like Rojas and Stembach, others critics, such as Thomas 

Recchio and Amy Kaminsky, emphasize a Bakhtinian essayist who 

is dialogical and thus not disembedded or autonomous. 
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Together the two forces, feminism and postmodernism, 

demand that the essay abandon its project of enlightenment/ 

humanist/bourgeois subjectivity, or accoxmt for its 

fictiveness as well as its exclusion of other voices. In 

answer to the demands of feminist and postmodernist essayists, 

I will bring to bear the work of various theorists--Gergen as 

well as Alison Assiter {Enlightened Women), Nancy Mairs {Voice 

Lessons), Jane Miller {Working Time)--vho offer community, 

relation, ecriture feminine, and dialogism as new ways to 

conceive the essayist's subjectivity. Afterall, for many 

women (and men) postmodernism itself is a male intellectual 

creation that nullifies intimacy and neutralizes the potential 

for praxis. Meanwhile, as the various conceptions of the 

essayist attest, the essay continues to accommodate itself to 

such reformulations. 

What Postmodernism Does 

We have seen that postmodernism can ally itself with 

feminism in its critique of convention and the authorial 

STibject. However, we have also seen in the case of Jameson 

that postmodernism can function as the very inevitable 

totality it claims to be critiquing; as a totalizing 

condition, the culture of late capitalism can't be critiqued. 

In an analogous concern, Steven Connor asks readers to 

consider whether postmodernism truly exists beyond the 
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academic conversation that is its origin and that Jameson has 

helped propagate. 

Connor asks us to view the situation rhetorically, 

counseling that we need to acknowledge that postmodernism has 

been produced in the academic realm as a growing multiplicity 

of ways to study and mediate the various specializations 

within the humanities. The history goes something like this: 

a widening academic and intellectual constituency broadened 

the sphere of culture, erasing the boundary between high and 

mass culture. The study of this flood of cultural expressions 

became, in turn, profitable as it provided areas of 

specialization, hence power, to sustain academic careers. 

Moreover, the flux and fluidity of postmodern theory has 

steadily enlarged its domain in endless recombinations while 

insulating it from political and social critique. This 

insulation forms because the theoretical terms are forever 

getting dislodged and thrown up for meta-reflection in a 

double-helix that makes it impossible to separate postmodern 

theory from its cultural referents. There is no postmodernism 

apart from the terms used to explain it, let alone no 

consensus about it. Connor challenges academics: 

Instead of asking, what is postmodernism?, we 

should ask where, how, and why does the discourse 

of postmodernism flourish?, what is at stake in its 

debates, who do they address and how? This series 
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of questions shifts attention from the meaning or 

content of the debate to its form and function, so 

that, to borrow Stanley Fish's formula, we ask, 

not, what does postmodernism mean?, but, what does 

it do? (10) 

As Connor says repeatedly in one form or another, " [A] cademic 

debates about postmodernity and the postmodern reproduce the 

conditions of the postmodern" (43) . We need to assess what 

these debates are doing. 

Furthermore, it can also be said that the academy's 

desire to validate postmodernism as a period in its own right 

has helped solidify definitions of modernism by giving 

postmodernism its foil (Connor 105-106). Herman's criticism 

of the postmodern mentality focuses on its desire to dismiss 

or forget the past, which he calls "a ruling class self-

delusion" that cuts postmodernists off from their very source 

of strength: the energy and imagination to adapt to and 

transform the "maelstrom" that is modem life (345-348). On 

the other hand, the postmodern situation characterized by the 

various writers I've cited is also a positively rhetorical 

situation; in the absence of absolute truths and guiding meta-

narratives, human beings must settle differences through 

cooperative symbolic action, as Burke would teach. In fact, 

Burke's dialectic between division and identification finds a 

very fitting application in Barber's "Jihad" and "McWorld," 
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Jihad signifying the extremes of division and McWorld 

representing thorough identification. A dynamic process, 

rhetoric would have to achieve some kind of peaceful 

reconciliation between these trends. 

What the Essay Does 

Meanwhile, writing instruction and practice have 

disrupted the theoretical scholarly conversation Connor argues 

has safeguarded itself from rhetorical critique. True to its 

uncanny ability to resist categorization and disciplining, the 

(postmodern) essay appears to be thriving in the postmodern 

rhetorical arena of collapse and carnival both outside and 

inside the academy. A synopsis of a recent debate in College 

English illustrates the effect that the teaching and writing 

of essays has had on the seemingly recalcitrant academic 

conversation. Here the personal and idiosyncratic are forms 

of postmodern practice. The results of this influence are not 

inertial, as Connor might contend, but vital...at least until 

or if they are coopted by the very academic discourse they 

seek to change. 

By "threatening" the critical and objective with the 

personal, the postmodern academic article (or is it an essay?) 

has helped erode the framework that has distinguished and 

harbored the academy from life in the community beyond. G. 

Douglas Atkins, author of Estranging the Familiar, has 
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recently established himself one of the strongest devotees of 

the essay. As the title indicates, the book's central message 

is that the essay, when done well, moves the known, the status 

quo, the "familiar" to the fringes, inviting new and 

unexplored connections into the light of the center. That's 

its appeal; that, according to Atkins, is its value. In the 

issue of College English that he shares with Harvey, Atkins 

argues (though he's hardly polemical) that the essay may be 

personal but it's not at all indulgent. As the title of his 

article says, the essay is an act of "Envisioning the 

Stranger's Heart." Far from being a call in the wind, the 

essay intimately joins writer and reader, however estranged 

they might from each other otherwise be. 

But Harvey is not sold. He notes unflatteringly in 

"Presence in the Essay" that Atkins belongs to the "friends of 

the essay" clan. As far as Harvey is concerned, Atkins, Kurt 

Spellmeyer, and others who see in the essay the power to 

bridge the world inside the academy with what thrives outside, 

concern themselves only with making forbidding academic 

analysis as painless as possible. They fail to clarify what 

the "personal/textual" essay should be building towards, and 

the result is bad writing--bad because it leaves the 

theoretical or literary text largely unaccessed and unread in 

favor of anecdotal autobiography and idiosyncratic tie-ins 

with the material. Bad because the personal forecloses the 
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textual too soon or keeps it at arms length for good. In his 

notion of "presence, " Harvey advocates a "personal" that is 

impersonal, in other words, not saturated with personal 

references nor dominated by personal "voice." Harvey's 

"personal" is instead revealed impersonally as presence 

through control, shifts in structure and style, and devices 

like "motive" and "broadenings" (650-652). To make textual 

analysis "personal," explicit use of I is not necessary, 

Harvey insists. Textual analysis, if written with "presence," 

is already personal. And sui essay, he contends, cleverly 

repossessing the term from the essay's "friends," by 

definition already attempts to take analysis and argument 

beyond the self-indulgent; therefore, he implores the fans of 

the personal/textual, why create a false dichotomy by pitting 

the personal against the academic? 

What is explicit is Harvey's criticism of Atkins, 

particularly Atkins's own attempt, in one chapter of 

Estranging the Familiar, to combine the autobiographical with 

textual analysis in an essay about the Odyssey. Harvey 

disparages Atkins' essay for embodying an unconvincing self, 

"jostling" professorial and autobiographical voices "with the 

friends-of-the-essay voice at its most sentimental" (648) . 

Lacking examples of the aforementioned "bad" student writing, 

he generalizes Atkins' problems to all students, never really 

explaining why fluctuating voices are bad nor acknowledging 
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the contributions of reader-response theory to illuminate how 

students transform resistance or how they use their lived 

experience to make meaning. 

As for specific ways to help students begin to write 

textual analyses, Harvey recommends starting with less 

demanding texts, such as visual advertisements, and upping the 

ante from there. He also reminds us that feeling the 

relevance of books and ideas to our lives is the result of 

years of living and reading experience, a maturing process 

that only starts with what is often disorienting undergraduate 

study; you gotta start somewhere. 

True enough. As teachers and experienced writers, we 

know the lag time sometimes required before something a 

professor said years ago finally crystallizes, or before 

estranged bits of data precipitate out of the solvent of our 

brains into knowledge or insight, choose your metaphor. But 

Harvey takes issue with what seems to be a very narrow, 

selective version of Atkins' friends-of-the-essay sensibility. 

More important, he appears to be missing the spirit or time of 

Atkins' ideas. The time-spirit or Zeitgeist has passed him 

by. He clings to a golden age of great impersonal textual 

analyses instead of accepting the current multicultural, 

postmodern context the academy finds itself writing in. In 

doing so he fails to acknowledge texts other than the academic 

and literary as valid subjects of student inquiry. 
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Atkins' professed love is in fact not simply for the 

personal or autobiographical; it is for the essay in all its 

irreducible complexity. "Before the really good essay," he 

says, 

as with any other strong writing, your heart beats 

in answer, responding to its power, its insight, 

its honesty--its seeming organicism. (630) 

For Atkins, the essay form is inextricable with the essay 

writer and teacher. To write essays is to live according to 

essayism, an "ability to reside" in Keatsian negative 

capability, an openness to change and discovery, a willingness 

to be "unarticle-like" while not being content with the mere 

"conveyence of knowledge" (633-634) . As some of the writers 

and thinkers contend in the paragraphs and pages that follow, 

contemporary living demands such an orientation. 

Atkins does not intend essayism to mean a refusal of 

rigorous academic textual analysis, either. For him the essay 

is a weaving of two or three lines, layers, or viewpoints at 

once (638) . It is thus a different epistemology entirely from 

either of the two poles Harvey characterizes, one that 

"students today respond easily to" perhaps because of our 

"condition as we slouch toward a new millennium" (634) . 

I argue, with Atkins, that the essay--by which I include 

the personal essay--is the appropriate form of writing qua 

learning for contemporary students. I argue also that, 
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despite its truck with modem kinds of epistemology and 

Enlightenment or romantic subjectivities, the essay, as I hope 

the samples in the forthcoming chapters demonstrate, is 

compatible with postmodernism and feminism. "It seems to me, " 

Lyotard agrees, "that the essay (Montaigne) is postmodern, 

while the fragment (The Athenaeum) is modem" (81) . What the 

essay and postmodernism together do is raise the ante of 

freedom and the number of rhetorical perspectives. But that 

freedom is accompanied by other issues, as we shall see. 
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Notes 

1 However, Lehman is careful to distinguish between 
postmodernism and poststructuralism. While they are parallel 
trends, postmodern art creates itself out of the debris left 
over by the structures dismantled by poststructuralism. 
Poststructuralism--in the form we are most familiar with, 
deconstruction--exposes the inherent constructedness and 
meaninglessness of texts through revealing irreconcilable 
conflicts within linguistic binarisms and literary forms as 
pirated. 

2 Freudianism provides an excellent single embodiment of 
the romantic and modem sxibjectivity. On one hand the 
Freudian unconscious connotes the romantic depth of the 
individual; on the other hand, Freudianism represents a system 
of analysis and treatment. 

3 In a poststructuralist world, where all values and 
determinations of truth are up for grabs, an expressionist 
essay would bear no less validity than an ironically intoned 
pastiche. 
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Modern Essays--Enduring Models: 
One by Orwell, One by White, 

and Two by Woolf 

Context 

I have selected these four essays for analysis in this 

chapter, first, because they continue to appear as models in 

anthologies for teachers of writing; second, because I like 

them and continue to teach them; and third, because I can 

arrange them according to what I see to be a progression from 

modem to postmodern features. 

However, selection means that I am omitting, in this 

case, works by Emerson, Twain, Pater, Lawrence, and Beerbohm, 

and also Fisher, McCarthy, Thurber, and other modems or late 

modems, however we sub-classify them. But by choosing three 

essayists of a late modem bent, I am perhaps better able to 

examine the transition from modem to postmodem rhetorics. 

What are these essays doing rhetorically and why do these 

essays with their modem sensibilities endure in popularity? 

The questions, of course, are interrelated. Do they continue 

to appeal only to those of an "unevolved," modernist 

sensibility or because they are bittersweet artifacts of a 

bygone era? Or, have they survived the transition into the 

new era of postmodemity because of something postmodern about 

them? 

The essays I am featuring by all three writers were 
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written during what Jameson refers to as capitalism's second 

stage or the age of western imperialism; the corresponding 

cultural phase, of course, would be modernism. White's essay-

was written for an America that Robert Atwan characterized as 

a slower paced culture not yet saturated by television and its 

prolific yet insidious images and simulations. As Atwan 

explains, citing Cynthia Ozick, it was an age when '"print 

supremacy"' had not yet lost all its ground to "a new, 

technological 'aural' culture..." ("The Essay--Is it 

Literature"). But the war--and U.S. involvement in it--had 

begun, and Fordism with its industrial economy of centralized, 

mass production had syphoned workers to the cities, or what 

would become cities. These classics, if you will, by 

Woolf, Orwell, and White, appear continually in anthologies 

for writing teachers, such as The Bedford Reader and the lone 

edition of Ten on Ten, edited by Robert Atwan, also a Bedford 

book. White originally wrote "Once More to the Lake" in 1941 

for his monthly column in Harper's magazine. Orwell's "A 

Hanging," which narrates one of Orwell's experiences working 

for the Indian Imperial Police in the 1930's, was first 

collected in 1950 in the volume Shooting an Elephant. Woolf s 

"The Death of the Moth" also appears in Ten on Ten, while both 

it and "Evening over Sussex" appeared in 1942 in The Death of 

the Moth and Other Essays. "The Death of the Moth" has been 

more widely anthologized than "Evening over Sussex," perhaps 
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because, besides being an intense examination of the 

"universal theme" of death, it expertly models careful 

observation and description, and is structured, like Orwell's 

"A Hanging," by a strict chronological trajectory. However, 

I prefer the latter essay to the former. 

Written as part of Orwell's protest against imperialist 

practices, "A Hanging," like "Shooting an Elephant," is often 

accompanied by an editorial apparatus that suggests that the 

essay is really fiction. Atwan implies this in the 

biographical/critical material about Orwell that appears in 

the back of Ten on Ten: for its "descriptive brilliance" the 

essay "could easily have found a place in his novel Burmese 

Days (1934) . Meanwhile, Gordon Harvey devotes an entire essay 

to this blurring of fact and faction in his essay "Shooting an 

Essay, Teaching an Elephant." The whole idea of blurring 

recalls our earlier discussions of postmodern hybridity; in 

fact, Harvey calls the personal essay "this hybrid thing" 

(102) because of its tendency to embellish fact, either in the 

service of the higher, more noble intention of being 

responsible to "ideas, to universals," or to indulge 

particulars for their own sensationalistic potential (102). 

Harvey contends that the great personal essays, whether 

written by Orwell or Woolf, shine with their dignified 

recollection of facts--they invariably read that way--because 

they "cast a particular kind of narrative spell..." not 
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experienced with fiction (102). While some readers may point 

suspiciously to the absence of a narrative "I" in "A Hanging," 

Harvey counters that the essay is about collective and not 

personal guilt; therefore, its lack of the "I" is not 

necessarily a symptom of fictionalizing (108) . Good, however, 

emphasizes the "framework" through which one reads a text as 

the factor that determines whether the events essayed will be 

considered actual or imagined. (He also reminds us that 

Orwell never wrote short fiction.) 

I intend to show that while the modem content and 

rhetorical strategies employed in these essays may seem dated 

or even obsolete, especially to one of a postmodern 

sensibility, they retain, as all essays do, a postmodern 

appeal. They do so because, as essays, they blur generic 

boundaries and are dialogical, a feature I explore in greater 

detail in the section on Montaigne and feminism. They do so 

also because they are well rendered stories. 

Orwell 

George Orwell's "A Hanging" is one of the most widely 

anthologized, most enduring models of the essay. It recalls 

an experience Or^vell had in Burma in the 1920's while serving 

in the Indian Imperial Police. As the title indicates, the 

narrator witnesses the hanging of a prisoner, whose crime is 
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left unspecified but whose status as a peasant and victim the 

essay dramatizes. The narrative is carefully paced, and 

Orwell, one of a group of "magistrates and the like" following 

behind the prisoner, who is being escorted by two warders, 

lets the details and the imagery carry both the story and its 

meaning. In other words he selectively shows the significance 

from beginning to end--except in the tenth paragraph, almost 

half way through, when he tells or reflects on the traumatic 

event. "It is curious," he begins reflecting, "but till that 

moment I had never realized what it means to destroy a 

healthy, conscious man" (Kennedy 56) . The entire piece 

s\ibscribes to an Aristotelian trajectory punctuated by the 

cathartic tenth paragraph. This unity is one feature of a 

modernist text, and calls to mind Aristotle's insistence that 

the tragedy is the highest or purest poetical form because it 

imitates a single action and captures universal truths. 

The narrator presents a self that, like the plot, is also 

xinified. While the experience clearly changes the narrator, 

the change creates a rexinified self, one that is wiser if more 

cynical about life. This particular form embodies a couple of 

beliefs about the self. First, that it can disengage from the 

past, as well as the present action of the narrative, and 

write about it with objective distance. Orwell's narrator is 

particularly uninvolved, a participant-spectator subject to 

the procedures of the institution he serves. The subjectivity 
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occupied by the writer is, as Lester Faigley says, "a coherent 

consciousness capable of knowing oneself and the world," 

albeit a "fragmented and transitory" world (16) . This, of 

course, is part of the essay's point. The narrator is also a 

victim of sorts. While he does nothing to stop the execution 

and later joins in the gallows humor of his colleagues, we 

admire him for confessing his perversity as well as for 

exposing the suffering of the prisoner, who, in his 

juxtaposition to the curious, stray dog and his (the 

prisoner's) mantra ("Ram, Ram, Ram!"), is reduced to a 

colonized savage. 

The dog, with the gallows humor of the colonizers, also 

depicts modem disjunctive irony. By jiixtaposing what is at 

first an insouciant dog with a shrouded, terrified prisoner, 

and later the concerned dog with the callous prison workers, 

Orwell creates tensions that are finally reconciled in the 

essay's "closed" or "conjunctive" form (Hassan 267). The 

tragic sxibject matter is contained in the polished essay. In 

the modem sense, the dog also insists on being read as a 

symbol--of life, of "man's" lost humanity, perhaps of chaos, 

the stray, disruptive element that threatens to trouble the 

essay's binary tension between right and wrong--or, in a 

postmodern version, the dog introduces perverse comedy into 

the situation. 

It is the capacity of the narrator to remove himself that 
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earns him his heroic status; we applaud his (uninvolved) 

perspective, his sensitivity, and his willingness to 

"accept (s) the fluidity of the self and the relativity of the 

conscience" (Good 12) . He holds the prisoner up for pity and 

curiosity while arguing emotionally for a "unity of human 

experience" (Lopate xxiii) that binds prisoner, narrator, and 

reader. The essay subscribes to a "modernist conception of a 

single truth" (Gergen 239) . What we don't know is that the 

prisoner, victim of colonization, may nevertheless have been 

a murderous sociopath. 

Orwell's Wordsworthian distance is further complicated by 

the well-foiinded rumor that he never had this experience in 

the first place. Instead, the essay is Orwell's recreation of 

a story he heard (Sanders, 40). While it may be common--if 

disappointing to a modem sensibility--that non-fiction 

writers sometimes make the truth up, it is comfortably 

postmodern to do so. Essays like Orwell's authorize this 

posture of detachment and anathematize the fictional, as if 

factual or scientific truth is not only possible but also the 

only "truth" permissible in an essay. This dogma also 

corresponds with Jameson's characterization of the art of the 

modem period--realism. 

The issue of fictionalizing also points here to a problem 

that Susan Griffin addresses in her collage essay "Red Shoes": 

Without the body, it is impossible to conceive of 
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thought existing. Yet the central trope of our 

intellectual heritage is of a transcendent, 

disembodied mind. As the essay moved further away 

from meditation and reflection, further from what 

we call "confession" and closer to science, with 

its claim of objectivity, it began to resemble more 

and more this celestially detached brain. At a 

fairly recent point in the history of the essay it 

became a radical act to use the pronoun "I"....The 

idea of the entirely autonomous mind has a subtext, 

and that is the desire for unlimited freedom from 

natural limitations. (3) 

Going back to Montaigne, we can see that the modern 

essayist may be guilty of a retreat that reinforces the intact 

authorial self. Montaigne's essays are clearly involved in 

the very earthiness of common experience, but they were 

composed in the privacy of retirement on his family's estate. 

Of course, anyone would have trouble capturing an experience 

in writing while experiencing capture--instead of after. And 

Orwell's concerns about totalitarianism and fascism indicate 

the integrity of his pursuit of "truth." The problem for 

postmodernists is with the atomistic, independent writing-self 

that has been generated by this writing stance and according 

to which writing teachers have invested a belief "in the 

stability of the self and the attendant beliefs that writing 
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can be a means of self-discovery and intellectual self-

realization" (Faigley 15). Postmodernism has rendered this 

ideology obsolete. The postmodern narrator would need to 

situate itself not as a frustrated and helpless witness but as 

someone aware of the contradictions of its situation. Rather 

than concentrate on the pathos of the tragic loss of a 

person's life, the essay might explore instead the situation's 

context, or the possible alternative outcomes contained within 

it. 

Orwell's style is also unified or coherent, if informal 

and speech-like. Orwell writes in the economic, concise, 

active, jargon-free style he advocates in his essay "Politics 

and the English Language," which in turn fulfills the 

modernist belief in the referentiality, if not transparency, 

of language. In a postmodern aesthetic, the language would 

not point Platonically to a meaning beyond itself or follow 

thought as much as it would call attention to itself as 

creator or maker of meaning. 

The postmodern pedagogical problem with the essay is not 

that it lacks attention to ambiguity or that it reduces the 

situation to a masterful explanation or moral. Clearly, 

Orwell wants to communicate the cruelty of the event without 

preaching. The issue is that the reasonable, gentlemanly, 

sincere persona, seamless plot, and polished style become 

commonplaces in the classroom, together creating an avuncular 
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ethos students can affect unselfconsciously. Like serial 

dramas on television, they are forms we know too well. They 

are also forms that reflect a relatively simple relationship 

with the world. 

Although, of course, less skillfully, the typical first-

year student narrative or personal essay often opens with a 

present-tense staging or framing of a traumatic past 

experience, say violence resulting from drunkenness or an 

athletic injury, follows with a comparatively long 

dramatization of the events leading up to and including the 

trauma, then a denouement showing the transformation of the 

narrator as a result of the experience, and finally a return 

to the present tense with a realization not unlike the one 

Orwell presents in his tenth paragraph above. Students know 

this form instinctively and sometimes confess in a student-

teacher conference that the death of a friend or the running 

out of gas in the slum didn't really happen, but the drinking 

and crying did. This predictability is not just a pedagogical 

problem. It is also a modem symptom of the composition 

classroom functioning, as Schilb attests in the previous 

chapter, as a factory that produces members of higher 

disciplines, and later the workforce. 

Confronted with a task, the student responds 

pragmatically, behavioristically, mechanically. While the 

assigned essay promises to embody the authenticity and 
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truthful remembrance of the student-writer, it does quite the 

opposite, triggering a reproducible form. As John Trimbur 

explains in "Essayist Literacy and the Rhetoric of 

Deproduction," the advent of personal voice in a rapidly 

developing, educated middle class was quickly Reproduced; 

that is, this personal voice was normalized and routinized, 

leaving only the appearance of free expression while its 

means of production were concealed. Individual voice and 

style became class-wide abilities; "writers and readers alike 

are positioned as functions and not producers of texts" (80). 

(Lester Faigley also talks about this pseudo-authenticity in 

his critique of the St. Martin's Guide to Writing. See 

Fragments of Rationality.) 

And yet I find I still like this essay. I like it for 

its place in the tradition of essays; I can't separate the 

essay as literary icon from essay as simple story. I like it 

for its place in history. I like the assuredness of the 

voice, despite its self-consciousness as composed. I like 

the detailed opening with its appeal to my senses. And I like 

the negative capability of the tenth paragraph, how it raises 

questions and conflicts but does not answer or resolve them. 

I like the essay because or in spite of all its obvious 

artifice and narrative devices. Part of its appeal for me is 

that it is written by George Orwell and has been so widely 

anthologized. I like the way Orwell describes the hanging 
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without shying from its horror, but allowing us to imagine 

that horror. If nothing else, the essay continues to appeal 

to me as story. 

Hhite 

Another essay in the modernist tradition of Orwell, and 

a mainstay in anthologies, is E.B. White's "Once More to the 

Lake." Unlike Orwell's essay. White's troubles the modern 

notion of temporal and spatial distance. The speaker returns 

to both a time and place that betray change, and he can' t 

quite maintain the illusion that nothing has changed. In 

doing so, as Gergen would say, miming postmodern criticism. 

White is "romanticist for sentimentalism, head-in-the-sand 

impracticality, and the displacement of objective decision 

making by highfalutin morality,..." (229). Yet the essays 

mood and mode of nostalgia also betray its modern sensibility. 

Echoing throughout the piece is nostalgia for things as 

they once were, for a subjective experience almost—but not 

quite—retrievable due to a process Jameson describes as "the 

extraordinary impact of capitalism on hitherto traditional 

cultures, the social and psychic damage done to now 

irrevocable forms of human life and perception" (304). Though 

he and his son "had a good week at the can?)" (White 164), and, 

as the essay's maintra repeats, "there had been no years" (162, 

163), effectively closing the temporal gap between past 
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childhood experience and adult's return to the place of that 

experience, the modem world has deformed the pastoral. 

There had once been three parallel tracks leading from 

the lakeside camp to the farmhouses, where campers had dinner. 

The narrator explains that "the waitresses were the same 

country girls, there having been no passage of time, only the 

illusion of it as in a dropped curtain. . (162) . Only slight 

modulations of verb tense betray this illusion. However, 

there are now two tracks: gone are the animal prints that 

bisected the furrows mechanical wheels had made. The noise 

about the lake has changed, too, simple inboard motors 

replaced by louder outboard ones. The modern world with its 

tarred road and corporate Coca-Cola has closed in, and as a 

result, by the end of the essay, a narrator feels "the chill 

of death" (168) in his loins. 

White essays not only the "illusion" (a term that recurs) 

of timelessness but also essays remembering, how memories are 

reconstructed, negotiated. It is an essay built of the 

accumulation of sameness of sentence structure and detail in 

the face of loss of that detail, essay as monument, tribute to 

what once was. It is about returning to the "same" place 

first by travel, second via the narrator's son--from whom the 

narrator has "trouble making out which was I, the one walking 

at my side, the one walking in my pants "--and finally via the 

act of writing (165). These tensions are the essay's 
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Structure; it does not have a continuous plot. Through direct 

statement the essay makes "modem" kinds of insights about the 

illusion of time, etc., but structurally it relies on binary 

tensions between past and present, pastoral and industrial, 

and on its subtle manipulations of verb tense and changes in 

location to achieve its lyrical sadness. The "I" is 

decentered by these tensions, nearly lost to its son, the one 

who will carry on the family name. But this "I," the self, 

however threatened, remains coherent up through to the essay's 

end. It does so partly as a testament to its experience of 

cyclical timelessness--passing on is merely part of the cycle-

-but it sustains its coherence also because of its function as 

a modem viewpoint. 

White's plain, flat, slightly ironic style recalls 

Locke's prescription for language that is simple and does not 

risk inaccuracy in a world where language is always only 

approximate, an adjunct to the senses that can impede accurate 

knowledge and ideas (Peaden 397) . This style is also evident 

of the anti-Ciceronian style of Montaigne and Bacon, both of 

whom felt that the written word should not clutter references 

to subject matter. This was also a rejection of the 

Renaissance humanist view that celebrates the individual's 

possession of language, emphasizing its capacity for 

ornateness (Hardison 15) . In a world in which science is 

godlike and the existence of god can't be proved or disproved, 



except through the existence of some kind of divine 

substance, conversations among mere people must be 

parsimonious and prudent. 

But White is self-effacing, calling attention to his 

inability to make the language serve his intent. As 

Baudrillard says. 

The modern sign dreams of the signs of the past and 

would well appreciate finding again, in its 

reference to the real, an obligation-, but what it 

finds again is only a reasoni this referential 

reason, this real, this "natural" off which it is 

going to live. (85-86) 

This results in gaps or lapses that in turn call attention to 

the essay's real subject—loss, nostalgia, longing. Writing 

thus becomes the subject, for the best thing an essayist of 

loss can do is write again, maintaining a hold on the tenuous 

absent-present self under the concerned eye of the reader. 

White's essay is also modern in its simple nostalgia for 

an altered, if not altogether lost edenic world, calling to 

m i n d  d e c o n s t r u c t i o n '  s  n o s t a l g i a  f o r  p r e s e n c e  a n d  

Baudrillard's observation that 

still today the nostalgia for a natural referent of 

the sign is still alive, in spite of the 

revolutions that have come to break up this 

configuration, including one in production, where 
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the signs refer no longer to any nature, but only 

to the law of exchange, and come under the 

connnercial law of value. (86) 

For White, therefore, the intrusion of industrial and 

corporate interests into the culture of the lake has begun to 

contaminate language, forcing it to contend with the 

discourse of the market and its power to mediate and simulate 

experience. The intrusion is not merely semantic, however. 

The essay's speaker suffers from "[t]he full power of the 

idea of modernity," which was embodied "in the desire to wipe 

out whatever came earlier" (Paul de Man quoted in Berman 

236). White, in other words, has begun to refuse Lyotard's 

grand narrative of progress. 

Renato Rosaldo examines nostalgia in Culture and Truth, 

explaining that, contrary to the sense of endlessness we 

associate with the term, "nostalgia" has solid origins dating 

to the 17th century, when it was coined by a Swiss doctor to 

denote the homesickness of mercenaries fighting far from their 

homeland. According to Rosaldo, nostalgia is an imperialist 

experience the effect of which absolves destruction of the 

sacred or natural through guilt: we long for the primitive or 

savage that we have destroyed in the name of a necessary, 

modernist progress; we conceal our domination with innocence, 

often taking the form of brotherly exchange with or 

assimilation of that savage. In fact, Rosaldo continues, this 
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masked destruction and domination are the conditions in which 

ethnographic writing thrives (68-87). 

It would be unfair to accuse White of the kind of 

nostalgia--born of destruction--Rosaldo speaks of. However, 

the same psychology seems to apply. If the (modem) essay 

emerged partly because of New World "discoveries" of others 

that in turn created a whole new experience of self, then the 

appearance of sacred or "exotic" foreign cultures might 

trigger the same kind of ethnographic impulse in the essayist. 

Evidencing this idea is beyond the scope of this chapter, of 

course. Nevertheless, at least these two essays by Orwell and 

White thrive partly on the simultaneous 

destruction/assimilation of prior, more "primitive" subject 

matter. Not only is this longing a way for the speaker to act 

as a martyr or hero, but it is also a way for the reader to 

enter the narrative and resuscitate the speaker. 

Paradoxically, the self asserts itself as it fades. The essay 

depends on the survival of the speaker, so we willingly join 

him in his act of remembering in order to make sure the story 

gets told. By the end of the piece White's narrator is 

standing at the brink of his and--by extension--all of our 

deaths. Yet we are seduced by this loss of the past, loss of 

origins of the self. Rather than only fear death, we embrace 

the tragic moment as well. 

This seduction explains why readers "long" for the 
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experience of losing themselves in stories only to have that 

sense of self reconfirmed. The experience for narrator and 

reader alike is paradoxical: pine for a lost self and its 

paradise, which has grown delusionally sweeter in its absence, 

while simultaneously having that self avowed in the process. 

Neo-Freudian theorists would probably explain that this 

emergence of language through loss is foundational to all 

texts (and we can't help but recognize the parricidal, phallic 

reference that closes White's piece; see part three, Montaigne 

and Feminism, for an elaboration of the phallus). According 

to these theorists, all people acquire identity and language 

at the expense of the loss of the "object" or mother. 

Moreover, that identity is always unstable, just as the 

narrators of the above two essays thrive in their own 

precariousness. While it is tempting to apply this 

psychoanalytic metaphor unanimously, I hold that there are 

possibilities for the essay that don't romanticize loss, just 

as there are ethnographies, as Rosaldo explains, that aren't 

erected guiltily upon the ruin of indigenous cultures. 

Woolf 

Woolf's "The Death of the Moth" and "Evening over Sussex: 

Reflections in a Motor Car" force us to confront the 

factuality or non-fiction principle of the essay, a modern 

generic prerequisite. As we recall from the dissertation's 
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introduction, and the discussion of fictionalizing in Orwell 

above, fact, the fundamental thlng-in-itself, was a goal of 

modern science, though it is merely a construction, a 

function of discourse, for postmodernism. Through the powers 

of reason and systematic observation, the disciplined 

individual mind could penetrate beyond the distractions of 

religion and romantic idealism to determine the essence of 

form or experience. Hassan's modern features of mastery^ 

distance, presence, and depth obviously participate in this 

modem claim to truth and factuality. 

These two essays by Woolf are more private and 

introspective than either Orwell's or White's, however, so 

that the veracity of the events reported is less of a moral or 

historical concern. Instead of training the reader to an 

external reality, Woolf emphasizes how the mind or 

consciousness renders or processes reality. "The Death of the 

Moth" depicts the self literally as mind, making it blatantly 

Cartesian and scientific. But the essay blurs the distinction 

between internal and external realities, making subjectivity 

more a fluid exchange between inside and outside or process 

than an objective point of view. "Evening over Sussex," on 

the other hand, establishes a somewhat inscrutcible external 

reality only to take the reader into the narrator' s 

consciousness, where we don't meet the unified, creative or 

authorial agent of modernism, whose intentions determine the 
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content of its experience, a belief with origins, Foucault 

claims, that took root in the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries (Gergen 105-6). Instead we are introduced to a 

chorus of selves that together find reconciliation in the 

body. 

Let's begin with a modern reading of "The Death of the 

Moth." The essay begs to be read metaphorically or 

allegorically. The speaker, in some ways as distanced from 

the events of the essay as Orwell's speaker is above, 

inspects what might otherwise have been a very ordinary 

event. But it is here framed as the death, not of a moth, 

which would emphasize the moth's seeming insignificance, but 

of the moth, which, en^loying the definite article, implies a 

moth that has already been designated. The moth resonates 

with symbolic significance because it asks us to look, in 

modern poetic fashion, beyond the text for the person or 

thing denoted by the definite article. As a first-year 

composition honors student might announce to her classmates, 

the moth Is you, me, the narrator all of us. It is asking us 

to consider the existential happenings of life... 

Very little actually happens in Woolf's essay. A 

"hybrid," daytime moth flutters against a window (265). The 

speaker watches, making references to the rural landscape 

beyond the window. And soon the moth dies, despite the 

speaker's effort to help it with a pencil, during its final, 
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epiphanic struggle, to turn from its back onto its legs again. 

Most of the text consists of the speaker's meditations on the 

"energy" (a term that appears several times) that both infuses 

the moth and dooms it in the end. Yet the essay has a very-

cool, impersonal feel, accomplished partly by the rather 

regular syntax and by the simple phrasing and diction. Life 

and death are "strange" (267) ; the "power" that has enlivened 

the moth and the fields turns, at midday, "impersonal" (266) ; 

the "energy" that was the moth also drives "its way though so 

many narrow and intricate corridors in [the] speaker's own 

brain and in those of other human beings" (266) ; and the 

speaker "unconsciously" watched the moth try to regain its 

"dancing, . . .waiting for him to resume his flight as one waits 

for a machine, that has stopped momentarily, to start again 

without considering the reason of its failure" (266, emphasis 

added). 

The references to machine and unconscious give the essay 

a very modem cast, as does the "steamer out at sea" (266) . 

Not I but "one," the gender neutral, objective pronoun, 

witnesses the moth and deduces that its condition is worthy of 

pity, "The" eyes--not my eyes--are trained to the speaker's 

book (265) ; and moments later, "my eye was caught by him"--the 

agency of the singular possessive compromised by the passive 

voice (266) . The moth has a "pure life" and a "true nature" 

(266) . Life and death. ..everything is governed by an 
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essential energy. 

Ironically, the essay is buoyed by a romantic 

undercurrent. The steamer has a "romantic voice" (266), and, 

for a moment at least, the liveliness of the moth and the 

countryside appeal with a Icind of sublimity—the "strange," 

unfathomable force of nature. But the perspective on the 

romantic is ironical. As the speaker comments, "the thought 

that all that life might have been had [the moth] been born 

in any other shape caused one to view his simple activities 

with a kind of pity" (266). Finally, the pencil, instrument 

of knowledge and, in the hands of a writer, an alternate 

world, proves dysfunctional as an aid to the dying moth. In 

the end, what buoys is not the occasional steamer at sea or 

the fields, strangely quiet at midday. Instead, what helps 

us transcend this close scrutiny of such an at once personal 

and in^ersonal event is, as Wilde has told us in the previous 

chapter, the sublimity of the essay's form. We take refuge 

from the reality of the event in the text's "self-sufficient 

form" (Connor 108). 

We can interpret the omnipresent energy as the fundament 

of the universe, as the flipside of matter, in other words as 

Einsteinian. But Woolf's impersonal energy may be singly a 

metaphor for modernism and its power to create and destroy 

with equal force. Of course, our speculations on the meaning 

of this energy and the significance of the essay's 
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arrangement, its word choices, figures of speech, and so 

forth, is a very modern endeavor. As Hassan indicates to us, 

interpretative reading falls within the domain of modernism, 

and our interpretative interests aire peaked as the essay ends 

on the death and personification of the moth, thereby 

achieving (modem) closure at the end of a quite Aristotelian 

trajectory. 

From a thematic euid formal reading we move to an 

analysis of the subjectivity of the essay's speaker. The 

self is almost Ccirtesieui in that it is portrayed as a mind or 

observing presence accounting meticulously for the moth's 

movements. The knower is clearly separated from the known, 

inside from outside. Except for the futile gesture with the 

pencil, the subject is disembodied and knowable only by way 

of its thoughts. Other than this presence, the entire milieu 

is mechanistic. In fact, the subject describes itself as 

"unconscious," emphasizing the transcendent, impersonal yet 

enduring nature of the "energy" that governs this world. 

But the essay's sxibject does not lend itself entirely to 

modern categories. The unconscious is a reference to Freud, 

who was both romantic, in his theory of a coded psychological 

depth, and modern, in his system of analysis and treatment. 

This duality of the nature or type of the subject finds 

evidence from other perspectives as well. On one hand, the 

subject illustrates the modernism of Eliot's "impersonal 
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theory," according to which the "mind of the mature 

poet...[is] a finely perfected medium in which special, or 

very varied, feelings are at liberty to enter into new 

combinations" (726-763). However, Woolf does refer to the 

"corridors" of consciousness as the place where the she shares 

the moth's energy, which in a way personalizes the speaker's 

subjectivity. Thus, in the spirit of reading the essay's 

modem form as closed and self-sufficient, we can say that the 

form is the act of consciousness waking up to itself. The 

energy that animates the moth is the energy that animates the 

text, its style, arrangement, and so forth. As the modern 

creed states, form follows function. 

A postmodern reading of the essay would identify its 

hackneyed devices, showing how the various parts of the text 

have been informed by the detritus of other texts, while our 

responses are really scripts, derivative of roles and emotions 

already performed. Death in particular is but a function of 

various secular and religious discourses. Ultimately, a 

postmodern "reading" is really an invitation to reveal all the 

essay's underpinnings and to rewrite it accordingly. But if 

we turn the postmodern lens on ourselves as postmodern 

interpreters, then, like the moth, we are each hybrid, a 

constellation of impurities belonging cleanly to no category 

or class, and yet free, as Lyotard says, to drift among them. 
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"Evening over Sussex" is also conspicuously modern in 

its content. The automobile functions as both a sign of the 

modern as well as a "vehicle" for the essay's arrangement. 

Where walking was the commonplace for Montaigne, driving is 

for Woolf in this essay. And though the speaker of "Evening 

over Sussex" is contained by the quintessentially modern, 

industrial automobile, it is the old city itself she doesn't 

want to see; therefore, she is thankful for the "veil of 

evening" that obscures the city's aged ugliness: 

All Eastbourne, all Bexhill, all St. Leonards, 

their parades and their lodging houses, their bead 

shops and their sweet shops and their placards and 

their invalids and char- -bancs, are all 

obliterated. {Common Reader 290) 

What remains is a scene of lyrical beauty,...but, as the 

speaker laments, the moment "collapses," and this, as "[t]he 

psychologists must explain," must have to do with "one's own 

impotency" to measure up to such magnitude and beauty {Common 

Reader 290). 

The speaker's disappointment or angst grows out of the 

very modern problem of binary tensions: between the internal 

(self, car) and external (cityscape, objects), between the 

eternal (beauty) and the transitory (fleeting moment), and 

between the old and the new. The new for the speaker is this 

transcendent panorama of beauty as afforded by the car, while 
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the old, as Jameson explains, 

is that which coexisted with what was then coming 

into being. Apollinaire's Paris included both 

grimy medieval monuments and cramped Renaissance 

tenements, and motorcars and airplanes, telephones, 

electricity, and the latest fashions in clothing 

and culture. (311) 

The speaker knows what is new and modern by virtue of what is 

old, and therein lies the tension that even the night sky 

can't obliterate. (The postmodern, of course, is the complete 

disappearance of the old.) 

But "Evening over Sussex" verges on the postmodern in its 

representation of the self. Here the speaker is more of a 

physical entity than she is in "Moth, " in which she scarcely 

identifies herself by pronoun or by acts to affect the 

situation. But again, the speaker of "Evening over Sussex" 

defines herself largely through her internal processes, not 

through doing. In fact, the essay presents six speakers or 

selves, each of whom literally speaks: a grieving self of 

loss; a philosophical realist self; an aloof but melancholy 

self; an anxious, abrupt, future-oriented self; a bodily, 

physical self of sensation; and the driver/narrator. Here 

Woolf seems to be conforming more closely than she does in 

"Moth" to the ideas she premises in her essay "Modern 

Fiction," "in which she speaks famously of the 'semi-
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transparent envelope' of consciousness, and the necessity of 

finding a narrative language to render the shifting 

intensities of subjective life" (Connor 107) . Whereas "Moth" 

evokes a highly ijnpersonal and "strange" modem world, 

"Evening over Sussex" responds to such a world through a kind 

of explosion of subjective life, as if the Sussex night has 

turned subjectivity back on itself, forcing it to contend with 

itself. The external world of "Evening over Sussex" cannot be 

known objectively, nor can its beauty be mastered, to enlist 

one of Hassan's terms; it can only be known as it is filtered 

through an individual consciousness. The "imaginary" 

discussion amongst multiple selves is an excellent strategy 

for elaborating ambivalence, tensions and counter tensions, 

the competing needs and discourses of the siibject, and so 

forth. It enacts Bakhtin's carnival of discourses. The 

elusive sixth self, a sort of super-ego, presides over the 

conversation, attempting to give it a meaningful shape: 

Now is the time of reckoning. Now I, who preside 

over the company, am going to arrange in order the 

trophies which we have all brought in. Let me see: 

there was a great deal of beauty brought in today: 

farmhouses; cliffs standing out to sea; marbled 

fields; mottled fields; red feathered skies; all 

that. Also there was disappearance and the death 

of the individual. (Common Reader 292) 
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We can hear in this monologue an anticipation of post-

structuralism and the playful ironizing as well as the notion 

of identity as performance of postmodernism. And while this 

sixth self appears to commit the essay to a modem quest for 

closure and meaning, the initial speaker returns in the end to 

bring the experience back to the concrete, physical, and 

sensory: 

'Off with you,' I said to my assembled selves. 

'Your work is done. I dismiss you. Good

night. ' . . .And the rest of the journey was performed 

in the delicious society of my own body. {Common 

Reader 292) 

Some readers might react to Woolf's strategy to use a multiple 

persona as evidence of her "history of mental illness--for 

long periods of her life," Robert Atway explains, "she may 

have been clinically insane" (Ten on Ten 517) . Yet we can 

argue that such a fragmented identity, whether or not 

symptomatic of insanity, is a very appropriate response to the 

maelstrom, as Herman calls it, of modernity. In the end the 

essay is reembodied, retuoming to what Montaigne trusted most-

-his senses--while answering Griffith's call for perceptions 

that are grounded in bodily experience and not the "fiction" 

of the disembodied mind. In celebrating the bodily, the essay 

further depicts the camivalesque, and in doing so threatens 

the bourgeois rejection of the carnival (Stallybrass and White 
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18S-7) . In this sense, the imagination is more truthful than 

the objective, scientific mind. Woolf's essays may bear the 

signs of modernity, but they communicate the (postmodern) 

skepticism and dialogism imprinted in the form by Montaigne. 

Essays, of course, are always versions of what has 

happened, and as such are sxibjective and interpretative. But, 

as Harvey reminds us, the essay's allegiance to fact 

distinguishes it from fiction. This is not to say that essays 

should never be "loose" with facts, but that looseness, as it 

were, should happen only in the service of larger truths 

(102). Harvey argues, again, that such an allegiance to fact 

also makes for a better essay--readers will recognize the 

difference. 

Such a modem view of the essay as factual contrasts 

sharply with Montaigne's skepticism about religious and 

philosophical truths, a doubtfulness he extended to language 

itself, which Montaigne felt was protean and inexact, and thus 

not a reliable conveyor of truth beyond what the writer has 

sensed, felt, experienced. Modem factuality also conflicts 

with postmodem skepticism, not only about what constitutes a 

"fact" but also about facts serving larger, "universal" 

truths. 

The two essays by Woolf ask us to reconcile this paradox: 

the modern goal of singular truth or formal essence (with its 
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origins in the Enlightenment) and the early or pre-

Enlightenment, uncannily postmodern skepticism of Montaigne. 

The singular voice of these essays suggests, as it does in all 

essays, a concern for factuality. And even if, as Harvey 

argues, the essayist employs a mask, that persona is formed, 

in part, from its relation to the essay's content and as an 

embodiment of the author's values and concerns; it is, 

therefore, not simply a disguise (106). And yet Woolf's 

multiple "masks" and her sojourns in the landscape of the 

imagination trouble any simple reconciliation between essay as 

allegiance to facts and essay as, to reference Harvey again, 

a mere "sensibility" (104) . It is one thing to insist that an 

essay strive for a meaningful, emotionally accurate, if not 

factual, rendering of an event or experience. But it is 

another to say that passages of imaginative writing are 

automatically guilty of the charge of being the essay's 

antithesis, fiction. 

Story: The Enduring Appeal of the Modem 

As we have learned above, Harvey argues against writers 

and readers committing a casual or postmodern conflation of 

fact and fiction. He asserts that it is Orwell and Woolf's 

"instinct for symptomatically important facts, for typical or 

universal facts in one's personal life" (102, emphasis in 

original), that provides for their ongoing power. I look to 
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a closely related writerly "instinct" to explain the enduring 

power of these essays: our postmodern craving for story. 

In a recent issue of the New Yorker, Bill Buford asks in 

"The Seductions of Storytelling, " why is narrative suddenly so 

popular? I quote at length part of his response to capture 

how Buford places his answer in a modernist-postmodernist 

context: 

Modernism is now museum shows with impossible 

queues, and photographs of authors in stiff 

collars, but many of its assumptions endure. One 

is how we think about "stories": they're still not 

quite high art. Where's the story? the prototype 

producer is meant to bark, as if to say: Give me 

tears and belly laughs and heartbreak. I got the 

story, the journalist says: I got the goods, the 

headline, the scoop. A reader who reads for plot--

who wants story--is a reader uninterested in 

refinement: stuff, not style. In the one thousand 

three hundred and eighty-three pages of "The New 

Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics," 

which is the received dictionary of literary terms, 

you can find "parody, " "prosimetrum, " and "pun, " 

but there's no entry for "story"--not even a cross-

reference, as in "cf. airport reading. Random House 

v. Joan Collins, and John Grisham." (11) 
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At first glance it might appear that Buford is commenting only 

on the state of contemporary fiction or criticism, but he is 

not. He observes a new valuing of story in the discourses of 

various disciplines, from medicine to anthropology. According 

to Buford, "Story means pleasure, as distinct from art," a 

claim that resonates with Woolf's prescription that the utmost 

function of the essay is to give pleasure (Ten on Ten 516) . 

As such, story has always posed a corrupting threat to the 

informative, factual functions of writing. 

But Buford believes that story appeals to contemporary 

readers for reasons other than simply pleasure. He asserts 

that "stories also protect us from chaos, and maybe that's 

what we, unblinkered at the end of the twentieth century, find 

ourselves craving" (12) . This contention flies directly in 

the face of postmodernism; referencing Lyotard, Marshall 

Berman explains that "it is the mark of post-modem 

sophistication to have "lost even nostalgia for the lost 

narrative'" (10). In fact, Buford contends, we always have 

and always will crave stories because they are fundamental to 

the way we form knowledge and arrange memory. 

Not just any story pleases, however. In the introduction 

to the recent special issue of Ploughshares devoted 

exclusively to the "personal" essay, editor Rosellen Brown 

makes an observation similar to but more pointed than Atkins' 

about her students and the appeal of the essay: 
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[I]t may be that the coolness of a postmodern world 

whose ironies and moral relativism keep us on 

shifting ground leads us to want to hear the 

opinions and interpretations of discursive 

writing....My students, typical of their 

generation, call such unabashed sententiae, when 

they're found in contemporary fiction, "pushy" and 

"didactic." They resist writing that dares 

interpret the world so forthrightly, as if, all 

certainties having been deconstructed and 

destabilized, those are outdated parental voices, 

shamelessly patriarchal (even if it's Jane Austen 

who's doing the pronouncing). (5-6) 

Likewise, Lowry Pei explains in "Essay and Story, Essay as 

Story" that White's themes are nothing new, nothing people and 

artists have not pondered always. But readers miss the point 

with White if they read him for the "abstract meaning" 

contained in his work. It is White's skill at conveying 

"experienced meaning" in language that "keeps his work in the 

anthologies" (94) . This cQjility certainly applies to Woolf 

and Orwell as well. Finally, Graham Good provides a similar 

insight into the ongoing storytelling appeal of Orwell: 

Orwell believed a writer's prose became most 

distinctly personal exactly where he was most 

forgetful of self and most intent on the object. 
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The essay is built around this moment of reciprocal 

identification....The essay stays closer to the 

individual's self-experience than any other form 

except the diary. (8) 

In each case the postmodern audience desires intimacy through 

story, but it is an intimacy that must be earned through an 

honest or determined striving for meaning, no matter how 

transitory that meaning may be. 

To frame the above calls for story in terms of the 

modem-postmodern tension, I enlist the words of Herman: 

Despite the postmodernist claim that the horizon of modernity 

is closed, its energies exhausted--in effect, that modernity 

is passe. . . [M] odem life and art and thought have the capacity 

for perpetual self-critique and self-renewal" (Herman 9) . And 

I concur: the essay continues to open the horizon. 
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Postmodern Essays: 
Three from Next and One 

from the New Yorker 

Context 

My selection of the following four essays to exemplify 

postmodern rhetoric has been, in keeping with the spirit of 

postmodern play and chance, somewhat arbitrary. Certainly I 

could have used essays from the Missouri Review or Georgia 

Review to illustrate genre blurring and hybridity, not to 

mention what might appear in more "fringe" journals and 

magazines. On the other hand, the essays from the anthology 

Next, which features work by writers of the twenty-some thing 

or postboomers generation, are more pertinent to my work than 

others because I have recently taught using that text. My 

class, AP honors students in their first year of college, 

almost to a person disdained the label Generation X. But they 

liked the essays. 

The essays of Next were written expressly for that 

anthology; none had been previously published. According to 

the book's editor, Eric Liu, founder and editor of the journal 

The Next Progressive and, among other Washington, D.C., 

political duties, a speech writer for President Clinton, Next 

was created for the very modem purpose of giving "voice" to 

members of his often maligned generation. "By making our 

voices heard in so unfiltered a manner," Liu explains, 

we invite rebuttal, skepticism, and criticism. But 
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by deliberately avoiding a sound-bitten, graphics-

laden, eye-popping style, we challenge readers to 

pay close attention, to avoid the snap judgments, 

unburdened by reflection, that have characterized 

most reports on the "twentysomething" crowd. We 

have thought hard about these essays. And we 

invite readers do to the same, (vii-viii) 

The fourth essay, "Playing Dennis Rodman," by John Edgar 

Wideman, an accomplished writer of fiction and nonfiction as 

well as a professor, shifts our attention from young authors 

caught in the sexual, ethnic, and generational contradictions 

of postmodernism to a virtual icon of the contemporary scene, 

basketball star Dennis Rodman, who, we might say, is caught in 

the throes of athleticism, fame, the search for personal 

significance, and an intensifying public fascination. 

Wideman's essay appears in a recent 1996 issue of The New 

Yorker devoted, as its subtitle indicates, to being "Black in 

America." It seems fair to say that, in its attention to 

current art, cinema, literature, and theater. The New Yorker 

plays to audiences at least somewhat well-schooled in the 

discourse of postmodernism. Wideman's essay begins, in fact, 

with an epigraph from Baudrillard's Simulacra and Simulation: 

". . .an attraction that has all the characteristics of breaking 

and entering and of the violation of a sanctuary" (94) . 

But the essay's subtitle (provided, of course, by the 
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magazine's editors) and the black and white photo of Rodman 

centered on the first page, also speak postmodern volumes. 

"In an age of hype," the subtitle says, "this power forward 

[Rodman] generates a storm of publicity but remains hidden in 

plain sight" (94) . The photograph, a portrait of Rodman up 

from the collar bones, his head dipped, his eyes concealed 

behind dark sxin glasses, is weighted by deep shadows. In true 

Baudrillardian fashion the essay asks us to consider the 

evanescence and illusiveness of not only the instrument of the 

photograph and its subject, Rodman, but also signification 

itself. As my analysis below argues, the essay's subject may 

well be style itself. 

Finally, I need to clarify that, while the three essays 

I have chosen to analyze from Next have been written by men, 

the anthology includes roughly an equal number of essays by 

men and women. Had any of the essays by women been as 

innovative or hybrid as those I've selected, I would not have 

hesitated to use them. That the essays below are all authored 

by men may say as much about the relationship of postmodernism 

to men as ahout the truthfulness of postmodernism. 

The three essays from Next and the Wideman essay on 

Dennis Rodman ask us to consider the relationship between two 

descriptions of the postmodern offered by Fredric Jameson. In 

one he explains that postmodernism signals "the end of the 

bourgeois ego, or monad, ... [and the end] of style, in the 
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sense of the unique and the personal, the end of the 

distinctive individual brushstroke..." (15) . He also comments 

that " [e] thnicity in the postmodern, in other words--neo-

ethnicity--is something of a yuppie phenomenon, and thereby 

without too many mediations a matter of fashion and the 

market" (341). In either case claims to identity are rendered 

invalid because they have, in the former case, been 

overdetermined by so much modern discourse, and, in the 

latter, appropriated as popular fashion or desired experience. 

In the essays that follow, this loss of personal and ethnic 

identity IS the rhetorical situation, not an attribute. 

However, instead of nostalgia for what has been lost (cf. 

additions to Hassan's lists), the essays treat us to Wilde's 

suspensive irony, or what Jameson has characterized as 

pastiche or "blank parody," that is, parody without a target 

(17) . The pastiche functions rhetorically not simply as a 

kind of text that makes use of past styles or discourses; it 

is also the form assumed by the self or speaker of these 

essays. 

In the Next essays "AIDS and the Apocalyptic 

Imagination," by Stephen Beachy, and "What Set You from. 

Fool!" by Paul Beatty," each speaker simultaneously struggles 

to form a meaningful identity and describes the pointlessness, 

nay the impossibility of that struggle in the path of 

postmodern commodification. Together these strategies 
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constitute a rhetoric of shifting registers and shifting 

roles. More to the point, it is a rhetoric of rhetoric. That 

is, rhetoric in these essays is an end in itself. Strategies 

and techniques fold back on themselves. Signs of personal 

identity are coextensive with signs for popularized group 

identities, whether conventional or activist. If rhetoric in 

the Aristotelian sense is drawing from the means available in 

a situation while responding to its demands, the rhetoric of 

these Next essays involves a pooling of means and demands 

accompanied by a loss of the rhetor's distance from his 

audience. The vertices of the rhetorical triangle all 

collapse into its area, that part associated with the text, 

while, like the light emitted from the edge of a black hole, 

certain rhetorical features, such as voice, remain 

intermittently recognizable. 

"Generation Mex," by Lalo Lopez, the third Next essay, 

employs many of the same strategies--pastiche, the blurring of 

genres, disjunctive shifts in diction and arrangement--but in 

the end asserts an identity that is not cancelled by, but 

rather, flourishes in its contradictions. This speaker, 

relying as it does on its roles as artist--cartoonist, script 

writer, magazine editor--does not purport to be a unified self 

or "monad" but instead a phenomenon or hybrid that emerges in 

the borderland where cultures and languages blur into one 

another. (In fact, Lopez uses his mother's surname, Alcarez, 
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when signing his cartoons, and his father's when authoring 

essays.) Gergen calls it the "relational self." However, 

the performative self of Connor is also an apt metaphor. 

Unlike the speakers in the three essays from Next, the 

speaker in the Wideman essay is removed, indirectly expressed 

through his writing style and his meditations on his siibject, 

Mr. Rodman. He assumes no active roles and shares no 

personal history, though, as Harvey might observe, we can 

experience his presence. The essay is in a sense a study of 

the formation of identity, how it is concealed and revealed 

in Dennis Rodman. But the essay is also, ultimately, a study 

of the identity of language emd style. 
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Beachy 

If White's "Once More to the Lake" laments the loss of a 

better, simpler, more innocent life, Stephen Beachy's "Aids 

and the Apocalyptic Imagination" is the voice of what remains 

in the wake of that loss--neither destroyer nor destroyed but 

inheritor of destruction. Hassan identifies this experience 

in terms of anarchy, exhaustion/silence, absence, and 

dispersal, yet we can see his other postmodern elements at 

"play" in this essay as well. Where the central aesthetic in 

Orwell is a carefully paced narrative of crystalline images, 

and in White a sentimental remembrance lulled by pastoral 

description, in Beachy it is abrupt, desultory juxtapositions. 

Where Orwell and White lament loss, Beachy, an HIV positive, 

white homosexual, invites it, mocks it: 

[M]y fantasy, my very Caucasian fantasy, is of 

darkness, of violence unleashed on the land: the 

suburbs I came from, the strip malls, the Christian 

churches going up in flames, at the hands of young 

African-American males; Jon [his African-American 

lover] says those gangstas aren't burning down any 

malls; they are the malls. Still to me this 

fantasy is sexually exciting. (25) 

More to the point, Beachy's nihilism and his propensity for 

the flippant demonstrate the courage in the face of absurdity 



Alan Wilde characterizes as postmodern art. If the modem 

wrestled with the opposition between old and new, feudal and 

industrial, rxiral and urban, the postmodern writer accepts the 

incoherence of a world no longer structured by such 

oppositions (153-154). 

Beachy's essay is much more difficult to summarize or 

paraphrase than either Orwell's or White's. This effect alone 

is a symptom of the essay's postmodern rhetoric. Constructed 

of several sections with headings ranging from Star wars and 

Tender to While I'm on the Subject of Hospitals, the essay 

welds autobiographical passages with commentary about 

contemporary issues, all syphoned through his flat-line vision 

of apocalypse. Through the lens of a modem aesthetic, the 

essay appears arbitrary and unrevised. Like Montaigne, Beachy 

makes his process part of his content. That is, he is self-

conscious of his reflections, wondering about his own 

wondering. Unlike Montaigne, and the tradition he inspired, 

Beachy's self-reflections are tinged with a hip, sardonic 

attitude that undercuts even the privileged humility of the 

act of writing itself. In the section aptly titled 

Postmodern, Beachy reconsiders the first-person plural address 

he has employed thus far, eight pages into this twenty page 

piece; 

Another identity to try on: 

We, queer men, have sometimes understood our 
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particular role in society as being about the 

exploration of freedom and its limits. Pursuing a 

kind of knowledge tied up with death and sexuality. 

Is this true? I hate it when people use the first-

person plural; it assumes too much: that one can be 

a spokesperson, that one can represent the "gay 

perspective." 

Try it again: I, a queer man, have sometimes 

understood my role as being about the exploration 

of freedom and its limits. (25) 

In this passage and elsewhere, Beachy engages in a critique 

that is saturated with various idioms to the point that it is 

simply a pastiche of expression itself. Phrases such as the 

overture "we, queer men" and the personal "I hate it when..." 

are not simply declarations. They are also parodies of 

familiar expressions and rhetorical devices. In effect, 

Beachy is placing them in quotation marks, perhaps two or 

three sets of quotations marks, to suggest the otherness of 

these phrases as well as Beachy's experience of otherness as 

he is constructed by them. As he says, his purpose is to 

explore "freedom." 

The s\ibsection's title Postmodern is similarly playful. 

It both asks for and refuses importance. As the tenth of 

twenty sections. Postmodern is located in a semi-climactic, 

epiphanic--in the modem sense--position. After a series of 
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relatively concrete passages, the essay now appears to turn to 

a broader, more abstract cultural critique. But knowing our 

readerly expectations of epiphany and closure, and knowing 

that critical distance from postmodern culture is impossible, 

Beachy does not elaborate on the term at all in this section 

or anywhere else. After contending with the postmodern 

problematics of identity in the first paragraph (quoted 

above) , Beachy goes on to discuss the sexual exploration of 

the seventies, the limits imposed by AIDS, and the necessary 

recourse of life through the imagination, closing with a quote 

by Foucault [who deliberately contracted AIDS] about his 

earliest childhood intuition of apocalypse (26-27). 

Beachy makes a similar move in titling the next 

subsection Nostalgia. Here again our modernist sensibilities 

are used against us. Primed by the hopelessness Beachy has 

painted thus far, yet feeling toughened all the while, we 

greet "nostalgia" feeling we have earned a trip to simpler 

times. But the section's opening sentence immediately jars 

that inclination: 

I remember masses of bodies bouncing into one 

another, the music so loud you could feel your 

inner organs trembling with the sound waves. Smoke 

and beer stench and sweaty bodies voluntarily 

receiving and inflicting pain in the pit in front 

of the stage. (27) 
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Soon Beachy's tone softens as he indeed waxes nostalgic about 

this concert he is remembering. But as he attempts to 

identify that experience with the kinds of mystical 

experiences popular amongst members of a previous generation 

dabbling in eastern religion, he gets knotted again in irony. 

He engages in a postmodern critique of modem nostalgia for 

the sublime; to read him through the lens of Lyotard, he 

denies...the consensus of a taste which would make 

it possible to share collectively the nostalgia for 

the unattainable... [Beachy] searches for new 

presentations, not in order to enjoy them but in 

order to impart a stronger sense of the 

presentable. (81) 

Throughout the essay similar gestures toward certainty in 

language are undermined by a distrust of abstraction or 

reification. Beachy closes the essay colloquially, saying: 

You know, those religions our elders were so fond 

of, back in that decade they're always going on 

about. The fifties? I forget; I don't think I was 

bom yet. Back when they wore bell-bottoms, you 

know. (28) 

Beachy's ironic relationship with language seems ultimately to 

be what the essay is about. In the aibove passage he conflates 

the fifties and the sixties, implying that, in the world of 

commercialized nostalgia, the two eras are, for all practical 
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purposes, the same. The passage also evokes in me the idea 

that eras like the fifties and the sixties were never what 

we've represented them to be--the fifties with its nuclear 

families, the sixties and civil rights, campus radicalism--and 

are always subject to TV's power of instant revision. The 

irony keeps words and their referents sliding past one 

another, which in turn keeps the essay energized. And yet, 

perhaps this movement, this slipping in and out of idioms, 

this jumping randomly from subject to subject, writing mode to 

writing mode, is a living/writing strategy for a person--and 

a generation--dying of "AIDS." 

The ironic sliding of Beachy's essay that is both its 

form and content also marks a critique of time depicted by 

Orwell and White. Where these two modem essayists desire to 

transcend or suspend time as they capture metaphysical truths, 

Beachy's postmoderii essay lives forever in the mortal world of 

ordinary time. Jameson describes this world as "spatial" 

instead of temporal: by aJoandoning modem allusions to the 

etemal and other teleological ends, the postmodem writer or 

artist slackens time; the plurality of idioms and forms 

collect in the fleeting moment; there is no time to get 

outside of. Where the modem aesthetic seeks a lyrical moment 

of truth beyond time, the postmodem accepts narrative as its 

condition. However, it is not a narrative govemed by the 

aesthetics of coherence and linearity. Connor's description 
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of narrative in postmodern poetry applies: 

[It] returns to narrative of a less exalted, less 

egocentric kind, a narrative which is hospitable to 

the loose, the contingent, the unformed and the 

incomplete in language and experience. 

Correspondingly, such poetry embraces casual and 

unpoetic forms of language like letters, journals, 

conversation, anecdotes, and news reports. (121) 

As in current television shows like E.R. and The X Fiies--or 

perhaps more akin to MTV's seamless incoherence--Beachy's 

essay continuously opens up and sustains the possibilities for 

stories or episodes: 

Traditional television fare features a single 

storyline, often centering on a single hero or 

heroine and moving ineluctably toward a single, 

commodious ending. In contrast, the newly emerging 

multidrama launches an array of stories, partial 

stories and tangential scenes, interspersed and 

interwoven, which simultcunieously wend their way 

toward occasional conclusions. (Gergen 132) 

Lyotard attributes this disintegration of narrative form to an 

upsurge in technologies since the second world war, which have 

shifted emphasis from knowledge as an end to knowledge as a 

means (37-38) . A postmodern writer simply has at its disposal 

too many technologies for generating and arranging narrative. 
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Beachy's postmodern temperament is thus not amenable to 

traditional narrative constructions (i.e., the success and 

failure narratives, happily-ever-after and tragic narratives, 

the epic hero narrative...) . His is more a commentary about 

the const rue tedness of all narratives and yet the 

inevitability of narrative. Narratives that organize memory 

are all we have, even disjunctive ones that refuse coherence 

in both form and the content of the self (Gergen 161-164) . 

The consequences for an acceptance of real time are 

deadly, as Beachy indicates in his final section. In 

Retrospect, a Blur, which is itself an index to one of 

Hassan's features, namely the tendency toward 

polymorphousness, androgyny, and anarchy as "opposed" to the 

modernist genital, phallic, and hierarchical respectively. 

Likewise, the "blur" might be read as the smudging of generic 

and disciplinary boundaries identified repeatedly in this 

dissertation. Klaus emphasizes that "outer form...is an 

embodiment of [the] inner form" thoughts and experiences take 

(45). Again, Beachy comments ironically on conventional 

essayistic modes, undermining the closure and certainty of "in 

retrospect" with the "blur" of his experience. "What am I 

saying?" he asks to lead off the section. 

That we should promote destruction, if not for 

political reasons, because it's fun? But in the 

meantime, build a better health-care system? 
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Apocalypse is good? Death makes us free? Twenty-

somethings are poised to wreak havoc on the world? 

I feel this essay disintegrating, losing its focus. 

At least this way it too can serve as a metaphor. 

(36) 

Soon thereafter, Beachy admits that the world won't end, only 

he will, and the essay stops. The language gives itself over 

to entropy as Beachy meditates on the male ego's reputed 

inability to lose itself in something or someone else (37). 

An optimistic reading of this ending might be the words of 

Gergen: 

For the postmodern, life is rendered more fully 

expressive and enriched by suspending the demands 

for personal coherence, self-recognition, or 

determinant placement, and simply being within the 

ongoing process of relating. (133-134, italics in 

original) 

However, Hassan's idea of nihilistic silence seems more 

fitting for a text that so obviously disdains connection and 

conjiinction in its "self-unmaking" (Hassan 261) . While many 

postmodern texts unmake art and self for transcendent or 

sacramental ends, Beachy's essay appears to thrive on the 

underside darkened by the "autodestructive, demonic, nihilist" 

(Hassan 248) . (Note that Hassan has been questioned about 

identifying postmodern texts with transcendence, a modern 
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idea.) 

Beatty 

Paul Beatty's '"What Set You From, Fool?'", an 

exploration of contemporary America's romance of urban black 

culture and a critique of the politics of diversity driven 

largely by personal narrative, is written, as the following 

passage illustrates, in a Hassanian idiolect: 

More than a few Negroes enjoy having the white 

folks jocking their athletic grace, their cool 

resiliency to strife. You can see the watermelon 

smiles on their faces, nodding "yes" to every white 

wannabe attempt to scale the Berlin Wall of 

cultural difference. "Ich hin ein Negro." Given a 

tacit runway clearance these vicarious niggers fly 

loop-de-loops through identity, one hand on their 

joystick and the other around a forty-ounce [of 

malt liquor]--holding on to the two white folkloric 

symbols of black manhood. (50) 

Beatty uses diction that ranges from the scholarly high of 

"folkloric symbols" and the literary "resiliency to strife" to 

the low of "wannabe," "loop-de-loops, " and the neologism 

"jocking." The German is of course a sardonic reference to 

President Kennedy's speech in Berlin after the Soviet attempt 

to absorb the entire city into communist East Germany, this by 
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a president whose popularity, according to Fredric Jameson, 

was created posthumously by television, beginning with the 

"prodigious new display of synchronicity" and "collective 

experience of reception" afforded by the coverage of his 

assassination and the events immediately following (355). 

But more is at work here than a general criticism of 

white American liberal humanitarianism. This is also an 

expose of transgression: white culture establishing a 

connection to the physical by way of what is forbidden--

namely, the viral body of the black male. As Stallybrass and 

White explain in The Poetics and Politics of Transgression, a 

redaction of Bakhtin, upper classes have always derived 

sustenance from the carnival of the low through a poetics of, 

in this case, seemingly harmless flight. Like a view of the 

marketplace from a penthouse balcony, the "flight" affords the 

transgressors a distance that safeguards their class identity 

and "disavows" their attraction to "festive practices" (177). 

Beatty uses a rhetoric of juxtaposition of terms from 

radically different diction pools to jar the reader into an 

awareness of the poetics and politics of the situation. If 

the parodic "Negroes" doesn't catch readers off guard, or the 

slangy "jocking" doesn't send them riffling through the 

thesaurus, "vicarious niggers" will certainly arrest them in 

their transgressiveness. 

But it is in Beatty's extended critique of Madison 
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Avenue's "stereotyped target marketing" (53) in their beer 

commercials--his reason for quitting malt liquor--where we can 

better appreciate his camivalesque diction. He explains how 

the Schlitz bull, the living logo, made otherwise stately 

black actors into the very image of virility and unbound 

passion projected onto them by whites: 

The same bull that marched down Wall Street in the 

Merrill Lynch commercials was now rampaging through 

the black community. Schlitz Malt Liquor had the 

power to turn a staid soiree into a bug-eyed ghetto 

pamplona in sixty seconds. (53) 

Typical of Beatty's slangy, ironic yet playful style, he gives 

us a relatively direct, evenly paced assertion, then follows 

with a highly alliterative, imagistic, heteroglossic sentence 

that holds a mirror up to popular American culture, which is 

to say global culture. Whereas "soiree" expresses a mild 

irony, the term relatively seasoned in its hip American 

associations, the "bug-eyed ghetto pamplona" mixes two domains 

previously unassociated in mainstream American culture: the 

bull-run of Pamplona, Spain, first lettered by Hemingway and 

recently popularized by the contemporary American mardi-gras, 

surfed-it, skated-it, scaled-it, done-it extremist sub-culture 

of adventure; and the cartoonish, frightened-of-its-own-shadow 

stereotype of A1 Jolson minstrel shows or Amos 'n Andy and 

step'n'fetchit comedy routines. 
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The essay slides from term to term, phrase to phrase, 

keeping the reader occupied by the wordplay as the social 

critique accumulates power. The final movement, which falls 

cleverly after Beatty's two-page "Beginner's Guide to Malt 

Liquor," a "marketing niche" chart evaluating six malt liquors 

according to five criteria, adopts a strikingly serious, 

sober, intellectual tone. Introducing the guide, Beatty turns 

more self-conscious than before, addressing the reader 

entirely offhandedly, transgressing any semblance of a 

membrane of formal, rhetorical distance. After a wonderfully 

lyrical, descriptive flourish--

I have tired of tigers, blue and red bulls, reptile 

and gargoyles on my beer bottles. Long after the 

cooptive forces of capitalism dilute hip-hop into 

elevator music, St. Ides [according to the Guide, 

"Might set a belligerent tone, might turn your life 

into a Fellini movie." (55)] will be on the 

shelves. Delivered to your comer stores, bodegas, 

y tiendas by a devilish imp in a black truck--dry-

ice smoke swirling around the cases stacked on his 

hell red handtruck. (56) 

--Beatty steps from behind his mask, as it were, casually to 

advise: 

For those of you who don't mind submitting to 

racial mockery and niche marketing, here is a 
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survey of premium malt liquors tasted by me and 

certified Beermaster, DCP [a friend]. We didn't 

test crazy horse because a line has to be drawn 

somewhere. (56) 

The whole odyssey into the commodif ication of black 

culture through beer consumption inebriates us, so that we are 

foxind guilty when the more scholarly tone and references 

arrive: 

Since Columbus was blown off course, the history of 

cultural exchange in the Americas has been one of 

inequity and injustice....When indigenous kindness 

and self-preservation became heathen savagery, 

America constructed a flawed image of itself 

(56) . . . .Despite multiculturalism's good intentions, 

stereotypes continue to be our primary framework 

for interpreting social interaction. (57) 

Here Beatty's lived experience of racism acts as a sobering 

counterpoint to the more playful, if sardonic, passages that 

precede it. The essay shows us how the postmodern has opened 

the way for other voices to speak, and yet those voices are 

rapidly and ravenously commercialized into what Jameson calls 

the neo-ethnic. As a "politics of difference," 

multiculturalism, according to Shelby Steele, creates a 

situation in which "each group [on campus] justifies itself, 

its sense of worth and its pursuit of power, through 
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difference alone" (178). For Steele, multiculturalism 

forecloses dialogue by instigating racial tension and 

excluding from the table anyone who can't find a group with 

whom to identify. Amy Gutmann paints a similar picture of 

multiculturalism as deconstructionist: campus political life 

is reduced to an arena of interest groups all of which are 

equally indefensible intellectually. What's worse, Gutmann 

notes, is that the deconstanictionist campus can turn into its 

"own reality," a "battleground" of competing interests and 

differences without concern for true democratic reform (62) . 

While Beatty regrets the persistence of stereotypes in the 

media, Steele and Gutmann suggest that the postmodern 

promotion of difference is responsible for reductive kinds of 

imaging of the other. In its Baudrillardian reproduction and 

modulation of stereotypical images for consumption, the media 

is central in contributing to a naive multiculturalism in 

which black people, as Beatty points out, are sensationalized 

for their athletic and sexual prowess, and in which other 

groups are highlighted for only their most volatile 

differences. 

Like a music television video, Beatty never allows a 

strain of diction or musical key to attenuate, always 

undercutting it, lest it turn complacent. As he says about 

St. Ides in the "Description" category of his Guide to Malt 

Liquor, "Guaranteed to flip the script" (55) , which might as 
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well be a guide to reading Beatty's tone and style as well. 

That is, Beatty's essay not only calls attention to itself as 

a sort of random collection of nonliterary material, but it 

also, in its hybridity, prevents itself from being conscripted 

into a new "script" or genre. Like the sculptor of lifesize, 

realistic human figures, Beatty also seems to be checking our 

own intellectual seriousness, wheedling us to relax and have 

fun. 

In addition to the drinking guide, he includes "The 

Beatty Scale of Quintessential African-American Blackness, " in 

which he lists four columns of people and piiblications: "Jet 

Black," "Flat Black," "Glossy Black," and "Gray." In this 

guide "celebrity spectrum" (46) and " [d]egrees of Blackness 

are subject to change without prior notice" (47). Charles 

Barkley, for instance, appears toward the top of each 

category, indicating that he moves in various race-class-

culture circles. Like the beer guide, this scale is satirical 

and serious at the same time. As an alternative to other 

anthropological measures of racial purity and an indicator of 

the degree to which an African-American has assimilated into 

mainstream culture, the scale seems to represent Beatty's 

perspective. Yet the scale is an obvious satire of any 

similar anthropological endeavor, pointing to the 

irreducibility of race and ethnicity. In Race Matters, for 

instance. Cornel West explains that much of contemporary 
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racial reasoning derives from "market forces" and neglects the 

more complex understanding necessitated by issues of class, 

gender, and sexual orientation (41-43). West instead 

considers that "blackness is a political and ethical 

construct" (39) based on experiences of blacks in response to 

white supremicist abuses (43). Mr. West, incidentally, does 

not appear in any of the four categories of the Beatty Scale 

of Quintessential African-American Blackness. 

Then again, Beatty seems to be saying that his 

deliberately idiosyncratic brand of anthropology and science 

of brewery is as valid as any other. His informal, pseudo-

scientific studies challenge the authority of objective, 

academic science in the spirit of cultural relativism. Who is 

in a better position to comment on race and class in America 

than the local authority of a black person who has identified 

with both the ghetto and the middle class suburb? The 

flexibility of Beatty's racial categories reflects not simply 

their non-seriousness but also the mobility the culture allows 

those listed. However, it is a mobility constrained by race, 

hemmed in by Madison Avenue on one side and, as he says in the 

essay's closing passage, "cultural mausoleums that blow up the 

importance of ethnic collectiveness and deemphasize the role 

of personal struggle" (57) on the other. 

Finally, Beatty's appropriation of popular advertising 

mechanisms comments ironically on the very power of television 
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and film to mediate all representations of race... and 

everything else. This "commxinicational saturation," as Connor 

calls it, in the end affords the viewer no retreat and no 

private or interior experience to defend, so neutralizing is 

the uncanny "virtual space" of TV screen and its constant flow 

of images and messages. "Obscenity" is the name Baudrillard 

calls television's power to erase the boundary that separates 

the private from the public (Connor 169-171). Beatty's 

taxonomies of beer and race illustrate this effect. They 

comment ironically on the power of television and shopping 

malls to replace one reality, pxiblic concerns and needs, with 

another, the market driven "needs" of, as Barber tells us, 

privatized telecommunication monopolies. Five hiindred 

channels add variety but don't liberate viewers from the power 

of sellers and merchandisers to fix tastes and produce 

consumer desire (114-117) . Beatty suggests what Barber claims 

outright: that "choosers are made, not bom" (Barber 116) . 

The capacity for critical thinking gets boxed in. 

Beatty might also be simply creating his own carnival of 

discourses, however cynical his intentions. By importing, as 

it were, the kitsch of a buyer's guide to beers, he undermines 

the ideal of the pure, modem genre and seriously disturbs the 

polarity separating the high culture of serious contemplation 

from the low culture of mass consumerism. Such mixing of 

multiple forms and genres has been practiced by architects as 
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well as painters, Andy Warhol's "Pop" art and Robert 

Rauschenberg's pastiches being two examples. Like other 

postmodern artists, Beatty has abandoned the modernist pursuit 

of the pure or essential in either form or expression in favor 

of a pluralistic style of the fleeting moment or context. 

This affinity for the fleeting explains the seeming 

arbitrariness and offhandedness of the essay's speaker's voice 

as well (Gergen 13 0-132; Jameson 8-13) . In the words of Lynn 

Worsham, 

Violations of the accepted codes through which the 

social world is organized and experienced have the 

power to disorient and disturb. In their most 

extreme forms, they may even signify what 

mainstream culture fears most--nihilism and anarchy 

( 8 6 )  .  

Lopez 

In "Generation Mex," Lalo Lopez enhances his pochismo 

activism with the sardonic play and importation of other 

discourses practiced by Beatty. This miscegenation of 

discourses is necessary to express Lopez's own experience of 

layering--"My movement is the Pocho Movement. The motley 

mixture of Mexican, Chicano, working-class, TV, and American 

cultures creates a vibrant indigenous patchwork" (134) . It is 

his "inbetweenness" that rec[uires a rhetoric that accounts for 
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and exploits contradictions. For this reason, Lopez's main 

rhetorical strategy is performance. And his performance is 

guided by a postmodern brand of narrative. 

To better understand Lopez's rhetorical strategies, we 

consult the ideas of a handful of theorists. Compositionist 

John Clifford explains that, aside from being an organizing 

principle, 

form is also an attitude toward reality; it is 

rhetorical power, a way to shape experience, and as 

such it constructs subjects who assume that 

knowledge can be demonstrated merely by asserting a 

strong thesis and supporting it with three concrete 

points. But rarely is knowledge or truth the 

issue. Writing subjects learn that the panoply of 

discourse conventions are, in fact, the sine qua 

non, that adherence to ritual is the real 

ideological drama being enacted (43). 

In the words of Victor Vitanza, we need to open up the 

narrative as a way to disintegrate the "homogenization and 

totalization of both modes of production and codes of 

consumption" (Vitanza, 142). Perhaps a "paratactic" 

aesthetic is a start (Vitanza, 140). Karl Klaus concurs: 

[T]he "paratactic essay" [what's involved in the 

form of the disjunctive essay] places discontinuous 

sentences, paragraphs, or larger segments of 
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discourse one after another without using any-

connective or transitional material between them 

(43) . 

Whereas narrative has traditionally served us well as a 

metaphor for the ways in which we know ourselves historically, 

psychically, and socially, Jameson thinks that the particular 

complexities of commodity capitalism require a new figure. A 

narrative is too static, too linear for the situations in 

which we find ourselves. A narrative functions like an AAA 

trip-tik, a customized touring book in which maps of highway 

segments, drawn to a very large scale, are found together to 

fit individual itineraries. A trip-tik shows only the 

shortest, most direct route to a destination, but a map can 

show us intersections and relative configurations between our 

itinerary and the itineraries of others. A map can also show 

empty spaces. An itinerary is "subject-centered, " but 

"cognitive mapping," Jameson writes, "in the broader sense 

comes to require the coordination of existential data (the 

empirical position of the s\ibject) with unlived, abstract 

conceptions of the geographic totality" (Harkin 136) . 

In addition to the "glossary of pochismo" that opens the 

essay, Lopez includes a script for a radio commercial, an 

excerpt from a pocho magazine he co-edits, and fictitious 

letters to the editor (one of them by essayist Richard 

Rodriguez), all spliced in without extensive transitional 
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material. The term "pocho" itself is ironical; it was 

previously a derogatory expression for a traveling, hence 

ethnically unrooted Mexican. But, as Lopez explains, life in 

the California-Mexico borderland renders visions of a lost 

Chicano eden obsolete; he has to move forward despite lost 

connections with his native language and heroes. 

The "Glossary of Pochismo" is a list of Spanish words 

that have been transmogrified into more contemporary meanings 

and uses, and "Spanglish" or hybrid terms that have been 

appropriated from mainstream English. "Coconut," for 

instance, functions analogously to the oreo of Black English, 

to indicate one who has sold out or who was bom into the 

middle class and views ethnicity as insignificant, if viewed 

at all (131). 

The glossary is not simply an adjunct for the reader, of 

course, not an injunction to "LEARN" (131) the language of la 

frontera. It also parodies the very notion of glossary as a 

vehicle to educate one person about another's culture or about 

another's field of expertise, as well as the notion that an 

author's ethos or credibility can be enhanced by this 

scholarly form of eruditeness, calling to mind Lyotard's idea 

of incommensurability. 

And yet the words contained in the glossary seem to say 

so much about how vital rhetoric is in the contact zones of 

Mexican-American geographical borders (not to mention media 
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driven popularizations of these cultures) . That is, as 

Roxanne Mountford would say, rhetoric is the condition of 

existence in this realm (4) ; Gloria Anzaldua calls it a 

borderland. According to this notion, every moment, every 

site is a rhetorical one, a contention between different 

perspectives. What Lopez enacts for us is an extreme, and 

extremely complex, contact zone with stakes much higher than 

those contended for, say, in a discussion between friends of 

the same race and class; it is a zone where language can never 

be taken for granted, and thus calls for a more complex 

analysis that recognizes that language that seeks to construct 

new experience and perspectives can rapidly get tamed and 

appropriated in a media driven "New World Border" (135) . As 

the opening passage of his essay, Lopez's glossary works the 

absurd, but it is an absurdity we can't live without, no less 

humorous--depending on your perspective--than the " peanut-

butter-and-jelly tortilla" or "Double Cheeseburgerritos" 

pochos eat. Lopez and his contemporaries accept the silly 

masks assigned to them so that, paradoxically, they are free 

to do something about them. 

Later in his essay, Lopez folds in excerpts from a 

production performed by the comedy group Chicano Secret 

Service and from Pocho Magazine, projects he spearheaded with 

friends. These two other non-prose discourses create a 

collage that speaks from different perspectives, exploding the 
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walls that have separated them. Such an erasure of discursive 

boundaries again speaks to the notion that everything is 

grounded, if you will, in rhetoric, which is to say that no 

single form of persuasion--theater, magazine--is essentially 

different from another. This mixing of modes or discourses 

calls to mind a comment made by Elaine Scarry in "Counting at 

Dusk, " an essay in the 1995 edition of Best, the sxibtitle of 

which is "(Why Poetry Matters When the Century Ends)": "The 

end of the century is the period in which the performative and 

the descriptive often become for a time indistinguishable" 

(252) . By performative we mean not only writing that 

signifies but the act of inscribing oneself in language. 

Both vehicles also indulge stereotypes, a strategy for 

which Lopez was criticized for allegedly debasing "the few 

symbols" Chicanos have (144) . But Lopez feels that Chicanos 

in general must now follow the Pochos' lead. That is, Raza 

can adopt the practice of bricolage, drawing from all the 

cultures that influence and impinge upon them in order to move 

beyond the essentializing definitions that once freed but now 

confine them. An icon such as Emiliano Zapato, left alone as 

symbol of liberation, falls prey to easy commodification not 

simply by mainstream but also Chicano culture. Though he 

doesn't say it explicitly, transformation of socio-economic 

conditions and cultural oppressions must happen in the 

language itself, akin to Jane Gallop's concept of emergence--a 
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constantly active use of language that lets nothing ossify 

into dogma as it alters perspectives. To hear Lopez contrast 

his political and ethnic orientation to that of the generation 

of Chicanos that preceded him, he sounds strikingly like 

someone describing the rhetoric of the essay: 

Because we Pochos grew up more confident in our 

"Chicanoness, " we can espouse not only that culture 

but all the cultures that influence us. We give 

our Chicano culture a flexibility it has never had 

before--we can bend it, fold it, slice it, and dice 

it. (145) 

Lopez's involvement in theater makes a fitting analogy 

for the rhetoric of his entire essay. He is a postmodern 

performer 

whose presence can be represented as conducing to 

the disruption of expectations and the displacement 

of forms of identity. Presence-as-process is 

evidenced in a theater that refuses to deliver 

itself as a commodity, refuses to satisfy the 

viewer who seeks to abstract or translate the 

performance. This sort of presence is always on 

the point of becoming something else, consisting 

not in emotional states, but in drives, pulsions, 

energies. (Connor 141) 

The postmodern stage performer works the thresholds of the 
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inauthenticities of artistic representation, on one hand, and 

the freedom and energy generated by the staged production and 

its contingencies, on the other. Lopez, in other words, has 

written a piece that escapes categorization; it appears to be 

simply an experience, with transitions that appear 

spontaneous, never generic. (This refusal of genre, this 

appearance of being a form onto itself, is often considered an 

"essential" feature of the essay in general. Lopez has 

created a performative hybrid, but perhaps "essay" and 

"hybrid" are in some sense synonymous.) 

In brief, Lopez's rhetoric of performance "resists" 

oppressive idioms and stereotypes by welcoming them, 

recombining them. This includes the discourse of popular 

advertising, which invades Lopez's speech just as it did 

Beatty's. By acknowledging its omnipresence, Lopez and 

Beatty, paradoxically, free themselves from it. By using the 

language of mass marketing, by not resisting it, they cease to 

be oppressed by it. In the absurdity of the metonymy that 

reduces ethnic culture to so many food-processed onions and 

tomatoes, Lopez assigns it power, the power of emergence. Not 

only does he essay against the grain, but he also alters the 

grain itself. 

Wideman 

The problem of the unnameable or unclassifiable fuels 
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Wideman's energetic text eibout basketball star Dennis Rodman 

just as it does the work of the three writers of Next, Wideman 

celebrates the unnameable " 'taint" that is Dennis Rodmeui, who 

has both "invented a role for himself [in basketball] which 

subverts the logic of traditional positions" (94) and assumed 

an androgynous persona in public (95). 

But according to Wideman's Baudrillardian portrait—he 

begins the text with an epigraph from Baudrillard—persona is 

redundant in "an age of hype, a world where simulation and 

appearance count as much as substance and authenticity,..." 

(95). Writing in a style that evokes the speed and frenetic 

energy of this age of simulation, Wideman portrays a Rodman 

that derives its power from its hybridity, and concludes that 

Rodman and his style of play are not reducible to a simple 

formula of understanding: 

Cross-dressing, cross-naming himself (Denise), 

frequenting gay night clubs, going AWOL from his 

team, head-butting a referee, winning four 

rebounding titles in a row, painting his hair, 

dating Madonna, challenging the N.B.A. commissioner 

to suspend him, bad-mouthing the men in suits who 

pay his salary,..." (95) 

In his penultimate paragraph, Wideman wonders "what's at 

stake," and we expect an incisive critique to follow. 

However, in the closing paragraph he simply affirms the power 
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of a Dennis Rodman who "scares, outrages, and entertains..." 

(95), and we are left not with critique but the fact of his 

inexorable presence. 

While its style is, like its subject matter, clipped and 

explosive, the overall form of the text is not violently 

disjunctive or dissociative. The transitions between 

paragraphs are clearly associative, and the move in the final 

paragraph from portrayal to a confrontation of the reader is 

conventionally logical; it is a move from the concrete to the 

abstract, from cause to effect. But these conventions, 

finally, turn back on themselves, asking neither for debate nor 

further exploration. Style and attitude, as it is part of 

style, are ends in themselves here; style Is meaning in 

"Playing Dennis Rodman." Kenneth Gergen's explanation of the 

role style plays in the postmodern domain asks us to see 

Rodmeui's self-fashioning less as aberrant behavior and ntore as 

a testimony to the centrality of style in everyone's life: 

For the pastiche personality, there is no self 

outside of that which can be constructed within a 

social context.... It is not the world of fashion 

that drives the customer into a costly parade of 

continuous renewal, but the postmodern customer who 

seeks means of "being" in an ever-shifting 

multiplicity of social contexts. (154-155) 

According to Gergen, Rodman's chameleon-like changes in hair 
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color and bodily accoutrements are not narcissistic; rather, 

they constitute a language^ and thus are intended for others. 

By extension, Wideman's essay does not attempt a critique of 

the authentic self of Rodman because there is none to 

critique; in a postmodern context, "the literal is simply 

metaphor grown complacent" (Gergen 223). In the end wideman 

turns away from the phenomenon of Dennis Rodman and faces us, 

imploring us to confront our feelings about Rodman while 

in5)lying that the problem is ours, not Rodman's. Everyone is 

the other (193). 

Just as Rodman's constantly refashioned appearance might 

be read as a critique of modern and romantic expressions of 

an authentic self, Wideman's prose partakes of the postmodern 

carnival of discourses. Such carnival encourages play and 

disregards the serious modernist psychological profile or 

character analysis. However, as Stallybrass and White 

emphasize, Bakhtinian carnival also serves important social 

functions by celebrating "temporary liberation from the 

prevailing truth of the established order" (7); symbolic 

codes are transgressed and inverted so that the excluded 

gains voice or expression. Wideman recognizes that we are 

all con^licit in the creation of Dennis Rodman in addition to 

being responsible (who else can be?) for any annoyance we 

might feel at his uncanniness. 

But in the end, is Wideman involved in the kind of play 
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or jestering that renders every project or idea self-

reflexive and groundless, resulting in what Jameson calls the 

"waning of affect," which is in turn a syn^om of the loss of 

individual style? (10). Or is he involved in a form of more 

serious play that underscores our "social interdependence"? 

(Gergen 194). Gergen may provide the answer: 

[The] transformation of persons into spectacles 

threatens the very concept of the substantial or 

true self. If all that was substance in the 

romantic and modernist eras becomes style, then 

persons of substance cease to be believable. (205) 

Wideman's essay and Rodman's self appear to be coextensive in 

the production of spectacle. When a style of writing becomes, 

as Lynn Worsham says, "writing as style," it becomes a method 

of cultural critique, for instance, criture f minine (86). 

For some feminists, this has been perceived as a reduction of 

women to style without substance or concrete experience, or, 

in the case of "writing the body," as defining woman in terms 

of biology (Dallery 294). But for Wideman, style is 

substcuice, at least in the manifestation of Dennis Rodman. 

Postaodem Essays: Are Tbey Doing Everything or Anything? 

To conclude my analysis of what these essays do, I 

juxtapose two quotations, one from nonfiction writing 

specialist Carl Klaus, and one from Steven Connor, author of 
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Postmodern Culture and lecturer of English at Birkbeck College 

in London. Klaus defends the disjunctive essay's postmodern 

sensibility: 

[T] he disjxinctive essay has sometimes been regarded 

primarily as an emblem of the post-sixties or post-

modem malaise--that is, of a self and a world 

fragmented beyond reclamation....But I also believe 

that more often than not, disjunctive form has been 

the outgrowth of a profound skepticism about the 

possibility of universal knowledge or the 

permanence of any reality except the reality of 

change. (49) 

While he does not speak of the disjunctive essay per se, 

Connor is suspicious of a brand of rhetoric that he identifies 

with postmodernism. Developing the critique he establishes 

earlier in the book, Connor tends to view postmodern rhetoric 

as, paradoxically, a conspirator in its own subjugation by 

modem forces. Particularly because they represent excluded 

voices and experiences, the essays above would seem to fulfill 

Connor's idea of the marginal as created by the separate 

reality of the academy: 

There is much to be gained from [the] cooling-down 

of the self-aggrandizing rhetoric of marginality, 

outsiderdom and transgression in postmodem theory, 

and from the movement beyond the concept-metaphors 
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of centre and margin which so insistently reproduce 

absolute polarities and, more importantly, disguise 

the complicity of postmodern theory in the 

construction of the totalizing global systems which 

it fantasizes getting 'outside' of. (242) 

In contrasting these two passages, I am, of course, framing 

the analysis of postmodern rhetoric as a binary opposition. 

But rather than insist on a choice between these two opinions, 

I say that both Klaus and Connor offer valid perspectives. 

The essays of Beachy, Beatty, and Lopez appear in an anthology 

that also includes more conventional essays. Likewise, the 

Wideman essay shares a magazine with a variety of essays 

employing a variety of rhetorics, depending on each author's 

purpose and subject. When taken as a whole, both volumes 

offer a range of rhetoric, neither condemning nor privileging 

the more innovative or hybrid. In the academy, postmodernism 

does run the risk of propagating its own conditions while 

losing sight of the surrounding world. And yet, transgression 

has always been a function of the camivalesque, and the 

postmodern essay is but one of its forms. That is, the 

(postmodem) essay by nature is nonconformist and will not 

tolerate the insulating inbreeding that concerns Connor; as a 

carnival of discourse it will always resist the closure of 

doctrine. 
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Part n: Gender and the Essay 
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Logos, Montaigne, and Feminism 
(Through the Eyes of a Man) 

Writers celebrating the renaissance of the essay almost 

always invoke the name Montaigne. As the story goes, he 

invented, or perhaps I should say sired, this form that a 

growing number of teachers, writers, and critics are 

rediscovering for its flexibility, capacity to bring together 

personal experience and scholarly analysis, lack of pretense 

to authority and objectivity, and suspension of judgment.' 

Yet, while Robert Atwan, series editor of Best American 

Essays, Douglas Atkins, author of Estranging the Familiar and 

unofficial leader of the so-called "friends" of the essay 

clan, and others like them praise Montaigne for being the 

essay's originator if not its abiding spirit, other 

contemporary writers and theorists, particularly women, view 

the relationship between Montaigne and the essay with 

circumspection. 

This latter group is not debating the essay's copyright 

or origin per se, for paternity is a separate concern--and, 

according to Helene Cixous, largely a male anxiety (see Mairs 

37) . Rather, they focus their concern about the 

identification of the essay with Montaigne on questions 

regarding Montaigne's--and the essay's--feminism. Because it 

is dialogic and non-linear, the essay form seems to hold a 
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special appeal to a "feminine" sensibility (not to be confused 

with woman or female) , but begs the question: was Montaigne a 

feminist, assuming a man, not to mention one living in the 

sixteenth century, can be one? And if not, is it possible or 

legitimate to read the essay itself as inherently feminine or 

anti-patriarchal? Or, inasmuch as the essay is so deeply 

involved with what Robert Musil, Robert Atwan ("The Essay--Is 

It Literature?"), and others have called essayism, an 

orientation toward life and living involving Keatsian negative 

capability, openness, and healthy skepticism, can we isolate 

or purify the essay form of the attitudes, values, and 

psychology Montaigne engendered in it? 

Clearly, these are important questions, especially 

considering how deeply ideologies, particularly those that 

determine gender relations--some would say there are no other 

ideologies or relations--are embedded in language and 

discourse, and passed mindlessly on. But they may not 

ultimately be resolvable questions. Or useful ones when it 

comes to talking about what the essay does or can do now in 

the hands of women--or men. Leave it to someone else to 

determine whether or not Montaigne was a feminist by placing 

everything he said in its proper context then drawing 

meaningful parallels between his situation and our own. In 

this chapter I will rhetorically analyze the current situation 

involving Montaigne, the essay, and feminism, exposing the 
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assun^ions that drive the discussion, and arguing ultimately 

that the essay can be feminine and/or masculine, open and/or 

closed, contemplative and/or transgressive, feminist and/or 

masculinist, certain and/or uncertain, depending on how we 

define those terms and the purposes of the person writing the 

essay. 

Because the essay experienced a fall earlier in this 

century partly as a result of New Criticism's exaltation of 

poetry and drama and other "pure" forms of art (Atwan, "Is it 

Literature," 23-27), it might be wisest to start this 

rhetorical analysis with the baggage attached to my own terms 

so as not to presume the objective distance of a New Critic. 

Already I have implicitly aligned feminism with women (i.e., 

those who caution against an unproblematic, anti-patriarchal 

embrace of Montaigne) and patriarchy with men (i.e., Montaigne 

and the male writers who like him). And by suggesting that 

the essay is feminine, I risk inviting age-old conflations 

among female anatomy, emotional or attitudinal openness and 

passivity, and a prose writing form that thrives in the 

margins (even though, parenthetically above, I personally 

caution against that conflation). And, if I'm not careful, I 

risk confusing male and man and masculine or female and woman 

and feminine—and all the messy, unspoken assumptions and 

constructions on which their meanings are grounded. 

Meanwhile, other terms, like "patriarchal," seem to be 
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petrifying into cliche and thus losing their meaningfulness 

(or maybe that's easy for me to say). Therefore, as a woman 

friend of mine taking a course in feminist theory advised, if 

I don't essay my thinking, then feminism as I've been prone to 

understand it--a conflict between those who can be feminist, 

women, and those who ultimately can only try, men--will render 

me obsolete. It's more current to look globally at forms of 

oppression, she said. Or, as Cornel West offered in a recent 

lecture at the University of Arizona, what is in order is a 

more "complex analysis." 

Postmodern Feminism 

Montaigne appeals to many contemporary readers for 

reasons located in the overlap between feminism and 

postmodernism. The postmodernist project appears in general 

to be a feminist one because the liberal humanist agent bom 

in the Renaissance, the Enlightenment subject of rationality 

and autonomy in possession of itself, and the romantic subject 

of natural, boundless depth all assign subjectivity to men. 

Woman exists only as difference or complementarity. 

Postmodernism has demonstrated that he and his power to 

determine representations of others are a social and 

historical construction. Feminism has made the same 

interpretation. Both perspectives also speak to the plurality 

of possible representations of selfhood, gender, progress, and 
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truth. When enacted in writing, both emphasize difference and 

freedom from duality. And yet both have also had to contend 

with the politics and poetics of universalizing concepts that 

constrain or neutralize the very freedom they hope to enable. 

The current wave of feminism finds the category of 

"woman" to be unsuitable as a common ground or unifying force 

because it can't resist the fragmentation caused by variables 

within itself, such as gender, class, race, ethnicity, and 

history. These other factors can create greater variations 

across the category of woman than we might find, for instance, 

between two people who are of different genders yet of the 

same race and class. In a move to unify women's experience, 

"Postmodern French feminists" such as Cixous and Irigaray have 

emphasized the "primacy of discourse, woman's discourse, 

without which there is no [woman's] experience--to speak of" 

(Dallery 292) . And yet feminists who are not white and middle 

class question whether such strategies as ecriture feminine or 

"writing the body" can liberate them from their material 

conditions. Likewise, feminists have been wary of 

"essentializing" qualities because they leave women prone to 

the same kinds of all-encompassing oppression that previously 

targeted a specific quality or trait, such as an aspect of 

female anatomy or biology, reducing woman to that element. 

However, contemporary feminists have not abandoned the 

cause of woman even if they have abandoned a unifying or 
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reifying identification. As I mention above, feminism can now 

mean the movement to end all forms of oppression. Or it can 

be an ahistorical cause based on the common experience of 

oppression of its proponents and their moral or ethical 

responses to it. In this sense, feminism is not concerned 

with an identity grounded in common historical origins or a 

positivist proof of common features. Rather, it becomes 

rhetorical, which is to say that it is a process of strategies 

for change and transformation acting in specific situations. 

It doesn't reduce woman to the physiological, but it doesn't 

attempt a naive transcendence of that body either. 

The above is not to suggest that wowan does not exist or 

that there are absolutely no common characteristics or 

experiences for all women. For one, the term woman indeed 

exists in the language as well as in history. The entire 

issue of identity and difference across gender would be mute 

were it not for this sign. And I dare say that if women were 

all seen strictly as individuals with no collective experience 

or quality, transformation, again, would be impossible and, 

ironically, women would be conforming to the very Cartesian 

and liberal humanist legacies of the autonomous male subject 

they have struggled so hard to overthrow. Simply stated, the 

claim that the essential or foundational woman cannot be 

reified is not the same as the claim that no commonality or 

collectivity exists at all. 
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When feminism is seen as homologous to postmodernism, 

similar conflicts arise between theory and practice, or 

between the quest for difference and the need for commonality. 

While difference, for instance, comes to represent an 

infinite, sublime range of possibility and "paralogy" for 

Lyotard, it cannot, for women fighting discrimination, deny 

all forms of commonality or identification, lest strategies 

for action all be immobilized by self-reflexivity. In the 

same vein, Alison Assiter argues that universalizing 

definitions of women must not be interpreted as Lyotardian 

meta- or master-narratives, and thus as self-defeating in 

their containment of difference and change. As Assiter 

explains, master narratives like Marxism attempt to identify 

the economic and social mechanisms that drive material 

conditions over time, whereas foundationalist historical 

feminism might only assert the existence of a certain 

oppressed condition that has persisted throughout history 

without claiming to know its structural cause. Likewise, 

feminism can demonstrate conditions in various empirical ways 

without also laying claim to a universalist theory of these 

oppressive conditions for women (20-21). Ironically, theories 

that attempt to historicize the plights of women across time 

and place can turn out, in the end, to be foundational or 

ahistorical when trends or patterns of experience are grouped 

into structures (28). 
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Again, a practical, rhetorically strategic approach would 

seem to avoid these extremes of, on the one hand, 

paradoxically total and absolute difference and, on the other, 

rigid, structural determinism of social, economic, and 

political conditions. As the terms "total" and "absolute" 

demonstrate, a postmodernism that deflects all attempts at 

political change reenforces the status quo or bourgeoisie; it 

is neo-conservative. Where there is life only on the margins, 

the site of difference, there is no center to alter or 

disrupt. 

Given some of the relationships between feminism and 

postmodernism and the relationship of both to universalizing 

theories, what is the significance of these issues for essay 

writers embracing the non-linear form and skeptical 

perspective of Montaigne? 

The challenges for feminist essayists run deeper than the 

issue of authorship and authenticity of the narrative voice. 

For example, if, as Saussure showed, the grammatical 

construction of subject-verb-object is paradigmatic to 

speaking and, as Derrida emphasized, to writing as well, and 

the subject or agent position has traditionally been male, 

then women writers would simply need to claim the position of 

grammatical subject often enough to right the imbalance of 

past objectif ications. However, as with the reversal of 

margin and center described above, simply inverting 
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grammatical positions only serves to reproduce the same 

structure, hence the same dynamics (i.e., subject-verb-object: 

woman-fucks-man, which is what he wanted in the first place) . 

Some feminists question the entire project of attaining 

agency, wondering if such unity is at all possible for a self 

that is irreducible or fluid, plural. Others feel that the 

only strategic self is a multivocal or polymorphous one, and 

again, the essay would appear to be the form that allows the 

writer to cultivate this polymorphousness. Here Derridean 

deconstruction enters the conversation in its claim about the 

myth of presence and immediacy and its deconstruction of 

binary oppositions (i.e., male-female, light-dark, culture-

nature, and so forth). If being--that is, selfhood or 

consciousness--is always deferred and different, then it is 

never truly present. Likewise, binary oppositions are never 

truly stable; they merely obscure the boundary that marks the 

site of their collapse into one another. This has been 

demonstrated by Derrida in his critique of philosophers' 

attempts to distinguish nature from culture. For women, these 

linguistic and metaphysical fictions open space for 

svibversion. Writing, a "supplement" like speech, is the 

alternative to being as presence. Derrida explains that 

everything is, in essence and effect, part of an endless chain 

of signifiers supplementing nature (which is itself a 

linguistic construct). The supplementarity is endless because 
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all supplements are lacking. 

However, if, as Derrida has claimed, all logocentric 

texts deconstruct themselves, then the situation for writers 

is one of ultimate ineffectualness; referentiality does not 

exist in language. One might ask Derrida, then, if his 

writing fails to signify anything as well (Assiter 31-3 7) . 

And one can also take, as Assiter does, the position available 

between the metaphysics of presence--whether it be of a nature 

distinct from a culture or a being present in the Cartesian I 

or cogito--and the impossibility of reference. Assiter claims 

that some degree of referentiality or realism is available in 

this intermediate perspective (65-67) . We will return to this 

argument later in the dissertation. 

The preceding scenario suggests that a feminist writer 

attempting to subvert the logocentrism that is both a modern 

and patriarchal legacy must adopt an other discourse. She 

must return to the language spoken prior to the emergence of 

the logocentric individual. In Lacan this emergence would be 

that moment of (mis)recognition, when the child sees him-self 

in the mirror (it is an image, however, and thus not the 

child's self) . At this moment the child also realizes that he 

is a self apart from his mother and begins to desire this 

other object. At the same time the child, repressing its 

oedipal desire for mother, begins to learn how to signify this 

other--and, by extension, still others. This moment of 
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signification marks the child's inception into the symbolic 

order, what Irigaray calls the phallogocentric. 

If phallogocentrism, to apply Luce Irigaray's term (which 

she creates by combining Lacan's phallus of the symbollic 

order with Derrida's logocentrism) is all pervasive, are there 

options for a language or way of writing free of the tyranny 

of the Lacanian master signifier, the phallus? This leaves 

only the possibility of a language of feminine desire. Arleen 

Dallery argues that such an alternate discourse can be 

achieved through the "feminine economy of pleasure or 

jouissance" (291). Dallery explains that in the female 

economy of desire woman is oversupplied and thus can't be 

conclusively written. The discourse of jouissance is not the 

Kristevan semiotic, which is the "language" of mothers and 

infants in their pre-symbolic symbiosis. Rather, it is the 

psycho-symbolic language of female eroticism and touch; it is 

the play of difference. What's more, it resists closure, as 

does postmodernism. 

Contemporary Montaigne 

Now that we have explored the affinities and tensions 

between feminism and postmodernism, particularly as they 

concern agency in writing, we shall introduce Montaigne into 

the situation. What is the affinity between Montaigne and our 

postmodern condition? 
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As Kurt Spellmeyer explains Montaigne's appeal to 

contemporary readers. 

As its liminal, protean character might suggest, 

the essay appears in Western letters at a time of 

general collapse, a time that resembles our 

decentered, postmodern condition closely enough to 

make the details of this collapse more than a 

matter of strictly academic interest. (95) 

Montaigne wrote out of personal as well as cultural upheaval 

due to the death of his lifelong friend, Etienne La Boetie, co 

whom Montaigne intended his essays as conversation; the death 

of his father; religious wars; and scientific and geographical 

discoveries that left only the self standing as a source of 

truth and authority. And yet the upheaval doesn't end there, 

for Montaigne viewed reason, judgment, and the self as 

fragmented as well. These conditions, plus the larger 

historical circumstances of the times--foundational changes 

resulting from "new world" voyages, heliocentric discoveries 

revealed by the telescope, revelations from the microscope, as 

well as paradigm shifts in anatomy and physiology, to 

summarize a few--no doubt threw Montaigne back onto himself, 

making his experience and observations, and not the doctrines 

of received wisdom or the chaotic world around him, the 

sources of truth. He did not deny religious truth, rather he 

felt it was beyond the bounds of human reason--a faith that 



separated philosophy from theology. Like other writers of the 

time, Montaigne disagreed with the prevailing scholastic 

position that religious notions could be supplemented by 

reason; they were matters of faith, he felt, and thus not 

proveable, thereby separating theology from philosophy and 

making embodied experience the center of speculation.-

Scientific discoveries would widen this gulf between faith and 

reason (Cohen 15-18). 

From our perspective Montaigne lived during a post-

Renaissance, pre- or early-modemist transitional moment 

"casting off the authority of all received wisdom because it 

must change with changing historical circumstances, and thus 

clearing the ground for modem science (i.e. 'Bacon's 

inductive program for interrogating nature' and Cartesian 

epistemological method)" (Bizzell 478). Montaigne lived in a 

betwixt-between era, moving beyond the Renaissance but still 

anticipating the revolutions of science to come. He was not 

a disciple of science and its promise of new universals. 

Until Montaigne's time, writers were auctores, members of 

a privileged class that disseminated allegory sanctioned by 

the church or monarchy. These allegories provided people with 

a mythical textual body into which all experience and 

questioning could be inscribed and satisfied. Montaigne was 

one of the first authors, as Donald Pease suggests, made 
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possible and necessary as New World "discoveries" were made. 

This awareness of other, alien cultures caused the authorial 

sxibject to reconceive itself as "other," creating the ground 

for a dialogue between that self and other (in contrast to the 

auctor's monologue) (1-7). 

Weighing the experience of this cultural and ideological 

collapse, Montaigne made language itself an explicit part of 

the essay's siibject matter and focus; he used it not 

philosophically in the classical sense but rhetorically, which 

is to say that Montaigne contended for words with his reader, 

as Patricia Harkin would put it (1-4), never assuming that 

words hold transparent surfaces up to the thoughts they 

represent or that language was superior to sensation as a 

reflection of an ultimate "intellectual reality" (Spellmeyer, 

94) . We find Montaigne's self-conscious or meta-subjective 

style to be very postmodern. We relate to his epistemic use 

of metaphor to bridge self with what is often a contradictory, 

conflicted, unreliable external world--a metaphor that does 

not signify a turn inward but rather a will to make meaning of 

that world (Olney 80-88) . 

We also share Montaigne's skepticism. According to 

Robert Atwan, until Montaigne did it, no writer had made the 

meager self the ultimate arbiter of knowledge (Ten on Ten, 2-

4) . And even then, his intent, as David Sullivan explains in 

his study "The Hunt without the Kill: Method in Montaigne," 
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applying a blatantly masculine analogy, was not to reach a 

point of fulfillment or completion, but to continue learning--

and writing--his entire life (42-44). His ideas were thus in 

constant revision, and he wanted the essay to display this, to 

enact its process of composing (Atwan, 3-4) . This self-

consciousness, his emphasis on process over product, and his 

notion of identity as journey instead of identity as 

destination or telos have a very contemporary appeal, but it 

has only begun to make inroads on the sanctioned monological, 

author evacuated discourse of the academy, a situation felt 

perhaps most acutely by women. As Alice Kaplan explains in 

the acJcnowledgements section of her memoir, French Lessons, 

she is thankful to members of the writing group out of which 

her memoir grew "for their constant challenge: the challenge 

to communicate outside the ordinary codes of academic 

language, and to write with feeling" (219) . 

Feminists Essaying Montaigne 

Women in particular, Virginia Woolf and Nancy Mairs among 

them, have embraced the essay form as Montaigne created it, 

celebrating its capacity to traffic through and around the 

traditionally masculine genres and logocentric modes of 

thought. Others have divorced themselves from Montaigne and 

the status accorded his class and gender, while appropriating 

the essay for their own contemporary purposes. Still other 
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writers and critics take a more complex position regarding the 

essay's feminism, unable to reconcile the issue without 

contradiction or paradox. 

Though she was less confident with the form than Mairs is 

now, Virginia Woolf also admired the "art" that was singularly 

Montaigne's, 

this talking of oneself, following one's own 

vagaries, giving the whole map, weight, colour and 

circumference of the soul in its confusion, its 

variety, its imperfection. (Woolf 87) 

Woolf similarly reads Montaigne's overall artistic intentions 

in terms that sound, if not "feminist," then unusual when 

contrasted with the stereotype of the male in quest of power 

and immortality: "It is not fame that he wants; it is not that 

men shall quote him in years to come; he is setting up no 

statue in the marketplace; he wishes only to communicate his 

soul" (96) . Woolf thus hallows both the essai, the artist, 

and the vision, making finally no marked distinctions among 

them. As Mairs explains, what appealed to Woolf was 

Montaigne's unique purpose: "Not command of the mind and the 

world, but communication with the mind and its world..." 

(Mairs 77). 

Scholar Cathleen Bauschatz is more explicit in her 

alignment of Montaigne with the concerns of women. She argues 

that scholars and critics are to blame for the belief that the 
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world of Montaigne's Essais "is a kind of men's club or locker 

room where women readers are definitely not welcome" (83). 

She insists that psychoanalytic approaches have emphasized 

Montaigne's sexuality in light of the virtual absence of women 

from the Essais. In fact, she claims, all dedications are to 

women and "no (living) males are pinpointed as the reason a 

specific essay was written" (84). These dedications are not 

simply a courtesy or convenience, Bauschatz claims, noting how 

Montaigne's self-portraiture occurs precisely where he has 

written an essay for a woman (84). More likely, she asserts, 

Montaigne saw in women an audience sympathetic to his project 

to denounce men's scholastic presumption to authority and 

speculative reason. "The learned/ignorant polarity," she 

explains, "established in the '"Apologie"' could be viewed as 

particularly appealing to women readers, who would normally 

not have been found at the learned end of the spectrum" (88) . 

In general, Bauschatz explains, Montaigne attacked 

logocentered institutions for which men were responsible, such 

as education, religion, inheritance laws, medicine and (male) 

rhetoric, and supported the suppressed female alternative that 

formed the other side of each polarity. Montaigne's 

preference for the feminine may be best defined by the value 

he placed on difference or diversity (98) and his development 

of a private value system (99, my emphasis) . Echoing Woolf, 
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Bauschatz also argxies, based on Montaigne's "On Friendship," 

that book I of his Essais is a present or gift for a certain 

Madame de Grammont, and thus that Montaigne was not motivated 

to write for monetary reasons or fame. Contained in an early-

version of "On Friendship" was a series of twenty-nine sonnets 

composed by Montaigne's late friend, Etienne La Boetie, which 

Bauschatz feels reflect a courtly, performative, imaginative 

literary project, not a consumerist one (90-91) . In her 

introduction to the first edition, the 1986 Best American 

Essays, Elizabeth Hardwick makes a similar claim, that 

Montaigne 

saw the strange, eccentric stuff he wrote mainly in 

terms of literary production, as an active verb--he 

attempts, he tests, he tries, he essays--and not in 

terms of literary consumption--the finished 

composition (x) . 

Given what Mairs, Woolf, Bauschatz, and Hardwick say, we come 

to know a Montaigne who did not court power or wealth, nor 

write in the service or interest of an oppressive governmental 

or religious institution. It's probably accurate to say that 

he was unique among men in these ways; his articulation of his 

bourgeois subjectivity was a novel act. 

However, Montaigne was also a product of his culture and 

thus practiced a mysogynism that served the institution of 

patriarchy and has, four centuries later, only begun to be 
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dismantled, an issue I address later in this chapter. As 

Emerson explains. 

In [Montaigne's] times, book (sic) were written to 

one sex only, and almost all were written in Lacin; 

so that, in a humorist, a certain nakedness of 

statement was permitted. (368) 

Ironically, Emerson was explicating Montaigne's style, not 

attending to the oppression of women. However, for all her 

praise of the essay as Montaigne wrote it, Mairs does not 

automatically align him with feminism. "Preference for 

relation over opposition, plurality over dichotomy, embodiment 

over cerebration: Montaigne begins to sound like a feminist 

project. Which is not to say Montaigne was a feminist, " Mairs 

states, then points out that his various masculinist comments 

and frequent allusions to patriarchal authority suggest he was 

not (75-76) . For instance, in "On Three Kinds of 

Relationships," Montaigne opines that women are not capable of 

intellectual friendship and that the true advantage of ladies 

lies in their beauty" (260) , and in "On the Affection of 

Fathers for Their Children," he states that "women ought not 

to possess any sort of authority over men, other than the 

natural authority of the mother, except the right to punish 

those who, by some amorous impulse, have voluntarily submitted 

to them" (153). 

This evidence directly contradicts Montaigne's concern 
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for women alleged by Bauschatz above.^ At the most forgiving, 

we can say that he recognized the value and power of women 

despite negative cultural and historical baggage. At the most 

cynical, we can say that he made women his designated audience 

because they were "nonthreatening--they, at least, are not 

likely either to object to attacks on reason, or, worse yet, 

to turn the weapons of reason against him" (Bauschatz 87). 

Mairs acknowledges Montaigne's conflict of interest but 

doesn't dwell on it, opting instead to explore the 

compatibility of the foirm with feminine sensibilities, but she 

does so with a qualification: "In such an adventure [i.e., to 

communicate one's personal, physical experience and, beneath 

that, one's soul], Montaigne has the advantage, his embodiment 

and his awareness of it owning at least marginal cultural 

acceptability" (77). 

In "An Introductory Essay," Boetcher Joeres and Mittman 

explain that Montaigne was a nobleman and member of the 

gentry, a class positioned socio-economically above most other 

classes. While the "I" or narrator of Montaigne's works may 

suffer emotionally, he takes his unity and status for granted. 

The first-person narrator of these essays enjoys a certain 

luxury to suffer, in other words, with fewer demands on his 

emotional energy or time. Joeres explains that while 

Montaigne did relate himself through examples and traced his 
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thought processes, the self he presents, though various, is 

never seriously "marked" in terms of its race, class, gender, 

ethnicity--the forces shaping it, enabling it, empowering it. 

A radical-feminist essay, she contends, always does so (158-

164) . 

Other critics, such as Ruth-Ellen Boetcher Joeres and 

Elizabeth Mittman, editors of The Politics of the Essay, an 

anthology of feminist perspectives in and on the essay, 

identify more monumental, enduring ramifications in the 

connection between the essai and its father than those cited 

above/ The essay, they argue, has always been written by and 

for men. Boetcher Joeres and Mittman explain that essayists 

and authors have always resided in the domain of men, while 

"the essay itself is placed over and over again into a space 

that is uncannily feminine, at least as the qualities adhering 

to the 'feminine' have been defined since the eighteenth 

century" (19) . Relying on the silence of women, men write 

while entertaining the illusion that they can know truth and 

make meaning. It is no surprise, these women claim, that the 

essay flourished in the middle of the present century because 

that period corresponded with the heyday of New Criticism, 

which is known for its emphasis on critical distance and 

objectivity. Thus, 

the essay is seen as having a purifying function, 
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as that which extrapolates meaning and form from 

something far messier, the chaos of experiences--

what Nancy Mairs calls her "narrative groimd" (13) . 

Male essayists are thus guilty of transgressing the uncanny 

"mess" of the feminine without having to take responsibility 

for it. 

How, then, have these women who reject Montaigne and the 

essay genre appropriated the form? "The Passionate Essay," by 

Ruth-Ellen Boetcher Joeres, and "Latin American Women 

Essayists," by Lourdes Rojas and Nancy Saporta Stembach, two 

entries in the Joeres and Mittman anthology, argue that, 

unlike the essay of reflection Montaigne fathered and that 

Emerson and White inherited, the radical-feminist essay also 

approximates speech "even on the level of syntax" (157), 

suggesting that the radical feminist version of the 

traditionally monological form is always involved in an 

exchange with an audience. This effect reinforces the essay's 

anti-patriarchal stance against the aloof logos of its male 

practitioners. "[A]s someone engaged in the business of 

change" (159), the radical feminist essayist wants to connect 

with her reader actively, seeking "not only to identify and 

place its author," but also to "reach[es] out with that 

information to find response and to goad into response" (162). 

The intimate relation of the essay to an active audience eager 

to ask questions and construct meanings also reinforces its 
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materialist or embodied rhetoric; reason and thought must 

contend with lived experience, theory with practice, the 

person of the writer with the person of the reader. Pure 

forms and ideas residing in a transcendent or Platonic realm 

don't long go uncontested. 

The radical feminist essayist also always tests the 

limits of the form, in essence consciously redefining the form 

and its relation to expectations and institutions each time 

she writes (155-157) . This consciously political rhetoric 

would seem to be crucial to the essay's role in activism 

because, as Joeres and Mittman note in the anthology's 

introductory essay, we can't transcend binarisms or 

dichotomies permanently; while the essay, like the lyric poem, 

possesses the ability to subvert dichotomies and expose their 

political baggage, it has not erased that linguistic 

structural reality. Its power is thus in keeping the form 

active, emergent, and performative (19-20; c.f. the 

"vulvomorphic aesthetic" below). 

Thomas Recchio, however, challenges what he calls "the 

standard institutional view of Montaigne's work as a record of 

a confident self cooly examining the texts of a stable 

tradition" (283) . By arguing that the essay as Montaigne 

fashioned it was not linear but "transactional, reciprocal, 

and dialogic" (283) and that "the essay must be open to a 

multiplicity of voices in order to become a means of attaining 
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understanding" (285) , Recchio's Montaigne sounds much like the 

essayist Boetcher Joeres, Mittman, and Kaminsky prefer as an 

alternative to Montaigne. What's more, his reading of the 

essay as multivocal and polyphonic echoes the Bakhtinian 

features of DuPlessis's aesthetic as well as the "plural" 

feminine discourse described by Julia Kristeva and Luce 

Irigaray, a discourse that arises, again, from a woman's 

experience of her own body, her own eroticism. Finally, 

Recchio's comment that "the ground of authority in any 

discourse is unstable, under pressure from a temporal reality 

that continually invites revision" sounds strikingly consonant 

with the rhetoric of selflifevnriting of which Mairs is a 

practitioner. 

But the genre has been seized by those whose I has not 

historically met with opportunity to voice authority or to 

engage, in print, the dialogism Recchio describes. The battle 

between masculine logos and feminist/postmodern rhetorical 

practices does not open a space for these writers. For these 

writers the erotic, other discourse of ecriture feminine may 

not address their material conditions: "They question whether 

the economic, political, and cultural forms of oppression of 

women will be altered by women writing (the) body" (Dallery 

295) . That is, a symbolic feminist aesthetic does not have 

the same liberatory power that straightforward anger and 

activism do, particularly when communicated in the dialogic 
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form of the essay. And yet, feminists of the French 

psychoanalytic orientation insist that writing the body can 

communicate the ways women's subordination is directly linked 

to all women's bodies, racial and socio-economic differences 

notwithstanding. It is no accident, they would argue, that 

the word labor means work as well as giving birth. Or they 

might write the body as a way to call attention to the cross-

cultural practice of clitoridectomy. In the end, despite 

differences amongst feminists due to race, class, ethnicity, 

or theoretical and aesthetic orientation, writers must 

contend with contradictions that arise from asserting power 

while not wanting to emulate Montaigne and his progeny's 

unified, coherent, bourgeois authorial selves. 

In her introduction to Best American Essays 1995, for 

instance, Jamaica Kincaid explains how little she identifies 

with the contemplative posture of the essayists, such as 

Francis Bacon, who were presented as models to her when she 

was a young student and citizen of a colonized, enslaved 

country. For those authors, the essay of contemplation was a 

Ixixury, an enviable act out of the ordinary and so 

therefore to be dismissed; it allowed the writer to 

think about something related to you or related to 

something far removed from you, but its resolution 

is not urgent to you, its resolution is not like a 

thorn in the side of your body whose removal would 
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offer an obvious contrast, (xiv) 

Kincaid explains that as a denizen of a colonized nation, she 

could not write in such a detached, thoughtful posture. 

Likewise, many African American women writers have found that 

the essay form serves their rhetorical needs despite its 

heritage of white male privilege. In '"A Weaponry of Choice"' 

Pamela Klass Mittlefehldt states: 

Why did June Jordan, Lorde, and Walker turn to the 

essay? As a genre, it has emerged in white. 

Western privilege. It is presumed male: studied, 

authoritative. In form, it tends to be rambling, 

contemplative, remote, lacking urgency and fire. 

If the essay had a color, it would be pewter. Yet 

these essays by Jordan, Lorde, and Walker are 

obsidian and crimson, heat and lightning. They 

strike to the bone. They spark and flame. . . . [T] he 

essay in particular has qualities that make its 

appropriation intriguing. As a form, the essay has 

its own internal tensions which make it both 

resistant and useful to black feminist writers who 

select it as a weapon of choice. (197) 

For African American women, the essay's traditionally measured 

relationship with its audience has been transformed into one 

that challenges and demands a response. 

In a similar strategy, Rojas and Sternbach claim the 
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essay's "I" from its tradition of patriarchal authority by 

reconceptualizing it: 

[T] he power of this feminine "I" did not emanate 

from the authority of the narrative voice (usually 

associated with males) or from the position of 

observer or critical viewer of that reality. 

Rather, what we observe here is an unfolding of the 

subject into an "I" whose final formulation not 

only considered, but also depended on the 

participation of the Other, that is to say, the 

reader. Therefore, women's essays, unlike men's, 

whose legitimation rested upon the authorial stance 

of the narrative persona and who often addressed 

readers in the imperative, were looking for their 

own legitimation outside the text. Women's essays 

reflected an open text in which the "I" was only 

one of may possible voices for reflection. The 

essay, thus, becomes a fluid text and the subject 

becomes polyvocal. (182) 

While their male counterparts were concerned with 

the poetics of the essay, the women instead chose a 

language that evoked this sense of urgency through 

a directness of style and a concise prose that 

would create an impact on its readers. (183) 

For Rojas and Stembach, the Latin American women's "I" has 
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always been dialogical or, as Gergen would say, relational. 

Therefore, the Latin American women's essay is actually a 

different form and does not need to be rescued. 

Finally, checking the presuppositions on which the entire 

debate is based. Amy Kaminsky, Associate Professor of Women's 

Studies at the University of Minnesota, elaborates on the 

instability of the ground of authority in the essay. She 

acknowledges that the essay has typically been located in 

"that elusive region of negation and difference" labeled 

feminine, but she warns that notions of gender may be too 

fluid and historically inconsistent to work as a political 

platform on which to claim the essay as a genre belonging to 

women (113) . Adopting a rhetorical approach, Kaminsky, argues 

that these mestizaje (i.e. women of mixed South American and 

Iberian descent) essayists derive their authority not from 

their gender or from either a "masculine" or "feminine" 

rhetoric, which do more to feed stereotypes than clarify the 

gender of the genre. Instead, Kaminsky urges readers to 

consider how these essayists derive power from their specific 

writing situations, which, she emphasizes, can develop as 

essays accumulate over time. Together, the essay's and the 

writers' "borderland" conditions generate an authority and 

richness not familiar to the normalized, masculine essay 

(123) . The authority is not one of assumed identity, but 

rather one that follows a pattern of "assertion and denial"--
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affirmation of identity and deference to the reader (116) . 

When seen as a zone where languages and identities mix and 

hybridize, the borderland resemble metaphors for the 

postmodern condition as well. 

In sum, the unenlightened metaphors of Bauschatz and 

Woolf notwithstanding, feminist women writers have claimed the 

essay as a form well suited to their political and social 

goals, either identifying it explicitly with Montaigne or at 

least characterizing it akin to the way he did himself. Some 

of these women write within the traditionally male institution 

of academia while others may have been academically trained 

but, as in the case of Nancy Mairs, are no longer employed 

there. The problematics of Montaigne's feminism aside, how 

are essays by these women rhetoricized in theory? How are 

they rhetoricized in practice? These questions will be 

essayed in the next chapter. 
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The Essay's (Feminine?) Form 

Feminist formal innovations in the essay have, as we can 

imagine, met with mixed reviews. In some cases evoking a 

negative reaction was part of the writer's intention. In 

other cases, the practice or enactment of theory has posed 

problems of intelligibility, depending on whether or not the 

essay was written for an academic audience. These essayists 

have had to reconcile the theoretical issues raised in the 

previous chapter with the practical issue of communicating 

with varied audiences, and both with the desire to be true to 

the formal and epistemological spirit of the genre of the 

essay. 

In her collection of essays. The Pink Guitar: Writing as 

Feminist Practice, Rachel Blau DuPlessis does not mention 

Montaigne, but she does celebrate the essay in the spirit of 

the comments made about him by others above. In her 

Acknowledgments, she notes: 

Essays have always offered space {vii)....In these 

works, I often challenged the sustaining fiction of 

objectivity, distance, and neutrality in critical 

studies; a writer has to need what s/he writes, and 

to need it in ways that implicate other people. If 

not, why bother? Essays offered freedom for 

speculation, for voices, for innovative structures, 
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for inter-generic, experimentalist modes, all of 

which were, to me, crucial to the feminist project, 

(viii) 

DuPlessis follows with an array of critical essays about 

literature that blur the modemist distinction between art and 

criticism, fulfilling R. Lane Kauffmann's caveat, which in 

turn echoes Nietzsche, that "no discourse can escape 

rhetorical figuration" and thus that literary criticism should 

stop pretending to be a "neutral metalanguage" (222) . (In 

essays that are more explicitly autobiographical, Nancy Miller 

in Getting Personal centers on the same areas of collapse.) 

In "For the Estruscans," the book's first chapter and a 

groundbreaking essay when first published over a decade ago, 

DuPlessis advocates a "female aesthetic" and enacts it at the 

same time. The female aesthetic is not opposed to the male, 

which DuPlessis characterizes as linear and monological, for 

such an opposition would violate the aesthetic's "holistic 

sense of life without the exclusionary wholeness of art" (10) . 

DuPlessis' aesthetic is synthetic, supporting contradictions. 

It practices a "both/and, " "yes and no" monistic vision of the 

universe, transcending the "either/or" dualism of patriarchal 

male discourse (6-7) . It does not simply rescue the 

subordinated, invariably female half of the polarity, as 

Bauschatz claims Montaigne does; it blurs polarities (12) ; it 

is "pointless and plotless" (16) . As we recall from the 
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introduction, Hassan, too, stressed that his tensions between 

modernism and postmodernism not be read as oppositions. 

Most important for women, DuPlessis' aesthetic reclaims 

the heart and body from their sxibordination to the disembodied 

mind, but not as a biological absolute or fixed set of 

characteristics (which would leave the aesthetic and its 

politics vulnerable to essentializing control and denotative 

deadening) ; rather, DuPlessis writes a body that is physical 

but always mediated by "psychosocial fabrications of 

difference" (2-3). According to DuPlessis, the disembodied 

mind is akin to the ivory tower--the patriarch in his 

isolation, control, and alienation from the material realm. 

This alienation, DuPlessis explains, this removal, results in 

the experience of nihilism, of the abyss (7). In "Women's 

Time," Julia Kristeva explains this kind of alienation as the 

price those working from a masculine aesthetic pay for being 

out of touch with "cyclical and monumental" temporality or 

"female subjectivity" (1254). 

Nancy Mairs offers a remarkably similar characterization 

of this male alienation in a quasi-oedipal description of a 

father's jealousy over a mother's symbiotic bond with their 

child, particularly his difficulty in proving he is indeed the 

father. As a result of the question over paternity, he 

demands to claim any male child as his own by name (cf. issue 

of essay's origin in the previous chapter). As Mairs 
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explains: 

In order to get what he wants, then, the father 

must have power to coerce those aroiind him to meet 

his demands. To have power is to alienate oneself, 

however, because power is always power over, and 

the preposition demands an object.... The 

fundamental structure of patriarchy is...both 

spatial and temporal, predicated upon separation, 

not relation. (41) 

The female aesthetic would not allow such a split. In his 

fonvard to the 1995 edition of Best American Essays, Robert 

Atwan, a decade later, in kind if not degree, seems to prefer 

DuPlessis's aesthetic, at least as it relates to the personal 

essay: "One hazard of the essay form," he says, "is that the 

writer can too easily turn into a talking head. We may kindly 

overlook an author's voluntary disembodiment in philosophical 

and academic essays; but the personal essayist had better not 

become a ghost writer" (x) . In the same issue of Best, editor 

Jamaica Kincaid contrasts the essay form she was taught in 

school, a description that complements DuPlessis's description 

of the male aesthetic, with her own physical and emotional 

demands as a writer: 

An essay...has principles: you state, you build on 

your statement, you sum up. How awful that sounds 

to me now, how dry, how impossible. I could not 
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see it then, but I can see it now: this definition 

was meant to be a restriction, and it worked very-

well; for how could I express any truth about 

myself or anything I might know in the form of 

state, build and sum up when everything about me 

and everything I knew existed in a state of rage, 

rage, and more rage. I came into being in a 

colonial situation. It does not lend itself to any 

literary situation that is in existence, (xiii, 

emphasis added) 

Kincaid identifies Bacon as one master of contemplative 

colonial discourse (but if we heed the arguments of Mittman 

and Boetcher Joeres below, we must suspect Montaigne as well). 

However, Kincaid's feminism troubles the male-female duality 

on which the others hinge. For a woman of color, particularly 

one from a colonized island nation, "feminism" can't 

unproblematically identify men with what oppresses women 

without creating a split within the forces of colonized women. 

This is one reason the essay cannot be written or read as a 

form appropriate only for the female gender. 

Many women essayists and intellectuals have taken the 

rhetoric of the essay beyond the terrain of stylistic 

innovation and critique of patriarchal power structures to an 

epistemology and ontology grounded in the female body. One 
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such approach has been what Mairs and others have called 

selflifewriting, which involves the re-cognition that the self 

is not stable and fixed but fluid and protean, as the 

combining of the three words into a single, unhyphenated term 

implies. The selflifewriter recognizes the role language 

plays in shaping and reshaping, of claiming and reclaiming an 

identity. Authority and selfhood aren't assumed. And re

cognition of oneself is never disembodied, though the insight 

may occur after the fact of experience, while one is writing. 

'" [I]nsight is never purely cognitive," Mairs explains; "it is 

to some extent always performative (incorporated in an act, a 

doing) (48, italics in original) . "Incorporation is an act" 

(49) . The relation between retrospective insight during the 

act of writing and the experiencing body is dialectical 

because the body brings to the act of writing its store of 

experience in tissues and blood and nerves. In effect, the 

body does the writing. Susan Griffin clarifies the issue in 

her collage essay "Red Shoes": 

Without the body, it is impossible to conceive of 

thought existing. Yet the central trope of our 

intellectual heritage is of a transcendent, 

disembodied mind. As the essay moved further away 

from meditation and reflection, further from what 

we call "confession" and closer to science, with 

its claim of objectivity, it began to resemble more 
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and more this celestially detached brain. At a 

fairly recent point in the history of the essay it 

became a radical act to use the pronoun "I.The 

idea of the entirely autonomous mind has a subtext, 

and that is the desire for unlimited freedom from 

natural limitations. (3) 

And as previously stated, Montaigne, too, was against a 

disembodied, abstract union of philosophy and theology. 

Language for the selflifewriter "may be imagined as a 

series of acts, both generous and generative, which do not 

mourn absence but affirm presence: word as glance, as sigh, as 

caress" (Mairs 84). Mairs here is advocating a rhetoric of 

connection such as the intimacy between a mother and child. 

She is also intensely aware of the constitutive role language 

plays in explaining this intimacy. Yet this sounds again like 

Montaigne. In the words of Thomas Recchio, "what Montaigne 

offers is an exploration of his experience of language as much 

as an explanation of his experience of the world and his 

shifting sense of self as it is created and transformed 

through writing" (281). 

Nancy Mairs has a very definitive sense of what 

constitutes the masculinist, logocentric discourse she seeks 

to undermine, if not transform. She explains in Voice Lessons 

that she seeks, as Bauschatz claimed Montaigne did, to disrupt 

the binaries that subordinate female to male, body to mind. 
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emotion to reason, experience to truth, and death to life, and 

that erect boundaries between the genres of poetry, fiction, 

the critical analysis, and the essay. "Hence," she says, "I 

write essays in the Montaignesque sense of the word," and not 

in the oxymoronic sense of argument, wherein one side seeks to 

conquer the other (74-75). 

Mairs is referring to the way the essay embodies words 

and ideas, reclaiming them from the Platonic and Cartesian 

disembodiment of mind and reason. "Male Logos" (73) , she 

explains, with its teleological, linear sense of time, has 

exiled the feminine (72-73). Mairs writes essays in the 

Montaignesque style "to disrupt the binary structure 

of...Logos ... through I'ecriture feminine" (74). However, she 

chooses to write "very, very carefully with the language we 

share" (87) , rather than in the less accessible style of other 

feminists (which is elaborated in the chapter titled "The 

Vulvomorphic Aesthetic"). She pursues not a teleological 

identity through writing; rather, she enacts a rhetoric of 

relation both in content and style. Such an approach to form 

and style is especially significant for the essay as opposed 

to other genres, such as poetry, drama, and fiction, which 

traditionally have been defined by their more imaginative, 

suggestive use of language; the essay, in contrast, has 

subordinated the suggestive use of language to the task of 

explaining ideas, conveying thoughts, providing information. 
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and arguing issues. This conception of the purpose of the 

essay is, as we will see in the following section, a 

logocentered one because it is based on the belief that words 

can act as transparent representations of thoughts and things. 

But what exactly is logocentrism and what does Montaigne's 

conception of language offer as an alternative? 

The Logos in Phallo^ocentrism 

Pedagogically, logos has been defined as that part of the 

rhetorical triangle that corresponds with the topic or issue 

under debate, author/ethos and reader/pathos occupying the 

other two vertices. In conjxinction with the reading and 

writing of essays, it has been described as the appeal to 

logic or reason, but it also refers to the facts and 

information about an issue available in a rhetorical 

situation. When we are assessing the way authors define and 

reason about their topics or how they frame arguments, we are 

referring to logos (cf. Kinneavy). 

But notions of the appeal to logos often rest on a hidden 

assumption, that logic and reasoning are stable, transcendent 

categories peirvading a rhetorical situation, a spirit or a 

priori presence of order Cartesian knowers tend to take for 

granted. Dating to its roots in Greek philosophy, logos 

conflates reason, speech and thought as "constituting the 
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controlling principle of the universe...".^ Those who aren't 

in the know can't enter the conversation. All symbolic 

systems pivot on some reification of logos, and the terms 

vary. According to M.H. Abrams, all Western uses of language, 

hence Western culture, are grounded on logos or the 

metaphysics of presence. Logos is the "ultimate referent," 

according to Derrida. God is another "absolute ground." 

Telos is another (Abrahms 226) . For Burke the ground would be 

motivation, for Lacan the phallus. But despite the insights 

of Nietzsche and, later, feminism, teachers of writing have 

not often considered the social and political costs of how we 

conceive logos and its relation to the essay form. The term's 

historical context begins to reveal how logos became endowed 

with patriarchal authority and what Montaigne did with that 

legacy. 

The pre-Socratic philosopher Heraclitus divined logos as 

the all pervasive, invisible essence behind all apparent flux. 

It was a teleological force harmonizing the cosmos and 

defining the essence of each individual (Olney, 5-7). 

Kristeva explains in Language: the Unknown that the pre-

Socratic materialist philosophers sought the divine 

constituents of reality, calling them elements, atoms, and so 

forth. Together they formed a "seed" and corresponded to the 

"letters of the signifying act" (105 emphasis in original) . 
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Philosopher Roger Scruton offers a similarly 

phenomenological definition of ancient logos. As a force 

imbuing the objects of the world, logos should not, he warns, 

be confused with modem, scientific conceptions of objectivity 

and fact. Instead, the term refers to "pragmata" or 

objects...to be used, or ready at hand. Hence we 

can understand them as signs; that is, we interpret 

them as having an immediate relation to 

ourselves....The world first comes into 

consciousness as a sign, as logos. It is that 

which 'bears a meaning for us.' (261) 

Scruton depicts an unmediated relationship between siibjects 

and objects, self and the signs of the world. All things are 

animated by logos; they simultaneously indicate their own 

essences and, in effect, speak to us. Consciousness was thus 

not a property of the perceiving subject but all pervasive, a 

kind of fabric or holism we don't conceive again until 

sxibatomic physics and the popularization of certain mystical 

traditions, such as Zen and Taoism. 

Scruton's conception of a living logos is echoed by 

Derrida in "Plato's Pharmakon," a chapter in Dissemination. 

As Derrida analyzes Plato's repudiation of writing for 

corrupting memory (and sxibverting the connection between 

presence and authority) , he reminds us that: 

the Attic school (Gorgias, Isocrates, Alcidamas) 
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extolled the force of living logos, the great 

master, the great power: logos dunastes megas 

estin, says Gorgias in his Encomium of Helen. The 

dynasty of speech may be just as violent as that of 

writing, but its infiltration is more profound, 

more penetrating, more diverse, more assured. (115 

emphasis in original)® 

Gorgias likened it to a drug or pharmakon. Derrida explains 

that logos for Gorgias was an ambivalent, indeterminate, 

amoral force, a kind of power base, "at once good and bad." 

Helen succumbed to the power of this "lord" as if to the 

"force of the mighty" (Gorgias in Derrida 115) . However, 

Sharon Crowley explains that the Sophists stressed that 

language was powerful because it was not a substance or part 

of existing things; rather, what people know of reality and 

one another always originates in the language shared by human 

beings (12-13). 

Pursuing Plato's theory of the idea, Aristotle's logos 

was a "logical" concept enunciating not facts but "notions and 

definitions." It was also "the cause of things, the motor 

force, the equivalent of matter" (Kristeva, Language 112). 

Aristotle reminds us that what persuades is not 

logic, but apparent logic, the verbal 

representation of logic.... Aristotle, moreover. 
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used the Greek word logos, which has a considerably-

broader range of meaning than does the modern 

English logic. To take full advantage of what the 

Greek rhetoricians taught their students about 

using logical appeals, we should remember that 

logos meant using words to make logical statements 

about reality. It referred to the structures of 

what we would now call language, logic, and 

reality. It was thus more closely related to both 

language and reality than modem formal logic. (Coe 

384) 

Here Aristotle is working within the realm of philosophy, 

systematizing the signified; language became separated from 

what Kristeva, glossing Plato, calls the "real." And it is 

here where we witness one of the transformations in 

linguistics that identified logos with masculine reason, 

thought, and systematization, setting the stage for the 

logocentrism of today. In his analysis of Plato's 

subordination of writing to speech, Robert Pattison explains 

one cause of the disembodiment of logos, its identification 

with male reason, and separation from the real: 

If all problems are soluble by some aid or other 

[e.g. technologies such as writing], there is an 

end to memory and reason. Reason is the divine 

power of ordering and arranging in terms of 
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language. Reason is the method of the Logos, the 

Word. (39-40) 

Language itself became a category of analysis so that phonetic 

elements were divided from the ideas or forms they designated, 

the originals of which, of course, preceded their names and 

resided in a transcendent realm. While Plato didn't reconcile 

natural with social constitutions of meaning, he did designate 

"legislators" and "dialecticians" to preside over the making 

and maintaining of names and definitions (Kristeva 109-116). 

These officers were invariably male. 

It is at this juncture that we begin to see the alignment 

of logos with science and patriarchy in a culture that refused 

women official access to the scientific and scholarly domains. 

In time, language would be abstracted from philosophy in the 

science of grammar, with emphasis on the signifier (116). 

Crowley explains, "The notion that thought can be separated 

from language began with the philosopher Socrates, who was the 

teacher of Plato, who was the teacher of Aristotle" (13) . It 

was "the belief in the possibility of full and perfect 

embodiment of thought in language, and the structures of 

repetition that guarantee it, with the stage always acting as 

the supplementary shadow of original full speech" (Connor 

139). The political ramifications of Socrates's move, of 

course, form the very foundation of gender and power relations 

today. Not only was thought considered prior and superior to 
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langxiage or rhetoric, but language was also considered an 

untroubled representation of thought, just as writing was of 

speech. The Greek logos was later translated into the Latin 

ratio or reason, further indicating the hierarchy that read: 

thought, rationality, speech, writing, and women. 

In other words, logos was purified of its associations 

with speaking and writing and identified strictly with thought 

and reason. It was this kind of fragmentation that Montaigne 

reacted to when he advocated an overhaul of the Scholasticism 

of the Middle Ages: 

The new system of education proposed by 

Montaigne... is designed to repair precisely that 

fragmentation of knowledge--into grammar, logic, 

theology, rhetoric, and so forth--which 

characterized scholastic discourse and which arose 

from still another fragmentation, between the 

"high" language of court and the "low" language of 

the street and home. (Spellmeyer, 94) 

We see this conflation of logos and reason in Cartesian mind-

body dualism. According to Pattison, 

Without the power of language, the cogito is 

nowhere--an observation certainly understood by the 

philosophers of the Logos doctrine, who seem 

implicitly to have believed that since language is 

all-pervasive, unique, and prior to the expression 
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of any thought, it must therefore be the mode of 

divine order. (22) 

But Descartes' priority of reason concealed its theological 

ground--God. As Burke would say, he ratchets to an even 

higher, more encompassing terministic screen. When logos is 

identified with a Judeo-Christian God--and made flesh in 

Christ, his male son {OED)--the foundation is solidified. In 

the beginning was the Word, Burke tells us in the Rhetoric of 

Religion. In the end, reason, being, thought, bodily essences 

such as breath (spirit) , blood and semen, and thus maleness 

coalesce in the phenomenon of logos, all underwritten by the 

disorder of the allegedly more natural, animal, and primitive 

feminine, on which the masculine depends. 

Thus, it is this logocentric tradition that essayists 

like Mairs and DuPlessis have sought to correct through new 

and different rhetorics of language and writing. However, 

some feminists have created a rhetoric that subverts the 

logocentric by writing the erotics of the woman's body. The 

intention is to write a radically different language. 

The Vulvomorphic Aesthetic 

One trend in the feminist essay that grows out of radical 

French or psychoanalytic feminism is to write in a plural or 

polymorphic style that arises from a woman's own unique 

eroticism. Here essay writing is exclusively female. Mairs 
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calls it a "plural subjectivity" (76), and while she does not 

imply that Montaigne was in possession of a female body, she 

does note that he was well aware that ' "we are all patchwork"' 

(79) . 

Luce Irigaray is one writer who enacts such an aesthetic 

as she explains it theoretically in her booklength essay This 

Sex Which Is Not One. Irigary draws an analogy between male 

genitals and a rhetoric of making a point, seeking closure, 

and pushing toward a goal. She then offers the vulvomorphic 

logic of the female body as an analogy to female speech. 

Nancy Mairs explains the aesthetic this way: The phallus 

speaks the "language of opposites" because its possession--by 

men--is predicated on the idea that women lack it (i.e., can 

confer but can't derive meaning) and that men naturally have 

power over them (41): 

Which is not women's language, since women, for a 

variety of reasons, live in a polymorphic rather 

than a dimorphic world, a world in which the 

differentiation of self from other may never 

completely take place, in which multiple selves may 

engage multiply with the multiple desire of the 

creatures in it (41-42). ...Feminine discourse is 

not the language of opposites but a babel of 

eroticism, attachment, and empathy. (42) 

This multiplicity Mairs speaks of can be seen to arise 
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ultimately from jouissance, a phenomenon, Jane Gallop 

explains, that is not directly translatc±)le from the French 

into English, and that, once given over to language, becomes 

mere pleasure (121) . Rhetoricians seem to evaluate the 

effectiveness of rhetoric based on its local effectiveness--

does it motivate people to act or (re) think and (re) evaluate? 

And are these the thoughts, values, or actions we desire? But 

Lacanian feminist Jane Gallop argues that Irigaray's, and thus 

DuPlessis's and Mairs's, feminine aesthetic has to come to 

terms with its phallomorphic foundation. The Lacanian 

feminine aesthetic premises rhetorical effectiveness in more 

monumental ways. In the face of Symbolic Law, is a rhetorical 

gesture just a gesture, or can it actually effect a 

groundswell that reshuffles hierarchies ordained by that Law? 

In "The Body Politic, " a chapter in her book Thinking 

through the Body, Jane Gallop performs a meta-rhetorical 

analysis of the vulvomorphic logic explained and enacted in 

Luce Irigaray's essay called The Sex Which Is Not One. That 

is, the female sex is first "not" a sex--only the male exists-

-in the Freudian sense because she lacks a penis, and the 

Lacanian because she "lacks" a phallus or the capacity to make 

meaning. This incapacity leaves her with only the desire to 

signify, while she inveigles men, keeping them preoccupied 

with the task of finding a name for her lack or 
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mysteriousness. The title's second layer of meaning is that 

woman is not "one" sex; rather, she is an irreducible 

multiplicity of sexual desire and pleasure. Irigaray 

expresses this double meaning in passages that constantly 

interrupt and interrogate themselves. Gallop points out that 

Irigaray's poetics, like any poetics, does not account for its 

underpinnings, its mediation by other discourses. In the 

Montaignian sense, Irigaray does not, as Gallop would have it, 

write dialogically about the relations between the body as she 

sees it, her own experience, and the claims of other texts and 

other authors. 

But Gallop realizes that the very "phallomorphic 

parameters" that determine Irigaray's construction of female 

anatomy determine her (Gallop's) exposure, so to speak, of the 

underpinnings of Irigaray's poetics. That is. Gallop's 

analysis rests on the assumption or "absolute ground" of a 

"real," extratextual male anatomy (94). Gallop continues in 

the same vein to show how " (post) modernism, " allegedly a male 

invention, organizes perceptions about the plurality of 

feminine sexuality. But she argues that Irigaray's polyvalent 

female anatomy might save postmodernism from its "absurd 

appearance of asserting the nonreferentiality of language" 

(95) by linking it with what is perceived to be the body's 

most acultural aspect, the female genitals. Thus, for Gallop, 

Irigaray does not transcend the problem of defining a poetics 
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of the female body that, like prior poetics, will construct 

that body. 

However, Irigaray does not focus on the clitoris or the 

vagina; rather, in defining a plural eroticism, she emphasizes 

both together--and goes beyond these conventionally referenced 

(i.e., compared to male genitals) parts to center plurality on 

the lips, illustrating that they are always in contact with 

one another, so thus are self-sufficient, auto-erotic. Unlike 

the clitoris or vagina, "the lips are already plural" (97). 

Gallop points out, however, that these "lips" are already a 

metaphor, referring to the mouth. Thus, we are stuck back in 

conservative referentiality, and a phallomorphic 

referentiality at that. 

But there are a couple of ways out. Gallop reveals. One 

is through the power of emerging metaphor: 

Vulvomorphic logic, by newly metaphorizing the 

body, sets it free, if only momentarily. For as 

soon as the metaphor becomes a proper noun, we no 

longer have creation, we have paternity. (96) 

But if we can't assert unquestioned referentialty, neither can 

we unproblematically deny referentiality. If a poetics of 

experience aims for a "poiesis of experience... attempts to 

reconstruct experience itself, to produce a re-

metaphorization" (97) , then we can liberate perception and 

politics from phallomorphic sameness. The terms won't be 
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anymore true or real, but the perceptions, thus the politics, 

can change. Dallery continues along similar lines by 

acknowledging that a precultural, prediscursive, "real" female 

body does not exist and so cannot be written as such. 

However, ecriture feminine can bring to light those aspects of 

woman's eroticism and bodily experience that have been sealed 

away by phallogocentric discourse. 

Coming from a pragmatic feminism, Assiter not only 

challenges the notion of absolute nonreferentiality, but she 

also exposes a couple of Lacan's other presuppositions. 

First, echoing Mairs, she asks why the phallus and not another 

term, such as love, serves as the symbol of "full recognition" 

between two desiring people. After all, if there exist no 

simple connections between words and images or signifiers and 

signifieds, then the phallus cannot unproblematically refer to 

the father or his penis. A child can't both perceive its 

mother's lack of a phallus (which is not an object) and 

recognize the mother's lack of a penis (which is actual). 

Furthermore, love would seem to fulfill the Lacanian 

requirements for two individuals drawn to each other by their 

respective lack or desire. Fulfilling in theory what Mairs 

seeks to fulfill in her refusal to write feminine discourse, 

Assiter also challenges the assumption that the masculine 

signifier or phallus necessarily possesses the authority to 

signify. That is, even if we accept that the phallus is the 
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possession of the male, does it necessarily follow that it has 

the power to signify while the feminine must always lack this 

capacity and remain absent? (42-43). 

Montaigne's Phallus: Essay as Symbolic Text 

Assuming Gallop's Lacanian theory to be foundational, how 

do we read Montaigne's long bout with kidney stones? Does 

this represent a strikingly "feminine" sensibility that 

disturbs and shuns his own phallic authority? Or is this 

again a male ruse that denies phallic authority in order to 

retain it? Given Montaigne's literal and formal rejection of 

his age's scholastic legacy, this psycho-symbolic unveiling of 

the phallus appears to be quite feminist, at least for 

Lacanian feminists. More important for the purposes of this 

essay, by casting Montaigne in this psychologically as well as 

physically threatening experience, his essay also takes the 

instability of authority beyond the personal to the level of 

the word or logos itself, akin to what Lacan calls the 

symbolic order. Montaigne's at times agonizing struggle to 

rid himself of "the stone" exposes as flawed the 

phallogocentric foundation that underwrites his autobiography 

and presumes truth, authority, and order to be male, self-

identical, immediate, and rational. 

When Montaigne writes of the stone, he is representing a 

deep, visceral retreat of consciousness. M.A. Screech 
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explains: 

Montaigne's illness, 'the stone', came suddenly 

upon him in 1578. It, not unnaturally, changed his 

attitude to life and put his philosophy to the 

test. He frequently calls it simply 'the stone' or 

'cholxque'. Both these terms (especially the 

second) risk misleading the modem readers, who may 

fail to grasp their implications of dreadful 

internal pain and the retention of urine 

accompanied by paroxysms,...ghastly pain...which 

(despite the promptings of Classical Stoicism which 

would have held suicide to be justified) he bore 

with resignation and fortitude. {Complete Essays 

xlvi) 

The foregoing underscores not only the central position, as it 

were, that the stone occupied in Montaigne, his life, and in 

"On Experience, " but also the writerly technique of 

concealment--here, for instance, within euphemism--he uses to 

reveal himself. By virtue of the stone's power to obliterate, 

we see the spaces through which the authorial subject 

struggles to emerge as well as the strategies that invite the 

reader to rescue it when it recedes. On the one hand, the 

stone causes extreme pain, an experience so concrete, so 

immediate, so penetrating that, to say the least, it accepts 

no doubt for its presence. It affirms life; it affirms 
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experience. Likewise, as an object of langxiage, as a sensory-

experience to be assayed or tested by discourse, the stone 

functions as a funnel focusing all the essay's verbal 

attention. On the other hand, the stone's mysteriousness, its 

invisibility and unknown causation, its lack of cure, render 

the authorial self mysterious to itself. Like a stellar black 

hole, the pain can disappear the self and reduce it to 

meaningless dross or sediment. 

Montaigne writes of his paradoxical, self-affirming, 

self-negating relationship with the stone: 

The stone has often no less life than we. We see 

men with whom it has lasted until since their 

childhood to their extreme old age; and if they had 

not deserted it, it would have been prepared to 

accompany them still further. You kill it more 

often that it kills you, and even if it should 

present you with the image of approaching death, 

would it not be kindness to a man at that age to 

bring him to meditate on his end? (trans. Cohen 

377) 

The stone has thus assisted Montaigne to define with 

uncertainty his subject--his self--through recognition of its 

one certainty, its death. We can hear this tension in the 

following excerpt in Montaigne's ironical tone, a combination 

of gaiety and melancholy, echoing again an authorial self that 
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is simultaneously pulled earthward by gravity (i.e. loss, 

mortality, insignificance) and released skyward by a levity 

iinfettered by the body (i.e. the immortal, infinite play of 

words in print): 

Consider how skilfully [British Spelling] and 

gently your illness disgusts you with life and 

detaches you from the world. It does not keep you 

in tyrannical subjection like so many other 

complaints that one sees in old men, which hold 

them continuously fettered, with no relief from 

their weakness and pain. It proceeds by warnings 

and instructions repeated at intervals, and 

interrupts them with long spells of peace, as if to 

afford you an opportunity of thinking over and 

repeating its lesson at your leisure. So that you 

may have the means of making a sound judgment and 

taking up your stand like a brave man, it puts 

before you the whole picture of your situation, at 

its best and at its worst, and on the same day 

offers you life in its most delightful and most 

unbearable forms. (377) 

For the reader, this decimation reduces "I" to the 

status of mere word, or worse, an absence. But this loss, 

coupled with Montaigne's brave, witty dolefulness, ushers the 

reader toward a resuscitation of the victim. As evidenced by 
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the above passage, the "I" indeed vanishes, first in its 

conflation with "we," then in its supplantation by "you." The 

reader is now the victim--as well as co-author, having been 

made wary of his "end" through a vicarious experience of the 

stone. 

This collaboration between author and reader suggests 

that no one has possession of the phallus, the transcendent 

signifier (as opposed to an unspeakable referent, transcendent 

truth) ; no one has the power to generate meaning. As Jane 

Gallop explains, "no speaking subject can, in reality, perform 

this generative act. And thus we grant this power to an ideal 

other... [who] says what he means and means what he says" 

(126) . Montaigne's text has outlived him, attaining autonomy, 

but the instability of its speaker exposes its lack of phallic 

authority: the subject can never know what he wants because 

his "wants" are alienated in language" (126, her emphasis) . 

More to the point, the speaker's authority disintegrates 

because his penis is periodically rended by the stone. Penis 

is merely the signifier of male genitalia, as some Lacanians 

might argue; phallus and penis are not synonymous. To repeat, 

no one has the phallus. "But," Gallop counters: 

as long as the attribute of power is a phallus, 

which can only have meaning by referring to and 

being confused with a penis, this confusion will 

support a structure in which it seems reasonable 
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that men have power and women do not.... Phallus 

confronts the inadequacy of any name to embody the 

referent, and is itself emblematic of that 

inadequacy by its inevitable reference to penis. 

(127-128) 

As Montaigne's authorial subject descends from his position of 

ideal other, as his possession of the phallus is proven 

bankrupt by its association with a beleaguered penis, that 

penis becomes "an attribute of an embodied subject" (132). 

The penetration by the stone of the penis accentuates the 

speaker's lack of control over the metaphoricity of language; 

signifiers invariably refer only to other signifiers. The 

reader then stands in as phallus for the speaker, or more 

specifically as "phallus for his penis" (Nancy Miller 147). 

This inclusion of the reader as one to share authority with 

the writer bespeaks a community in the absence of absolute 

truth. 

Montaigne's famous self-made medallion, inscribed with 

the question "What Do I Know?", fits very neatly into our 

reading of his paradoxical enactment of phallic authority. On 

one hand the medal represents Montaigne's willincfness to live 

essayistically; that is, to live empirically and without the 

support of prior or higher authorities. As a testimony to 

this personal conviction, Montaigne wears it literally hanging 

from his neck for all to see. He is not concealing a reliance 
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on public knowledge; the private and personal are his source 

of identity and truth. On the other hand, Montaigne's medal 

is a logo of his lifelong literary project. Stamped into 

stone the inscription not only outlives him but transcends 

time. What do I know? he asks. Give me a moment and I'll 

tell you. That is, give him a moment and he'll inscribe his 

experience in the reader. 
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Rhetoric and the Practice of Style: 
A Gathering of Essays by Women 

Knowing the process by which logos became elided with 

male reason and knowing what disembodied reason means, we 

might wonder what essay writing looks like when not writing 

the speculations of the genteel male mind. That is, knowing 

that style for feminist writers is always concerned with 

embodied experience and is thus never merely style, we might 

wonder exactly how that style differs from the phallogocentric 

one it is trying to get out from? How is it enacted by others 

and what are the rhetorical consequences of such stylistic 

practices? First, we will look closely at what is at stake in 

issues of intelligibility and taste as they arise in the 

reading of stylistic innovations; second, we will survey 

several essays by women that respond to postmodern feminist 

demands through radical improvisations on essayistic 

conventions. 

1 

One way for postmodern feminist essayists to enact an 

unconventional rhetoric is through innovations at the 

syntactical level. While Montaigne has served as a model or 

starting point for these writers, Bacon represents the 

aesthetic antithesis. Both essentially wrote of their 

thoughts and speculations, but Montaigne is known for showing 
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US his thinking process as well as its results, while Bacon is 

known more for his aphoristic, syllogistic style. In "Of 

Marriage and Single Life," Bacon writes: 

It is often seen that bad husbands, have very good 

wives; whether it be, that it raiseth the price of 

their husband's kindness, when it comes; or that 

the wives take a pride in their patience. But this 

never fails, if the bad husbands were of their own 

choosing, against their friends' consent; for them 

they will be sure to make good their own folly. 

(33) 

In another characteristically short essay, "Of Truth, " this 

one containing a feminizing reference to Montaigne, Bacon 

continues his declarative style: 

[Lies] are the goings of the serpent; which goeth 

barely upon the belly, and not upon the feet. 

There is no vice, that doth so cover a man with 

shame, as to be found false and perfidious. And 

therefore Montaigne saith prettily, when he 

inquired the reason, why the word of the lie should 

be such a disgrace, and such an odious charge? 

Saith he. If it be well weighed, to say that a wan 

lieth, is as much to say, as that he is brave 

towards God, and a coward towards men. For a lie 

faces God, and shrinks from man. Surely the 
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wickedness of falsehood, and breach of faith, 

cannot possibly be so highly expressed, as in that 

it shall be the last peal, to call the judgments of 

God upon the generations of men; it being foretold, 

that when Christ cometh, he shall not find faith 

upon the earth. (11-12) 

Typically, the material is not grounded in personal 

experience--note the conspicuous eibsence of I--yet it defers 

to a Christian God. Few contemporary essayists of the kind 

found in the pages of Best American Essays (if not the 

National Review) , men or women, would appear to emulate 

Bacon's degree of monologism and exactitude, but by the same 

token, few fulfill DuPlessis's aesthetic either. 

For DuPlessis, the solution to the Baconian monologue of 

scientific certitude is not to oppose or exclude it, which 

would mean falling prey to dichotomous or either/or thinking; 

rather, the "solution" is to write the entire gestalt through 

inexclusive or both/and thinking: 

Now did I go downstairs, now did I cut up a pear, 

eight strawberries, now did I add some cottage 

cheese thinking to get some more or even some 

ricotta at the Italian Market so that I could make 

lasagna so that when B. comes back from New York he 

would have something nice and so I wouldn't have to 

cook again for days; now did I put some sugar on 
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the fruit and then fill the sugar bowl because it 

was almost empty; now did I hang two bath mats out 

on the line, they are only washed once a year and 

it was today that I washed them; now did I and do I 

wonder that there are words that repeat in a 

swaying repetitive motion. Deliberately breaking 

the flow of thought, when it comes to change, and 

with food, with dust. With food and dust. (4) 

must here snatch time to remark how 

discomposing it is for her biographer 

that this culmination and peroration 

should be dashed from us on a laugh 

casually like this; but the truth is that 

when we write of a woman, everything is 

out of place--culminations and 

perorations; the accent never falls where 

it does with a man. (Virginia Woolf, 

Orlando) 

I dreamed I was an artist; my medium was cottage 

cheese. (4) 

As we can see, DuPlessis plays with conventions for 

arrangement as well as syntax. In the "The Pink Guitar, " the 

final essay of the book by the same title, written, as she 

states in closing the essay, in "August 1989, from materials 

as early as 1979," DuPlessis enacts a catalogue of numbered 
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items reminiscent of Susan Sontag's famous essay "Notes on 

Camp." But while the numbers anchor the prose and reflect a 

progression of ideas, the passages themselves provide space, 

a key element of DuPlessis's aesthetic, for the reader to make 

connections between ideas and images and to construct 

meanings. The aesthetic is one of non-exclusion, and 

DuPlessis weaves in vertical catalogues and end-noted passages 

as well, though rarely does she identify the cited speaker in 

the main text. She often opts for white space instead of 

punctuation, or uses white space to displace a portion of text 

from its customary position on the page. 

However, in one paragraph and in a smaller portion of 

another--if they can indeed be identified as paragraphs--she 

blackens out entire phrases and sentences, in an apparent 

attempt both to inspire more creative reading on the part of 

her audience and to suggest a kind of violence or 

obliteration, forcing the reader to consciously consider what 

the text does not say, a clear presence of absence. In some 

cases she even employs mathematical symbols and other 

typographical devices. For instance, she ends one quasi-

paragraph midsentence, then continues that sentence with an 

idiosyncratic ideogram: 

The material figure of the writer-gendered-female 
stands, in her political, visceral need 

writing reading 
for the {reading of this{writing (164) 
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This strategy causes the reader to read the material 

vertically or to multiply the relationships the reader must 

make among terms, thereby implying that other systems are 

"languages" as well. And that, in the end, appears to be 

DuPlessis's intention: to write another language, albeit one 

that is not unintelligible to men, as she explains in the 

previous chapter. For if male readers cannot access the 

aesthetic, I wonder how the writing can transform their 

perceptions of themselves and women. 

Irigaray also seeks to make her writing style a 

practicing of theory. She enacts the double entendre 

contained in the title of her book The Sex Which Is Not One. 

In a critique of male pleasure as always pleasure over, 

Irigaray says: 

Over-pleasure? Surplus value? This premium of 

pleasure in knowledge should not--if possible...--

make you forget the time for understanding. If you 

skip over this time, your ignorance gives an over-

pleasure to (his) logic. Hence an underpleasure, 

if only that of his .knowledge. Which he enjoys--

even so...--more than you. Allowing yourselves to 

be seduced too quickly, to be satisfied too soon 

(?) , you are accomplices of the surplus value from 

which his speech draws an advantage over your 

unwilling body (93) .... We haven't been taught, nor 
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allowed, to express multiplicity. To do that is to 

speak improperly. Of course, we might--we were 

supposed to?--exhibit one "truth" while sensing, 

withholding, muffling another. Truth's other side-

-its complement? its remainder?--stayed hidden. 

Secret. Inside and outside, we were not supposed 

to be the same. That doesn't suit their desires. 

(210) 

Note the reference to two truths, one allowed, the other 

suppressed, and the desire to transform both into a 

"multiplicity" of truths. We can read similar syntactical 

creations and calls for the expression of inside and outside 

in Helene Cixous's "The Laugh of the Medusa": 

Write 1 and your self-seeking text will know itself 

better than flesh and blood, rising insurrectionary 

dough kneading itself, with sonorous perfumed 

ingredients, a lively combination of flying colors, 

leaves, and rivers plunging into the sea we feed. 

Woman be unafraid of any other place, of any same, 

of any other. My eyes, my tongue, my ears, my 

nose, my skin, my mouth, my body for-(the)-other --

(1242)....Other love. -- In the beginning are our 

differences. The new love dares for the other, 

wants the other, makes dizzying, precipitous 

flights between knowledge and invention. (1244, 
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emphasis in original) 

But for Mairs and Douglas Atkins, the feminine aesthetic 

doesn't work. Mairs explains: "If I want to speak plainly to 

you about particulars--and I do, more than anything else--I 

must use the language that I know you know," she asserts. "I 

want a prose that is allusive and transcendent, that eases you 

into me and embraces you, not one that baffles you or bounces 

you around so that you can't even tell where I am" (87) . In 

commenting on the confusion produced by an unlocated speaker, 

Mairs is also pointing to the aforementioned problem of a 

speaker that is in effect everywhere and nowhere, and thus is 

more like the disembodied Cartesian cogito than radical 

stylists would care to think. So, Mairs carefully, 

consciously uses the language and grammar we know, despite its 

patriarchal baggage. Here Mairs--after quoting then rejecting 

radical feminist experiments in style--sounds a lot like 

Atkins responding to DuPlessis's "For the Etruscans." After 

extolling the precision and care of Annie Dillard, Atkins 

criticizes: 

For writing that is uncensored by the writer's own 

sharpest blue pencil, that has not passed through 

the fires of revision and literary judgment, is 

more licentious than free verse, more indulgent and 

easier than playing tennis with the net down. It 

is freedom gone amuck, unanswerable, and 
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irresponsible. It is certainly not literature. 

(95) 

In this case Atkins sounds in turn like critics of 

Baudrillard's prose as it tries to outbid the simulacra that, 

according to his theory, have conspired to mediate all we 

value and choose: 

Baudrillard's hectic prose, with its mesmeric 

concentricities and clotted inclusiveness, 

compulsively attempts to hasten the world into 

oblivion, even to outrun it. It is a 'strategy,' 

if so it may be called, of immunizing overdose. 

(Connor 219) 

But despite the superficial similarities between the prose of 

Baudrillard and that of DuPlessis, and the similar reaction 

they elicit in some readers, their projects occupy entirely 

different parts of the political spectrum. Where 

Baudrillard's prose imitates or takes part in the swirl of 

simulation, DuPlessis's prose very consciously seeks to 

transform experience through a more holistic aesthetic. The 

former is a kind of hyper-theory that denies its institutional 

positioning and status while making a fetish of supposedly 

dead language, while the latter challenges the rational, 

objective, patriarchal practice that had come to be the rule 

in theoretical and academic writing (at the risk of becoming 

routinized itself). Perhaps, though, it is fair to say that 
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in both cases detractors feel that the means fails to bring 

readers to the desired end. 

Atkins's predilection, as his book's title expresses, is 

not for syntactical innovations and spontaneous verbal 

intrusions or transgressions, but for the familiar estranged. 

Like Montaigne, Mairs, Nancy Miller, Jane Gallop, and Jane 

Tomkins, Atkins wants--particularly in the realm of literary 

criticism--engagement between the personal and the critical, 

between the autobiographical and text xinder study. Familiar 

academic subjects migrate to the margins. Nevertheless, like 

Mairs, he wants his prose clearly connected. 

To a point, I concur with Atkins's preference for 

clarity, as subjective as that stipulation may be. And yet I 

realize that there is a whole history of conflating the female 

or feminine with the fluid, the intuitive, and the messy, both 

literally and symbolically. The following work by William 

Gass commits this conflation, and yet it also suggests that 

male essayists appear capable of a style that "writes the 

body," or at least that, in the spirit of Montaigne, embodies 

the mind. 

In "Emerson and the Essay," the first chapter of 

Habitations of the Word, William Gass writes in a 

plentitudinous style that, despite his rather unrestrained use 

of sexist metaphors, appears to follow DuPlessis's holistic 

aesthetic. In explaining how the essay is "born of books," 
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the phallocentrism of Gass's extended metaphor would no doubt 

be dismantled by any of the writers mentioned above. And yet 

it seems fair to say also that his gendering of the 

essay/essayist as feminine echoes the sensibility of feminist 

writers we' ve been hearing from in the preceding pages: 

[T] he essayist is in a feminine mood at first, 

receptive to and fertilized by texts, hungry to 

quote, eager to reproduce; and often, before the 

essay itself is well underway in the reader's eye, 

its father will be briefly introduced, a little 

like the way a woman introduces her fiance to her 

friends, confident and proud of the good impression 

he will make. (26) 

Gass's notion of the feminine as receptive and open is quickly 

troubled by the notion of text or style as woman and authority 

or imprimatur as man. So when he begins a paragraph thus--

^'Who owe their fathers nothing. . .that's the destination..." 

(38, italics in original)--or composes an entire paragraph 

like this--"I call it a connivance, an uncombed mount of 

Venus, a bear pit, a turkey farm, a kettle of spit..." (19), 

we might think (despite the lack, here, of context) that he's 

indulging the unrestrained freedom of his mind at our expense. 

Nevertheless, Gass describes a wholeness of the form to echo 

Mairs and the other woman writers above: 

But life is not all eloquence and adulation: life 
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is wiping the baby's bum; it is a bad case of the 

croup; it is quarrels with one's spouse; it is 

disappointment, distraction, indignities by the 

dozen; it is the death of friends, wife, son, and 

brothers, carried off like fluff in the wind; it is 

alien evenings, cold staiirwells, frosty sheets, 

lack of love; for what does the great spirit need 

that touches the body but the touch of the body, as 

oratory needs silence, and revolution needs peace? 

We are nourished by our absences and opposites; 

contraries quench our thirst. (10) 

Other feminist writers have essayed the "inbetween, 

...the ensemble of the one and the other, not fixed in 

sequences of struggle and expulsion or some other form of 

death but infinitely dynamized by an incessant process of 

exchange from one siobject to another" (Cixous, 1238) less 

through stylistic innovations at the sentence level than in 

arrangements made at level of the paragraph. In "Red Shoes, " 

a prefatory essay (though not labeled so explicitly) to 

Boetcher Joeres and Mittman's The Politics of the Essay, Susan 

Griffith alternates italicized passages of reflections on 

childhood with non-italicized passages of analysis, thus 

breaking up conventions of linearity and uniformity. While 

articulating respective halves of the woman's identity 

Irigaray recuperates, each strand of Griffith's essay 
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progresses without any of the syntactical disruptions 

displayed by the two previous writers. One strand is 

analytical (monolithically unindented), the other narrative, 

as the opening two passages demonstrate: 

The imprisonment which was at one and the same time 

understood as the imprisonment of the female mind 

has a larger boundary, and that is the shape of 

thought itself within Western civilization. 

It is an early memory. Red shoes. Leather 

straps criss-crossing. The kind any child covets. 

That color I wanted with the hot desire of a child. 

(1) 

In using narrative to explore childhood experiences of 

eroticism and shame while using separate, analytical passages 

to critique the ideas implied in the storytelling, Griffith 

enacts a dialogue between so-called female and male modes of 

thinking in writing. The juxtapositions allow us to take a 

more active part in making connections while the space breaks 

stop the linear flow of each strain. 

Apart from its innovative structure, Griffith's essay is 

fairly conventional in style. And while the transitions 

between juxtaposed passages are somewhat loose and 

associative, they pose no obstacles to following their linear 

progressions. The anecdotes about privacy and shame are full 
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of irony, but it is an irony of character, not of style, as is 

the case with Beachy. But her purpose is a different one. 

Straying too far from convention would defeat her very purpose 

of compelling those steeped in an enlightenment sensibility to 

consider other sensibilities. As she explains, 

Form can be transgressed for transgression's sake, 

but it can also be transgressed in an attempt to 

lean in a certain direction. It is a tropism 

toward the light and heat of another knowledge. 

And is this knowledge a memory? (9) 

Griffith's project is not to give up the world for dead but to 

reinvestigate private and domestic realms concealed by, but 

not lost to, the modern world. In this sense she reminds us 

of Emily Dickinson finding light in those places where the 

"light" of logos cannot reach. 

Griffith and Beachy both arrive at the ends of their 

essays at similar yet highly disparate places. While both 

recognize language to be their ultimate subject matter, 

Beachy's recognition means, again, an acquiescence. For 

Griffith, on the other hand, the realization that the 

postmodern world is on some level constructed simply of 

language is empowering. Beachy's speaker struggles with his 

inability to surrender to the slippage and disorder of words. 

But Griffith has no trouble doing so; in fact, she desires it: 

And when I return to write, will I be able to 
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reshape the form so that more of this world 

[outside her writing desk] falls on the page? One 

can spend a whole life writing, I think to myself, 

and still hardly begin. (11, emphasis added) 

Griffith reinscribes private, bodily experience in the modern 

public essay. The literal and figurative "prisoner" writes 

her way out of a modem epistemological prison, suggesting an 

overlap between feminism and postmodernism. 

II 

The essays surveyed thus far have been written explicitly 

about either the essay or political and theoretical issues of 

gender impinging on writers and scholars. To see the same 

aesthetic or rhetorical strategy enacted in essays that don't 

make the genre itself their subject matter, we can look at 

samples displayed in recent issues of Best American Essays. 

Josephine Foo's "Endou" 

In the 1995 edition, Josephine Foo's "Endou," a highly 

imagistic, poetic essay, asks that we abandon generic 

definitions altogether in favor of a more rhetorical reading 

of what the "essay" is doing. Foo's essay, of course, does 

not come with an introduction, and while it is anchored in 

concrete detail, rooted in a dire yet sometimes thaumaturgic 

voice, and plotted by changes in its narrator and by events. 
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it lacks a clear context. Many readers might dismiss the 

essay as overly experimental or "creative, " or just weird; 

others might find the phonemes and images enough to sustain 

them; while still others might find the absence of a context 

significant in and of itself. 

While it is difficult here to excerpt and explicate 

passages from an essay that already lacks its own explicit 

contextualizing, perhaps showing the movement from one section 

to the next can give the reader a sense of the essay's 

unfolding. The second section, "Remittance," employs 

anaphora--a conspicuous strategy throughout--as Foo describes 

a scroll she has opened on the floor; 

I moved the toys aside and swept the floor, then 

unrolled it. Here, I show you--in the center is my 

family. Here, surrounding, the waters I crossed. 

Here, on the border, is my work, the blacks of my 

eyes, the hollow of a bell without its clapper; the 

soft black berry put between my fingers; the shape 

in the mirror. (95) 

Then, to close the section, Foo turns to italicized stream-of-

consciousness (though the entire essay reads this way to one 

degree or another): 

Have you received my remittance? The weather is 

winter now. Use the money for fuel, warmth, 

sustenance. (95) 
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The third section, "Uprooting," shifts the viewpoint from 

first to second person and proceeds with decontextualized yet 

highly specific and intimately rendered situations: 

There isn't much more to do; you count the rooms 

left behind and draw them on throw-away strips of 

paper. The size of one in relation to another is 

important, and the time of day the sun shines in. 

Where, for instance, books were faded orange. It's 

difficult to make inventory of all that's gone, 

when your parents choose to say nothing about it; 

like the Japanese Americans released from their 

internment camps, the Jews of Europe liberated from 

their death camps. In both began a frenzy of 

forgetting, a continent without rules in one, 

families without direction in another, like mine. 

(95) 

The connective tissue between other sections is equally 

tenuous, but gradually the essay fills in a canvas depicting 

displacement of Asian refugees, particularly the more cruel 

displacement experiences of women, and specifically the 

narrator's own. And thus Foo creates a form to essay this 

experience of disembodiment, placing her concerns alongside 

those of the writers above. In this case the essay is as much 

about what is not present on the page as what is, and what is 

present, paradoxically, is existence as cultural and personal 
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lack, estrangement, absence, anonymity. To illustrate the 

postmodern aesthetic at work here, we can apply a couple of 

Hassan's oppositions (while recognizing that opposition is an 

obsolete, tractable concept in postmodern experience). In 

reaction to the form (conjiinctive, closed) of modernism, Foo 

practices more an antiform (disjunctive, open); instead of 

purpose we have pla-y: rather than the discourse of 

mastery/logos we engage with a language of exhaustion/silence. 

Of course, modem physics has shown us that all 

observations are highly subjective and relative; ancient 

rhetoricians demonstrated this as well with their awareness of 

the importance of kairos or the fleeting rhetorical moment. 

Once we decide on a context, it becomes relatively convenient 

to fulfill the presupposition or interpretative framework. 

Reader response theory teaches just this, that readers provide 

the framework by which they interpret texts. As Louise 

Rosenblatt explains, 

the reading of a text is an event occurring at a 

particular time in a particular environment at a 

particular moment in the life history of the 

reader. The transaction will involve not only the 

past experience but also the present state and 

present interests or preoccupations of the reader. 

This suggests the possibility that printed marks on 

a page may even become different linguistic symbols 
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by virtue of transactions with different readers. 

(20) 

The reader provides coherence, especially to an incoherent, 

unconventional text (51-57) . And with essays like these, with 

their emphasis on "lived through experience," the "poem," as 

Rosenblatt calls the interactive text, asks for a selective 

consciousness, one that makes connections between symbols and 

their referents. Thus, the affective fallacy, the idea that 

the poem for the reader is a purely subjective, romantic 

experience, does not apply (44-45). 

We can also read the problem of context in Foo's essay 

through the lens supplied by Derrida in "Signature Event 

Context." Here Derrida argues that "a context is never 

absolutely determinable, or rather, why its determination can 

never be entirely certain or saturated" (1170). That is, we 

can never know a context in its entirety, and if we could, we 

would still derive meaning not from the data provided by the 

context but from our own assumptions and concepts of what 

constitutes meaning. This indeterminacy (c.f. Hassan's list) 

is a condition often identified with postmodemity, leaving 

readers and writers with the task of using (meaning-less) 

conventions of arrangement and intelligibility to make 

tentative or local meanings. In the spirit of reading Foo 

according to DuPlessis's holistic aesthetic and Gass's 

observation that essays deal in contradiction and contrast, I 
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observe that all of these features are operating in Foo's 

essay. Purposes are layered and not necessarily free of 

contradiction; as Gass explains, life isn't either. 

The paradox contained in these essays does not end with 

their layered purposes. Two of the rhetorical strategies 

employed by the writers above, disjunction and inclusiveness, 

are not new at all, even if they are being employed for new 

reasons. Juxtaposing individual words, phrases, or larger 

passages without connective or transitional material is 

paratactic, a strategy practiced by classical Greek orators 

(Klaus 43) that evokes tension as it mirrors the common 

contemporary experience of navigating one's day of highly 

variegated experiences. A related strategy, writing against 

the grain, is also an age-old feature of not just the essay 

but ancient oratory as well, for instance, when the orator 

perfoinns a digressio. 

The proclivity for abundance and opaqueness we see in 

these writers also hearkens back, in this case, to Erasmus's 

copia. As a "storehouse" of invention and style, copia refers 

to an orator's or writer's ability to illuminate the "rich 

particularity" of various ideas or things through the 

awareness of nuance and connotation rewarded by an abundant 

vocabulary. It is not merely a matter of verbal ease but an 

intelligence about what words signify and what they embody of 

the heterogeneousness of the people who use them (Bender 149) . 
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To practice copia or "copiousness" the way Sharon Crowley 

defines it, we resemble not the moderns with their stress on 

utility and economy, but the ancients, who were never in short 

supply of advice for ways rhetors could enlarge their 

repertoires for handling various rhetorical situations. 

Crowley encourages this "messing around" with language as she 

counsels writers against the "deadly seriousness" by which 

modems compose (16) . This rhetoric of playfulness begins to 

sound not only polymorphous but postmodern. Whereas moderns 

prized fact and rationality, relegating everything else to the 

realm of mere opinion (8-9), postmoderns, like the ancient 

rhetors, recognize the inexorable role language plays in the 

construction of reality and experience. We hear a call for 

copiousness also in Kenneth Gergen's The Saturated Self. 

Saturated by information, media driven images and lifestyle 

choices, the self of Gergen's bleak scenario is not altogether 

sacrificed, however, to the overwhelming forces that inundate 

it. That is, it can take some solace in the potential for 

relation the saturation affords him (156) . 

Judy Ruiz's "Oranges and Sweet Sister Boy" 

Of the essays I've surveyed, perhaps none employs the 

above strategies when addressing issues of gender, sex, and 

oppression more strikingly than Judy Ruiz's "Oranges and Sweet 

Sister Boy," which appears in the 1989 edition of Best 
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American Essays. Like "Endou," Ruiz's essay disobeys, so to 

speak, conventions of arrangement and structure. And yet it 

doesn't seem accurate to say that the structure evolves, for 

in the same way that Foo brings her narrator, hence the 

reader, to a dreamlike frontier of consciousness, Ruiz 

undercuts structural elements like verb tense and logical 

sequencing of events in time and place, cues the reader 

typically looks to for location and progression. This is not 

to say that Ruiz's essay fails to develop, however, or that 

the parts are randomly arranged; rather, its ideas as well as 

its portraits of family members grow across very fractured 

emotional and textual fields. In the end, what holds them 

together are thematic and characterological connections across 

this field as well as, ultimately, the narrator's very 

personal voice. Analyzing form in poetry and documentary, 

Jane Miller, in her essay "Spanish Poppy," part of her 

collection Working Time: Essays on Poetry, Culture, and 

Travel, offers an insight that helps us understand Ruiz's 

project: 

[B] oth poetry and documentary, as forms, do not so 

much try to "capture" a place as to indicate the 

changes it is going through. By contrast, the 

quick fix, the prosaic statement, the clip rigidify 

our impressions by replaying events, inuring us to 

them, and making of violence, love, terror, beauty: 
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abstractions. (75) 

Granted, Ruiz is not the first to enact change formally rather 

than reduce change to an abstract concept, but, given that 

Ruiz's essay is "about" the narrator's paranoid schizophrenia, 

her brother's sexual transformation from man to woman after a 

lifetime of transvestitism, and reflections on their 

upbringing, her innovative form appears strikingly 

appropriate. 

"I am sleeping, hard, when the telephone rings," the 

essay begins straightforwardly enough. "It's my brother, and 

he's calling to say that he is now my sister. I feel 

something fry a little, deep behind my eyes" (225) . But the 

next sentence not only develops the narrative by weaving in 

the narrator's thoughts; it also teaches us how to read Ruiz: 

"Knowing how sometimes dreams get mixed up with not-dreams, I 

decide to do a reality test at once" (225) . Gradually, as 

Ruiz confuses then clarifies the border separating "dream" 

(brutal memory, imagined family history, schizophrenic 

episode) from "reality, " we leam what might have "caused" her 

mental illness and her brother's desire to transmogrify his 

body, hence his identity. In an essay profiling her brother's 

and her father's castration (the latter due to surgery for a 

cancer that thrived on testosterone), such a discontinuous, 

abrupt form fits. 

As it elicits fragmentation and dislocation, the essay 
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explores the limits of language. "Sex is of the body," the 

narrator says, displaying a biological, deterministic point of 

view. "It has no words" (229) . Later, describing a 

conversation with her brother about the support group he's 

attending for children from dysfxinctional families, Ruiz 

critiques therapeutic "lingo," its palliative effects: 

My brother is hell-bent for castration, the 

castration that started before he had language: the 

castration of abuse. He will simply finish what 

was set in motion long ago. (230) 

The analysis of the limits of words crystallizes in the 

metaphor of the orange that appears in the title and that Ruiz 

returns to throughout the essay. The orange is a "'patient 

fruit,'" one that will wait for her brother to come to know 

who he really is inside (226). It is also a messy fruit, one 

that does not always belong inside the home (226) ; certain 

kinds are named for their juice, and the price one pays for 

ignorance of this can mean exile from its joys (229) . By 

being highly visible yet concealing its desired contents, it 

helps us make "the leap of mind the metaphor attempts" (231) --

i.e., to the invisible, where the light of logos cannot 

penetrate. Finally, it is a word that lacks a perfect rhyme, 

and in that rhyme-lessness forces the narrator--and, by 

extension, the reader--to confront her own uniqueness, an 

androgynous blend. Rojas and Sternbach explain that 
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Latin American women essayists have developed this 

class consciousness in a voice that takes the point 

of view of the oppressed, whether they were other 

women, the indigenous, blacks, or prostitutes. In 

this manner these essayists reject the pretense of 

impartial observers of social malaise usually 

associated with the scientific (male) essay. (184) 

By transgressing the norm requiring woman to remain 

silent, they simultaneously established a polyvocal 

voice and by their example showed how each piece of 

the quilt can be individually stitched in order to 

create a whole. The transgression consisted not 

only in breaking silences, but also in dismantling 

the injunction against women speaking. (188) 

Judith Ortiz Gofer's "Silent Dancing" 

Like Griffith's "Red Shoes," "Silent Dancing" alternates 

italicized passages with those of regular type. The 

italicized strain, written in present tense, narrates a home 

movie by an anonymous filmmaker. The five minute film 

portrays Puerto Rican immigrants--mainly family members of the 

narrator--at a Paterson, New Jersey, New Year's Eve party, 

attended by the author when she was a young girl; the other 

strain recalls family history in past tense. However, while 

paragraph breaks mark the boundaries between strains (until 
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the end, when the two typefaces converge in the final 

paragraph), the fluctuation is much less evenly proportioned 

than in Griffith's essay, as the passages about the film are 

consistently shorter. 

About three-quarters the way into the eleven page essay, 

the conscious chronological remembering of plain type reaches 

the event of the party as catalogued by the five-minute home 

movie; that is, the movie is now an explicit subject in both. 

One page and a few paragraphs later, the narrator explains 

that the contrived conga line of dancers that closes the movie 

has appeared to her often in dreams since; each dancer faces 

her mind's eye like facing the camera: movie, memory, and 

dream, dreamer and filmmaker, converge. The next few 

paragraphs detail a conversation between the narrator/dreamer 

and her great uncle's common law wife--"the one he abandoned 

on the island to marry your cousin's mother," the woman says 

to the narrator, and who "was not invited to this party, 

but...came anyway" (91). Thus, in the dialogue Ortiz Gofer 

takes us into another realm of experience--not the movie, 

memory, or dream, but instead the narrator's imagination; not 

"non-fiction essay" but... fiction? In this dialogue the 

narrator contends with her legacy as a Puerto Rican woman who 

can--and desires to--pass for an American. 

Finally, in the last three paragraphs, Ortiz Gofer's 

narrator describes the remainder of the dream in haunting. 
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grotesque images: 

The old woman's mouth becomes a cavernous black 

hole I fall into. . . .Those [people] who are still 

part of my life remain silent, going around and 

around in their dance. The others keep pressing 

their faces forward to say things about the past. 

(93) 

Last in line is her father's uncle, in whose face she 

inexorably sees her own. He, too, "will retreat into silence, 

and take a long, long time to die" (93) . The essay then 

closes: 

Tio, I tell him. I don't want to hear what you 

have to say. Give the dancers room to move, soon 

it will be midnight. Who is the New Year's Fool 

this time? 

Formally, by combining the genres of memoir, fiction or 

fantasy, and film narrative, Ortiz Cofer has created a hybrid 

text belonging strictly to none of the categories. This 

hybridity possesses a power of its own--the power that defies 

taxonimizing and classification, the power of the unknown 

variable or mixed bloodedness. It is the power of the 

borderland. According to Kaminsky, 

Both demarcating and connecting two or more other 

spaces, the borderlands are, by definition, 

permeable and unfixed. Not incidentally, the 
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borderlands, as Anzaldua describes them, are the 

physical and metaphorical space occupied by the 

mestiza. (123) 

The rhetoric of the borderland is not characterized simply by 

its capacity to draw together disparate genres and 

perspectives; it is also effective for making the concealed 

visible. In fact, as postmodernism shows us, a hybrid text is 

really not a text at all, for it exposes its own dialogism and 

constructedness. Nevertheless, this mixing affords the 

speaker a multiple perspective. And the significance of 

perspective is quite literal, for this is an essay about 

vision and silence in a Western society that, as Chris Jenks 

explains, has privileged vision and the visual among senses 

for access to external reality (1-3). However, as Jenks 

further explains, in this society " [W] omen do not look, they 

are looked at" (150) . It is men who have the privilege of 

perception and perspective, hence the power to shape culture--

and to make women conform visually to desired shapes (150) . 

It is also men who, by virtue of their external genitalia, 

achieve subjectivity through what is visible. To be female, 

on the other hand, is to bear the invisible difference. 

Bom and raised in a tradition where " [D]ecent girls" 

were humble and "never looked you directly in the face" (91) , 

Ortiz Cofer emphasizes the dominance of the male gaze and the 

subordination of woman to it. In one part of the fictional 
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dialogue with her great-uncle's common-law wife, the latter 

describes how a prima or female cousin of the narrator "was 

growing an Americanito in her belly" when the home movie was 

made (92). The cousin performs her own, agonizing abortion 

and later returns to her home country of Puerto Rico to live 

the traditional life the narrator disdains. The abortion is 

both a form of silencing and one of rendering the anomalous--

that which would have the power to disrupt and sxibvert the 

status quo--invisible. 

The essay/home movie ends without formal closure or 

resolution, expiring. The form is really antiform: 

"disjunctive, open" (c.f. Hassan). Ortiz Cofer has employed 

what we might term postmodernist literary techniques to depict 

a narrator's struggle--through dream, memory, and sheer 

imagination--with a past that has not ceased speaking to her. 

While the essay is clearly self-conscious, it is not 

explicitly about itself, its own elements and textures, in the 

way of much postmodern fiction. But it does blur disciplinary 

and generic boundaries, and it does interweave voices and 

registers (Connor 126). Perhaps, more than anything else, 

what marks the essay as postmodern is not any meta quality, 

which characterized modernist literature that turned away from 

a no longer representable "real" world, but "an 

intensification of textuality such that it becomes coextensive 

with the real" (127) . 
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The central tension in this essay cannot be characterized 

by the opposition between silence and speech (with the 

narrator deciding who should line up on each side of the 

opposition) . The conflict is far more complex and 

contradictory than that, and how it plays out, as the 

persistence of the dream and movie remind us, is not so easy 

to control. As one of Hassan's pairings indicate, alongside 

mastery/logos is exhaustion/silence. But silence in Ortiz 

Gofer's essay should not be mistaken for the foirmal affect of 

what Lyotard calls the sublime, a destruction of forro itself 

(Connor 212) . The essay is doing other than this as it enacts 

the interplay of various forms of representation and modes of 

consciousness: it is one writer's revisitation to the past and 

reclamation of her self. As Lourdes Rojas and Nancy Saporta 

Stembach write in "Latin American Women Essayists": 

The feminine nosotras is not like the masculine 

nosotros. The latter is simply a polite convention 

intended to sotind less pedantic than the singular 

"I," but it elides the fact that one person is 

speaking for the group. But the former is clearly 

intended to address a collective while giving voice 

to that plurality. 

"Silent Dancing" thus appears, on one level at least, to be a 

kind of heterotopia of representations from which the narrator 

cannot extricate herself--though the author can reclaim agency 
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through writing. 

Annie Dillard's "Teaching a Stone to Talk" and "An Expedition 
to the Pole" 

Whereas the silence depicted by Ortiz Cofer concerns a 

mutedness imposed by cultural transplantation, patriarchy, and 

technologies of memory, the silence evoked by Dillard is a 

spiritual presence accessible only by those with the capacity 

to seize--and be seized Jby--necessity, by what is given. For 

Dillard, silence is not the absence of sound; "instead, it is 

all there is" (72). 

Yet Ortiz Gofer's "Silent Dancing" and the two essays by 

Dillard, "Teaching a Stone to Talk" and "An Expedition to the 

Pole, " employ strategies that as a whole blur the 

aforementioned generic and disciplinary boundaries while 

interweaving voices and registers. While Ortiz Cofer 

juxtaposes the two strains discussed above, Dillard juxtaposes 

three large numbered sections as well as sub-sections within 

them, a subtle parody of taxonomy reminiscent, ironically 

enough, of Stephen Beachy's antispiritual, nihilistic "Aids 

and the Apocalyptic Imagination." Dillard's sub-sections are 

labeled "The Land," "The People," and "The Technology," and 

these labels appear several times in the first and third 

sections in no apparent logical order or hierarchy. (They 

appear only once apiece in part II.) Once, in part I, "The 
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Technology" is coupled with the subtitle "The Franklin 

Expedition." And in part II, the shortest of the three parts, 

a hybrid subtitle appears: "Assorted Wildlife," which 

bifurcates into two more divisions: "Insects" and "Penguins." 

The content of the essay at first alternates between the 

author's experience attending rather imperfect, at times 

bungling Catholic Masses and reportage of nineteenth-century 

and early-twentieth-century expeditions, most of them lethal, 

to the poles. Later the two strains converge in fantasies in 

which pews are ice floes, hymns become the squawk of penguins 

and, ultimately, the silent song of sky meets ice meeting 

shore. To add to the merging effect, the two strains do not 

fall consistently under the same headings; they flow into one 

another; and this creates their parodic effect--for how, 

Dillard asks implicitly, can such encyclopedic kinds of 

classification bring us any nearer to the spiritual experience 

her essay seeks to evoke? 

But the lc±)els do not serve only parodic ends. As the 

headings appear and reappear, organizing the material, they 

contribute to the essay's ultimate strategy for evoking a 

sense of silence: its lyricism. As signs operating within the 

text, the various labels serve as counterpoints to the base 

rhythm of the writing. In both essays Dillard unites the 

contradictory in a higher synthesis that signifies God. She 
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uses a metaphor to represent the stupid fact of human 

existence and one to stand for nature or the would-be 

sacramental, and these synthesize in the enlightened 

consciousness of the essays' narrators. Simultaneously, on 

the level of style, passages of declaration interspersed with 

passages of description or narration fuse in places to form 

passages of poetry, writing in which rhythm and sound are 

inseparable from meaning, in which we hear not only content 

but the incantatory, the spirit invoked, the stone talking: 

At a certain point you say to the woods, to the 

sea, to the mountains, the world. Now I am ready. 

Now I will stop and be wholly attentive. You empty 

yourself and wait, listening. After a time you 

hear it: there is nothing there. There is nothing 

but those things only, those created objects, 

discrete, growing or holding, or swaying, being 

rained on or raining, held, flooding or ebbing, 

standing, or spread. You feel the world's word as 

a tension, a hum, a single chorused note everywhere 

the same. This is it: the hum is silence. (71-72) 

In this passage as in others, Dillard displays her skill at 

suspending energy while, by varying the viewpoint, using the 

dumby or "there is" construction, and invoking paradox, she 

jars the reader from self-consciousness and lifts her into the 

stillness that abides the act of witnessing. "We are here to 
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witness," she tells us. "There is nothing else to do with 

those mute materials we do not need" (72). 

But to read further into Dillard's technique, we must 

read what is not present. Just as the narrator of Ortiz 

Gofer's "Silent Dancing" is haunted by the music that is 

absent from the filming of the conga line at the New Year's 

Eve party, the narrator of Dillard's essays--and, by 

extension, we, the audience--must look beyond the type on the 

page to the frequent space breaks, the empty white gaps of 

paper across which Dillard's prose associates or dissociates. 

It is into these gaps of contemplation or mindlessness that 

Dillard takes us--if we are ready and willing. To recuperate 

Hassan's opposition, these are gaps of exhaustion for those 

who have attempted to endure an expedition, actual or 

metaphorical, finding their fate packed in ice or adrift on a 

floe. Or they represent opportunities to simply witness. In 

either case Dillard's prose--with its gaps or silences--is a 

trope for the turn away from mastery, a mastery conventionally 

accomplished through physical suffering, technology, or the 

logos of speech/reason. 

Maxine Hong Kingston's "No Nsune Woman" 

Kingston's text is actually an excerpt from her novel 

Woman Warrior, and yet it is often anthologized, if not as 

essay or non-fiction, then in compilations that feature these 
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categories. For some readers, excerpting this way divorces 

the text from its context and violates the author's purposes. 

When the text is framed as non-fiction, readers will assume 

that the narrator is telling the "truth" of not just her 

family history but of an entire culture's practices. And even 

if the editorial apparatus explains that the text is actually 

part of a novel, in time, as the text is read and discussed 

and recommended, it takes on a life of its own, floating free 

of its author's original intentions. For instance, readers of 

"No Name Woman" may tend to take what the narrator says at 

face value, not realizing the memories are being filtered 

through the young consciousness of the narrator or that the 

author has, according to Representing Reality: Readings in 

Literary Nonfiction, '"blend[ed] myth, legend, history, and 

autobiography..., a genre of her own invention"' (Warnock 

293) . Another anthology, Reading Culture: Contexts for 

Critical Reading and Writing, adds "folklore" to the 

ingredients Hong Kingston combines to recreate "the mood of 

the '"talk story,"' a Chinese tradition of storytelling she 

learned from her mother" (327). 

The issue of the misread excerpt is troubled further when 

we consider the subtitle given the original text. The entire 

title reads: The Woman Warrior: Memoirs of a Girlhood Among 

Ghosts. The publisher reframed what was originally intended 

so that it would be read as the exotic, true story of growing 
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up in the bizarre, faraway land of China. It is a form of 

orientalism designed to stimulate the transgressive, 

consumerist desires of western readers. 

Editors of anthologies are not to be blamed, however, if 

an excerpt is misread or the author's intentions transgressed. 

Representing Reality has included the selection from Hong 

Kingston as an example of "literary nonfiction, " i-hich 

may include both essay and exposition, but it tends 

to place these in the context of a story. At the 

very least, it includes stories as an important 

part of its discourse. In other words, literary 

nonfiction does not simply analyze and describe 

some aspect of reality; rather, it attempts to 

represent reality in a narrative that the reader is 

intended to experience, not just to understand, 

(viii) 

On the aforementioned continuum that places the expository or 

academic article at one end and the more generous 

characterization of the essay I am using in this dissertation 

at the other, "No Name Woman" clearly ranges toward the latter 

extreme. It forces us to confront the issue of genre itself. 

Meanwhile, for my purposes, "No Name Woman," though not an 

essay per se, is essayistic; it essays the boundaries that 

separate and join the memory, myth, and so forth mentioned 

above. As Kingston explained in an interview, her purposes in 
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Woman Warrior concerned the essaying of other boxindaries as 

well: 

One of the themes in Woman Warrior was: what is it 

that's a story and what is it that's life? 

Sometimes our lives have plots like stories; 

sometimes we're affected by the stories or we try 

to live up to them or the stories give a color and 

an atmosphere to life. So sometimes the boundaries 

are very clear, and sometimes they interlace and we 

live out stories, (qtd. in Wamock, 292-293) 

The following close reading examines how "No Name Woman" 

essays or blurs the boundaries explained above and how the 

text, in form and content, plays out the tensions listed by 

Hassan. These tensions also parallel feminist concerns. 

Let's begin at the most conventional if, in this case, 

perhaps the most troublesome or misleading place, the plot. 

The text as a whole is not concerned so much with the plotting 

of events in a story as with the storyteller's speculations 

about a story her mother has told her about her father's 

sister. The story of the aunt as told by the narrator's 

mother has a simple if tragic plot: the aunt becomes pregnant 

long after her husband has left the village for America to 

work. The pregnancy brings a curse not only to the expecting 

mother for having committed adultery {and maybe incest, given 

that the village contains generations of the same families 
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with little contact with outsiders) , but also to her family 

and to the village as a whole, for adding what has not been 

authorized by "Necessity" (295) , for violating the "law" of 

the male "descent line" (301). The aunt's home, which she 

shares with the narrator's mother, is defiled by fellow 

villagers near the end of her pregnancy; shortly thereafter, 

she drowns both herself and the infant in the drinking water 

well. Roughly the second half of the text concerns the 

narrator's speculations about her aunt living within the 

bounds of a tradition that guards itself against any semblance 

of excess and eccentricity, which is to say difference. These 

speculations, told largely in fantasy, resonate with 

significance in the here and now of living in America, for the 

ghost of her aunt and angry gods, not thwarted by geography or 

time, can continue to haunt oceans and decades later. 

What makes this text essayistic, as defined above, is its 

dialogic quality, how it tests the boundaries between now and 

then, here and there, present and past; and also, more 

subtlely, how it blurs the boundaries between self and other, 

material and spiritual, order and disorder. But in its 

polymorphousness--its blurring of distinctions between fact 

and fiction, memory and fantasy, autobiography and history--

and in its indeterminacy, it is postmodern, at least according 

to Hassan's taible. A modernist text would scrutinize the 

available data and come to a logical conclusion, meanwhile 
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ranking the ways of knowing presented: from primitive beliefs 

in ghosts and curses to the grand histoire of history and 

anthropology. But "No Name Woman" leaves us with a range of 

possibilities and insights as it makes storytelling itself its 

subject. In doing so the text continuously confronts the 

silence teasing its edges and interstices. As we know from 

Hassan, silence is a major concern of the postmodern text. 

Likewise, as we have learned from feminist writers, silence is 

not simply an aesthetic affect but a political concern of all 

writing. 

"No Name Woman" represents layers of silence. The aunt 

and her baby are silenced by both her suicide and the 

village's castigation. The narrator imagines that, after 

villagers had raided her expectant aunt's house, 

their lanterns now scattering in various directions 

toward home, the family broke their silence and 

cursed her....She was one of the stars, a bright 

dot in blackness, without home, without a 

companion, in eternal cold and silence." (301) 

Villagers are silenced by the evil they've been privy to and 

its threat of revenge. The narrator and her mother have 

silenced themselves with fear and shame; the story of the aunt 

must not be told, even here in America. But it is silence in 

the first place, the "never said" (299) , that drives the aunt 

to allow her sexualness to enter the gazes of her male 
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counterparts, to breathe into the tightly concealed 

interstices of the culture, a world where, "to focus blurs, 

people shouted face to face and yelled from room to room" 

(299) . Here silence is not simply the refusal to speak or the 

conspicuous absence of certain subjects--ultimately sex--from 

conversation. Silence is also spatial: the intrusion of the 

irregular or individual into the symmetry of a regulated 

scene, even something as innocuous as an errant facial hair, 

and especially a whisper. 

The narrator, like other offspring of emigrants, wants to 

know the past, is "always trying to name the unspeakable" 

(295) . But in the end, as the title indicates, it is the 

category of woman itself that is unspeakable, lest it disorder 

the rigidly guarded societal structure with its menstrual 

blood and thus its life giving/boundary crossing power. For 

Hong Kingston, writing is thus the medium by which to 

interrogate these silences and, through the force of metonymy 

and imagination, transform both the past and herself. Silence 

in this rhetorical situation is not an enemy; such an easy, 

modernist opposition is too simple for such complex 

circumstances. Rather, silence is part of the very fabric 

with which Hong Kingston works: self-effacing to the point of 

death in some cases, necessary for survival in others, and a 

sacred reality in still others. The lush imagism of Hong 

Kingston's text investigates the silence surrounding her past 
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from different angles, combining genres as the writing adds 

layers of truth. And yet, paradoxically, the text must 

acquiesce to silence and "end, " leaving it to another text or 

story to revise or reclaim the past and thus transform the 

present again. By writing away from generic purity, by 

showing that "ordinary discourse ceases to carry the burden of 

meaning" (Hassan Dismemberment 13) , Hong Kingston brings us to 

the silence an unfamiliar form evokes. Finally, she brings us 

to the silence of listening to a woman of mixed ethnicity 

speak. 

Nancy Miller's My Father'^s Penis 

Nancy Miller's Getting Personal: Feminist Occasions and 

Other Autobiographical Acts is one text that argues for a 

personal academic criticism. Originally published as an 

afterward to the collection Re figuring the Father: New 

Feminist Readings of Patriarchy, Miller's essay also points 

out the dangers both of, quoting Barbara Johnson, the personal 

being "coded as female and devalued for that reason" (15) , and 

the personal being reified as a popular scholarly fashion and 

thus losing its power to intervene. 

Simply stated, the essays by Ruiz and Foo respond to the 

postmodern demands for discourse that more accurately or 

effectively embodies experiences of multiplicity, irony, and 

dislocation. Jane Miller explains these demands for writers 
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in these terms: 

As we approach the twenty-first century, our 

language accommodates the speed of the mind that 

has indulged in a gargantuan self-consciousness and 

as a result has the ability and the authority to 

exist in many worlds at once. (63) 

Just as we read Foo's "Endou" by the framework that was 

missing, so also do we need to read all these writers 

according to the conventions, the laws of logos, if you will, 

that they are resisting. 
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Notes 

1 Others, like Augustine or Seneca, may have written self-
reflectively, but they did so always with a transcendent, 
often theological project in mind. Montaigne, however, was 
the first to make his self both the subject and object of an 
essai--a test, trial, exploration. 

2 Cf Mairs, p. 75. 

3 Ironically, some of the feminist praise accorded 
Montaigne is itself sometimes not as feminist as it might 
claim to be. For instance, while Bauschatz lauds Montaigne's 
subversion of binaries and the opening of a space for a 
private value system, her idea that dedications to women 
constitute feminism seems blinded by courtliness. Women have 
long been made the source of male inspiration, for instance, 
as fates and muses; as I elaborate later, such configurations 
accord women the power to confer the privilege to make 
meaning, to act as ciphers so that men may speak, but their 
own voices remain silent. In their stress on the essay's 
upper class pedigree, Boetcher Joeres and Mittman identify 
Woolf with the "contemplative world" of Montaigne and not with 
the more activist writers of their anthology. The Politics of 
the Essay (14) . Woolf s celebration of Montaigne also has its 
phallocratic symptoms; her opinions are steeped in language 
that feminists today might term sexist. She genders the soul 
Montaigne desires to communicate as female cind describes it 
using terms such as "restive" and "lashing out" and "variable 
as a weathercock" (90) . In fact, she explains that this soul 
is so amorphous and chameleon "that a man might spend his life 
merely in trying to rxin her to earth" (90) . 

Without taxing our imaginations, we can hear a lover-
beloved, if not a hunter-bounty, configuration in the writer-
soul metaphor above. In both cases the female aspect is 
associated with what is mysterious, feral, and inconsistent, 
qualities that have traditionally been used to justify her 
siabordination to the knowledge and rationality of men. Later 
in Common Reader, in the chapter "The Modem Essay," Woolf 
genders literature female as well, arguing that "she" will not 
tolerate emphasis on self and personality unless the material 
is well written (301). Of course, it's only fair to read 
Woolf's sexist metaphor, like Montaigne's, as a product of the 
time and milieu in which she lived. 

4 The form or forum of the anthology itself has become a 
common academic-feminist practice for including a variety of 
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voices in a single volume. While some single essays present 
a range of viewpoints and perspectives, often in recognizably 
different voices, the anthology accomplishes this through its 
inclusion of different writers (164-165). The purpose behind 
such multivocality is of course to challenge the assumption of 
the decontextualized, bourgeois unified self and to trouble 
the sovereignty of the \anmarked, masculine perspective. While 
readers of essays may approach them assuming, as Elizabeth 
Mittman explains, that "the essay's 'I' is... identical with 
the author" (98), essayists tend to "know that the first-
person singular is not a simple unmediated extension of a 
self, that the 'I' of the sentence is not always the same as 
the 'I' who writes the sentence" (Atwan, Best 1989 ix) . As 
other writers assert more emphatically, the self is a persona, 
if not a downright fiction. 

5 Citing a dictionary definition of logos is itself a 
logocentric impulse, for it abstracts meaning from lived or 
embodied experience. 

6 Kristeva explains that the debate continues about which 
came first, writing or speech (even though most assume that 
speech is original and that writing is not possible without 
it) (23) . Afterall, origin, as Helene Cixous noted, is a male 
concern (Mairs 85), a fixation on certainty that works against 
the spirit of essayism. Moreover, graphic systems have proven 
inadequate in representing all nuances of speech, just as some 
types of writing don't need phonetic translation to be 
meaningful. Graphic marks such as alphabets are themselves 
physical; as is the act of making them, an inseparability that 
reinforces the e±)ove, holistic logos. The two domains, speech 
and writing, clearly are neither synonymous nor distinct, but 
the study of writing's relationship to la langue has barely 
begun (Kristeva 24-30) . I in no way presume to know the 
linguistic moments that produced what we now recognize as a 
condition of oppression through masculine reason; that is not 
one of the primary purposes of this dissertation. But it 
appears that people became speaking subjects or agents of 
language distinct from the world of referents. 
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Part ni: Personal Applications 
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Life Drawing 

Context 

What was the context that gave rise to "Life Drawing"? 

I initially wrote the essay for a graduate seminar in Creative 

Non-fiction, though in a sense I had been writing the piece, 

in the form of poems, stories, ruminations, and failed 

attempts at essays for years, for instance, this poem of 1984: 

Going Home 

When I go back to Bakersfield 

the dust and Jxine bugs will settle 

on my feet and the tule fog 

will have had its way without me. 

I'll wave goodbye to the motorhomes 

rolling to Avila and Pismo Beach, 

and walk to town through the onion fields, 

shaking the cottonwoods 

so they can shed their miserable twine on me, 

kissing the bobbing, steel donkeys, 

though they ignore me. 

By then it will be dark 

and I can eat at Noriega Hotel, 

drunk Basque shepherds lining the walls. 

By then it will be cool enough 

to ride to Porterville State Hospital, 
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where my father ended his practice--

when he wiped out 500 feet of divider 

trying to keep a date--

and wade through the severely retarded 

with their volatile strength, 

or go upstairs and visit 

the gigantic hydrocephalics 

in their darkened dormitory. 

Together we will stare 

through the agricultural haze 

at the sunset across the valley, 

watch a little tv and say a prayer 

for the oranges prostrate in their fields, 

to City Planning for Ming Avenue 

and the Crosstown Freeway, 

to the sun for its relentlessness, 

to the great athlete in the sky 

for freeing me from my scholarship, 

and to all the little lambs, 

so we might sleep and forget 

what brought us here in the first place 

A private person, I'd been afraid to share such personal 

material with others, especially in the direct, confessional 
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voice of an essay. Nine years or so earlier I had written an 

essay about my coming to Tucson in which my father acted as a 

kind of emotional backdrop. But I wasn't specific about him. 

A member of the class (who'd known something of my dad's 

struggles) said I was "teasing" the reader, and the instructor 

said the same in much more tactful, respectful words. In the 

end I wasn't ready or willing to impart more. Or maybe I 

didn't know how to give him shape in writing; while it's easy 

to catalogue episodes about him, he is not a person easy to 

characterize. Thus, my dad siibmerged, I wrote about other 

siibjects, and last year he resurfaced again. When I revised 

the essay for my preliminary exam minor, my task was to write 

something "creative" as a companion to the analytical and 

theoretical material {particularly postmodern theory) that I 

had generated in the other three portions of the exam. My 

task was to demonstrate that I was worthy of the minor as a 

writer and that I could enact "postmodern" strategies in the 

piece itself. 

I worked closely with a professor who is an essayist and 

poet himself, and yet I had in mind the other members of my 

committee, all of them passionate about writing but each 

equipped with a different academic, philosophical, and 

literary orientation. Besides the committee member from the 

MFA program, one was an Americanist and Lacanian theorist from 

Literature, one an RCTE Classicist and Enlightenment 
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specialist, one a Burke scholar and the director of the 

writing program, and one the director of the RCTE program, 

with an avid interest in creative nonfiction. Add to that 

audience the writers I've read, styles I've internalized, 

editors I've corresponded with, and magazines I've imagined 

appearing in, and we have a by no means static rhetorical 

situation in which I've been making very conscious decisions 

about what my essay has done, can do, needs to do. 

My attempt to realize a postmodern rhetoric in "Life 

Drawing" has forced me to come to terms with issues of 

sentimentality, agency, and authorial intent. I found myself 

fending off the demands of theories of the contemporary to 

"problematize" the subject. Thus, writing the essay has made 

me clarify my own self-contradiction between the theory I 

entertain as a scholar and the practice I enact as a writer. 

I am drawing my nephew, Ariel, his ear with its whelk of 

shadows and halftones, the loop of bangs above his right 

eyebrow, the creases in his pajamas; and his hands, the right 

partially closed and turned down, the left facing the ceiling, 

neither clutching nor relinquishing. He is six months old, 

sleeping in his crib in my apartment bedroom tonight during 

the week between Christmas and New Years, while in the other 

room, his father--my twin brother--Doug, his wife and her two 
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kids from her first marriage watch television and play 

Scrabble. Thirty-seven, single, never married (once told by 

a sage I am too stubborn to surrender my independence) and no 

children, I am doing a series of drawings of him, one for each 

time we see each other. 

Sweat rolling over the tops of my glasses, I rub and 

scratch with the tablet propped lightly against the railing 

and the inevitability that he will move. I work madly because 

this may be the only pose Ariel gives me before he leaves the 

day after tomorrow. Because I am in love with him. Because 

these smudges of compressed charcoal make for me a devotional, 

a praise of new life mine, and not mine at all. 

My older of two sisters likes to say that the baby looks 

just like our dad. She is forty-one, divorced, wondering if 

she will ever have kids of her own, knowing she has now 

reached the age when carrying a child poses real danger to her 

and the baby. I admit to myself that there's a resemblance to 

our father, a smalltown family doctor who died at forty-nine, 

when I was twenty one, but I don't admit it to her. She wants 

to keep our father alive, and for me the beauty of this baby 

is that he is alive. And xmique. And not suffering from 

neglect or poverty or backwards Presbyterian fundamentalism. 

Or lack of affection. But to draw him, especially at this odd 

angle, I have to see him as a stranger, a collection of 
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shapes, textures, lines, values. I have to give him up before 

the drawing can give him back again. 

When my brother considered naming the baby after our dad, 

I discouraged him, anticipating the projections our sister 

would make consciously, us unconsciously, the baby meanwhile 

absorbing our psychic fallout for years to come. But as I 

picture the photos this sister has of my father as a baby, 

images of the two converge--the same thick hair, the same 

strong forehead, the same undertones to the skin, even the 

same large eyes. I feel the sides of my face prickle with the 

recognition. And as I picture my dad as an adult, the baby 

shades into him. So, I rationalize to myself, go the stories 

determined by genetics. So speaks the past to the present. 

When I first drew people's faces I would brutalize them, 

swelling, scar tissue, contusions. It was a matter of 

technique and lack of practice, but it was also due to being 

programmed by false perceptions. Drawing teaches you to see 

things as they are, not as your mind has metaphorized and 

distorted them. Those faces were like the face of my father 

in his casket: unhinged jaw, sutured crests, purplish bruises 

showing at the hairline where the makeup had thinned. I was 

seeing the monster that I'd sometimes glimpsed, the chaos 

burst from within, this man who worked incessantly, caught 

naps at home, who hardly talked about his present life, never 

his past. 
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He'd been driving a black Porsche he bought for $27,000 

cash three days earlier. He rolled the car at 160 mph. It 

threw him, rolled over him, and kept on flipping, cartwheeling 

through the median, finally resting five hundred feet later. 

Or so I've imagined from the details I was told. "Trying to 

keep a date, " his younger of two brothers, John, a check 

forger, explained the night before the funeral. Until then, 

I had never met him. 

When my brother and I first drove by the funeral parlor 

the night before the funeral, we saw John on the sidewalk and 

laughed, stunned at this stranger looking so like our father. 

We spent the next two days with him, stayed in close touch for 

the next couple of months, probing him for stories about his 

childhood sharing a room and a bed with our dad. For years we 

would press other people, too--what was he like? did you see 

any signs then? was he a good doctor? did you like him?--and 

also questioned our mother, delicately, when she was in the 

right mood, so that now, when the gravity of him pulls on our 

conversations, we realize we have always been and always will 

be caught between truth and legend, fact and phenomenon. 

Wry, irreverent, John was more at home in the world than 

our dad. But sometimes his talk would clot into stops and 

starts, his own past creeping in on him. Like our dad he'd 

drift, mentioning "finding religion," several times mumbling 

the "wrong courses" he had taken. I didn't know whether to 
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ask about them. For years, he told us, he was forbidden to 

see his own children, that he would park down the street from 

where they lived and watch them. He told us about a 

conference call a couple of years earlier between him, our 

dad, and the oldest brother, Norman--an alcoholic minister I'd 

never seen, who felt he couldn't handle the funeral so didn't 

come. John contacted Norman after years of separation, then 

they asked an operator to help them locate Robert, knowing 

only that he had practiced medicine in California's central 

valley. Yet they found him; the operator there knew of him. 

And the three of them talked "for five hours, " John said, 

trying to understand what they had become. Sitting in an 

Italian restaurant that night after viewing the body, he told 

about our dad hoisting a ten-gallon milk jug repeatedly with 

one finger. All to impress his mother. Who was found dead 

years after they were grown and gone, a vial of pills beside 

her on the nightstand. I was eleven and bragged about it to 

my friends. But when my dad got home that night, I sobbed 

into his jacket; his cheek, however, was streaked with a 

single, literal tear. 

Two months later, not long after we learned that our dad 

had willed everything to his widow, Isabell, John married her, 

and I accused John in a letter of honing in on her 

inheritance. In a rare gesture of allegiance with our dad, 

our mom railed against John, saying he was always asking to 
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borrow money from her and our dad when they were young, 

calling him "a crock of shit!"--but not noticing the pun. 

The will had been signed under duress and lacked a 

witness's signature: Isabell and her father had coerced our 

dad to sign everything over while he was in the hospital for 

a heart attack during the three years I hadn't seen him when 

I was in high school. He once gloated that he had made three 

hundred thousand in 1965--"! had a bigger practice," he said, 

lording himself over the town's other two physicians, "I 

brought in more patients, and worked longer hoursi"--but, 

reviewing a list of his last banking transactions with a 

lawyer, we saw shades of money laundering, and finally, what 

little of the estate was left. 

The case settled out of court, defaulting to Isabell--and 

John--two-thirds community property. John defended himself 

against "greed," explaining that he needed "a family." I 

softened, recalling how Isabell had told me a few weeks before 

that she'd been with dad during his darkest, his most damaged. 

And I stopped writing both of them. 

Our dad had always driven fast. Once, when my brother 

and I were five, we rode with him to a small river resort 

three miles south of town to meet a new doctor, who was 

applying to join in a partnership with our dad. Hoping he 
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would work less and be home more often, our mother had 

initiated the whole thing, but he didn't like sharing his work 

or working less, and the new doctor, after collaborating with 

our dad a couple of years, finally started a practice of his 

own five miles up the freeway. Instead of going through town 

and catching the old highway, our dad took his white, finned 

Cadillac over the narrow ranch roads, roads used mainly by 

pick-ups and tractors, that squared the vineyards and orchards 

beyond town. A couple of miles and years away he'd wrecked 

his previous car, a Dodge. In minutes we were out on one of 

the tiny avenues, moving in a straight line, no stops, gaining 

momentum. 

"This is sixty, " he said, matter of factly. "And this is 

seventy-five." The pavement ahead and the fields on either 

side telescoped into a blur. The engine started to sing. We 

blew through the intersections. Pointing at the dash 

instructively, he said, "And here's ninety," calm as a peach. 

A few years later he would work all night on four teenage 

girls who had sent their station wagon at that speed into a 

vineyard. 

We sliced past an old Chevy full of migrant fairm workers, 

and I turned for a moment to watch it fade. "...here's one-

ten. . .and HEEEERE's one-twenty." My brother pulled a beach 

towel over his head and sobbed. But I pretended-- "This is 

neat!"--refusing to succumb, trying somehow to be like my dad. 
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somehow to be like my dad. 

Anytime we were in the car with him for long, the 

speedometer's needle would bend to the right. The traffic 

would part, his shoulders hunch, his large head loll forward, 

eyes sometimes start to close. 

"Bob, " my mother would call from the backseat on our way 

home, say, from a San Francisco Giants game. "Bob. Please 

slow down." "Dad," I would say, turning up the radio so he 

wouldn't fall asleep. "I never thought we'd see Mays hit a 

homerun." 

"Wha'? Huh?" he'd mumble sitting up with the orange 

needle. "Right, right, right. Sorry, buddy. Didn't notice. 

Sorry. Can't tell, car's so big. Yeah, Mr. Mays, yeah. 

Amazing, amazing." 

He'd sound the way he did when the phone would wake him 

from a nap in the black naugahyde chair where he slept sitting 

up Sunday afteomoons, head slowly drooping, a fancy brogue 

dangling on the toes of one foot, the sock rolled down where 

he'd scratch, networks of capillaries pressed to the surface 

from so many hours on his feet. "Crockett here," he'd say. 

Or, "This is Dr. Crockett," exaggerating the dawww of doctor 

in the funny, earthy way he sometimes talked, as if words were 

edible: Nick-nick nllll-ger, he loved to say for no apparent 

reason, or Adam-bwnb-bee door (atom bomb-bay door, I figured 

out years later) , while we were driving toward town, so that 
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now, in one of his uncanny impressions, my brother will say 

Bye-bye car backseat! or How's about a pee-pee pahhh-ty! or 

Hot diggedy puppies!" for no apparent reason. 

Waking up in the black chair, my dad would then say, 

"Yes. Uh-huh. Uh-huh. Right. Right. Is she hemorrhaging? 

Is she in pain? Right. Okay. Right. She's alert. Yeah. 

No dilation. Okay. Right. Right. Right." Then, as his 

shoes clicked across the slate floor of the diningroom we 

rarely used, and echoed to the front door, he'd say, 

"Hospistol," and drive into town, no doubt racing. 

Years later I wondered why, driving as he did, an 

accident never took him. He told me how he had once convinced 

a CHP who'd pulled him over that he was on his way to a 

hospital to deliver a baby--and then got an escort. Or how 

he'd outrun a cop in his '72 silver Mercedez coup ("yeah, 

yeah, a little Deutschland! " he said once outside a Taco Bell, 

gazing across the asphalt in admiration), streaking up highway 

99 until a second cop, which had been radioed by the first, 

finally intercepted him. The policeman, so mad he was 

"shaking," yanked him from the car and threw him to the 

roadside. "He roughed me up pretty good," my dad nonchalantly 

said. And when he cried to have the cuffs loosened on the way 

to the station: "No, fucker," the cop said, leaving me with a 

churning low in my belly, wishing my dad would say that he 

hated what he himself had done, that I could get beyond fear, 
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My brother is the only person I know who has been pulled 

over for driving too slowly. Once in San Francisco a 

motorcycle cop snarled at him to keep up with the exodus of 

late afternoon traffic, or get off the street. Another time 

he was actually flagged down onto the shoulder of the freeway, 

but not cited. There's something cute about this huge body 

and bearded face wearing a small econo Ford and idling up the 

interstate like someone in a simpler era. But when you're 

with him, cars and semis veering aroxind you, you want to 

strangle him. "Will you: Please. Drive. Faster!" You check 

your anger, hoping tact will work THIS time. "You're going 

forty-five miles per hour"--deep inhalation-- "on the freeway!" 

But now with Ariel and a new mini-van, he hints at the speed 

limit. 

When the baby is not wheeling around the apartment in his 

walker, not sleeping or lolling blissfully after nursing, he 

might be lying back in his carrier, toted by my brother. Or 

wrapped against my brother's body in his sling. Today we went 

to Catalina State Park to walk. As the older two kids, Mauro 

and Ana, fought over the frisbee and then over who would get 

to lead the hike, Ariel slept, and from time to time I'd peak 

under his cap, hoping not to wake him, but hoping, just the 

same, that he would open his eyes and look at me looking at 
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him. And smile his smile. As he slept against my brother's 

chest, I imagined how I would draw him: especially the 

inbetween places, neither neck nor chin, neither butt nor 

side, the places for which there is no language. Walking 

along the trail, I decided I would have to get a photograph of 

his nude body wrapped in my brother's huge hands, blow it up, 

grid it, mount it on the wall, and beside it hang a huge 

rectangle of thick watercolor paper, on which I'd make a near 

billboard sized rendition. It wouldn't meet my standards of 

drawing live, but it wouldn't be mere copying, wouldn't mean 

reverting to an earlier stage of drawing. 

Our dad had finished second in a Syracuse University 

class of 2700. His expectations for grades in school were 

high. Every once in a while, if he were home and our mom was 

asking him to help her with discipline, he'd suddenly boss us 

to do our homework--"Okay, move, move, move! "--and we'd obey. 

"So, um, just memorize it?" my brother, working on the "new" 

computer-based math, asked our dad, who was sitting in the 

black chair, about the formulas. "No! You don't memorize it. 

You LEARRRRRN it!" But usually our father-son times were 

sporting ones either contrived by our mother or impromptu, and 

the self-punishing, self-proving adolescent, the one who, his 

brother John would tell us, once treaded water in a lake for 

an hour to win his mom's approval, would emerge. 
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One night our dad joined us in the playroom. We were 

eight and had been boxing, practicing for an exhibit that 

matched boys by age and drew men away from the Cakewalk to a 

set of old wooden bleachers dragged in between wings of 

classrooms. It was part of Family Fun Night, an annual PTA 

fundraiser at the elementary school. He watched us punch 

playfully for a minute, then tugged a pair of gloves on, 

preparing to coach. As usual I felt scared and confused, 

wanting to perform well for him but wanting to feel safe, too, 

afraid he'd pull a stunt (like walking up the backs of the 

stadium chairs at Candlestick Park or climbing part way up the 

cyclone fence around the players' parking lot after a game to 

hound for autographs) or put us up to something. And then he 

decided it was best that we each wear a pair and, as he 

covered his face with his hands like a heavyweight in trouble 

(he was six foot three, two hundred pounds) , hit him. We 

giggled, striking softly at first, afraid to say no, afraid to 

rile him, and struck silly by his kid-likeness. He peeked 

from behind his guard. "Harder. Hit harder." Laughing less 

now, our punches were starting to pop. "Let's go. Harder! 

C'mon." We increased the force, his Groom N' Clean'ed bangs 

falling where his hands covered his eyes. 

One Sunday afternoon a few years later, as he was coming 

home from a housecall or rounds at the hospital or 

convalescent manor, he found us playing catch in the backyard. 
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As he watched, we could see it enthrall him. It was this part 

of him we loved to play for, loved to impress and be praised 

by. We were good players and all three of us knew it. But 

then the mischief showed in his eyes and mouth, not unlike the 

look he got when he'd see a topless bar during a family 

vacation, make a bee-line, cup away the glare and peer in; or 

when he started climbing out of our rental car one night while 

we and other carloads of tourists were watching grizzly bear 

feed at a Yellowstone dump. He took off his sport coat, 

draped it over a branch, then came over to join us, pulling my 

brother's glove on his throwing hand; we weren't about to 

correct him. In our two against one football and basketball 

games, he'd mindlessly shed us into the fence with his big 

body (after a painfully obvious ball fake) ; but he also 

possessed real skill; he'd played those sports when he was 

young. And when he raced us swimming (his only non-A, a C, in 

college), he listed diagonally across the pool and sucked air 

like a sink, but he practiced with the kind of deliberate, 

aesthetic perfectionism he applied to taking photographs and 

parallel parking. Baseball, however, was clearly foreign to 

him. 

Frustrated after dropping a couple of tosses from my 

brother, his left-handed return throws hopelessly 

uncoordinated, he tossed the glove to the grass and played 

barehanded. "Harder," he said in a gravelly, pseudo-macho 
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voice. "Harder. Throw your fastball I Give me your best 1" 

And then, after the ball stung his hands a couple of times and 

bounced to the grass, my brother using his full wind-up, he 

turned and started taking the throws in his back. 

In a few minutes our mother came out because a call had 

come. She said simply, "It's the hospital," and my dad had 

his coat on, was out the gate, in his car, and, to our relief, 

gone. 

Delivering babies was his "favorite" part of being a 

doctor, my father had said, and when I held Ariel when he was 

six days out of the womb, propping his head with the tips of 

two left fingers, I understood; when I rapidly sketched him at 

ten days old I understood even more. Newborns sometimes look 

like fragile old people. Like people who no longer want to 

live, who go because they have had enough, newborns come into 

the world not on the day the doctor has extrapolated from his 

sonograms, but when they are ready. 

On Ariel's seventh day, while he was napping, I got my 

drawing pad from the bottom of my suitcase, and my bag of 

erasers and sticks of charcoal. I waited for some kind of 

permission, feeling that I was about to be an ungrateful 

guest. I asked his mom, Claudia, who also draws, if it would 

be okay, and she assured me. I slipped into the other room, 

praying the older two kids wouldn't find me, held the pad 
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against the top of his crib, stared, hesitated, doubted, and 

stood at that threshold (my resistance), the charcoal poised 

over the paper. I looked at baby, then paper, baby then 

paper, rotating the pad, fixing my butt against a desk, 

framing the image with my hands. Why spoil this? Why capture 

this scene? V7hy make something of it, something inferior to 

the nondoing moment, something that may not be "good"? 

Something that may look overly drawn. 

I shook my arm. I drew. 

But there are babies that never seem to be ready, that 

challenge everything we think or want to think about what it 

means to be alive, to be loved, to love. My father's last job 

as a doctor was at a state hospital in Porterville, an hour 

north by two-lane foothill road from Bakersfield, where'd I'd 

been living at the time, attending a state college on a 

basketball scholarship, but finding my interest in sports 

dissolving out of control and my interest in the arts 

expanding in all directions like the surrounding agricultural 

countryside and oil fields to the hills and the horizon. 

I'd made a few trips to see my father in his cinderblock 

apartment on the back edge of the hospital grounds, just as I 

had visited him at Patton State Hospital for the criminally 

insane in southern California, where he'd worked for a year 

between assignments to Porterville until his wife, Isabell, 
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couldn't stand living in the midst of violent sociopaths and 

isolation anymore. She also didn't like the depressing "low 

functioning" patients at Porterville, whose violent outbursts 

might require the restraint of three attendants, or the 

gigantic hydrocephalics in their darkened dormitory. So she 

got a house in an established, shady Fresno neighborhood, and 

saw my dad on occasional weekends. 

It was the job the state medical board had initiated for 

my father after his license had been revoked for writing false 

prescriptions, a step toward getting his license back and, I 

had hoped at first, a thriving practice like the one he'd had 

up the freeway when we were young. But when I'd asked him 

carefully once if he would be getting his license back fairly 

soon, he mumbled that people were trying to help him, and I 

could see it didn't matter to him anymore. And then I could 

see my own naive sense of his life and his mistakes and his 

compulsions. I'd gone to AA meetings with him, and I'd known 

he'd spent nights in jail, and I'd heard him sob incoherently 

on the phone. I'd listened to him and his wife talk about 

hiding bottles on one another in the holding tanks of their 

toilets. I'd glimpsed the kind of nightmare they'd lived when 

I saw his bloated face fill the frame on his driver's license 

when he was charging shorts for the two of us to play tennis 

in at Patton. 280 lbs; I later learned he'd been up to 3 00. 

But as he praised the beauty of the surrounding orange 
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orchards or the goodness of the hospital staff, I was taken 

again by the wonder and fascination he always expressed about 

things most people took for granted. And I was touched by how 

patients liked him, just as they always did. 

One weekend we drove from Porterville to see his wife in 

her house in Fresno. Drunk when we arrived, one eye red and 

drooping, she had barricaded the front door. Later in the 

evening, she slinked up to me where I was sitting in a chair 

across from the couch where my dad was, flicked her tongue in 

my ear, dragged one of her large breasts over my shoulder, and 

said, "I can teach this boy some tricks!" 

My body trembled, but I wouldn't move. I'd been scared 

of girls and sex my whole teen life and intimidated by men who 

took their pleasure, like my father. This was the woman he 

had rescued from suicidal depression, who I'd imagined fucked 

him silly, and him her, during their getaway weekends when I 

was young, who had called our house at all hours looking for 

my father and breathed stone silence when my mother would say 

"hello? hello? who is it?" It was a chance to edge closer to 

her power, a power I'd assigned to all women. It was knowing 

that a forty-two page paper I'd written that winter about 

human sexuality wasn't going to get me where I wanted to be. 

"Can't you see you're scaring him?" my dad said from the 

couch, and I felt loved. And then: "She's just a piece of 

ass. Go ahead. Take her to the other room." 
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Then she moved on my dad on the couch, telling him in a 

voice like Crisco how loyal she'd always been. "Oh, no you 

don't," my dad said, feebly pushing her away. "You're about 

as loyal as a dog in heat!" I smiled inside, surprised at my 

dad's wit. In a few moments they were oblivious of me, facing 

off one another, histories instantly and thoroughly entangled. 

I said good night and went to my room, just as she was about 

to descend on him again. In the morning, looking down, she 

apologized and made a huge ranchstyle breakfast, then for 

dessert took a B-12 shot in the arm from my dad. 

A couple of months after he died, I went back to the 

hospital in Porterville, the last place he'd worked, to talk 

to people who'd known him. A doctor led me on a tour from rec 

room to tv room to cafeteria, up and down linoleum corridors 

smelling of disinfectant, introducing me to the staff and to 

patients, some coming right up to touch me and show what was 

in their pockets, saying the same things over and over again. 

I followed him upstairs to an unlit room of wooden 

ciibicles. He pointed to the one that had been my dad's, and 

I tried to picture him working in this tiny, hidden bureau. 

"Robert," he said, "wouldn't let you know him." The familiar 

sadness moved through me. I felt lonely for my dad, yet 

fascinated all over again. I started to ask a question, 

preparing to enter a polite, thoughtful conversation. 
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"Robert," he said, folding his hands behind his head, "was a 

heroin boy." 

It was nothing I'd never suspected, but hearing it from 

a stranger whose social skills were on furlough both hurt and 

amazed me, bringing my father further into light, yet 

mystifying him more. The last time I'd seen him, a few weeks 

before he died, he was actually thin. He was wearing a navy 

blue western shirt and had a strange scrape on his forehead. 

His face was pasty, almost milky. He told me, as he switched 

some clothes from the washer to the diyer, the kind of 

domestic chore I'd never seen him do before, that he was on 

call so I would have to go out to eat--a tradition I had 

always counted on sharing with him--alone. 

I brought back a taco he'd asked for at the last moment, 

and he devoured it in seconds, leaving a strand of lettuce 

clinging to his nose, which I didn't bother to mention. Then 

like a child he said that all he wanted to do was sleep. I 

watched him from a table in the kitchenette beside a tall 

stack of old mail. A spider web was strung from the magazine 

on top all the way to the tile floor. Some time later, only 

inches from his head, the phone blared twelve times before it 

could wake him. We went to a ward to check on a patient with 

a spiking temperature, then after we returned, when I was 

getting ready for bed, I saw into the filthy bathroom. That, 

I now realized, was my dad and heroin. Two weeks earlier he 
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had avoided me, wasn't to be seen for a visit we had planned. 

Now he was letting me see him. I cried the entire way home. 

The doctor then told me that my father had once taken a 

room in a San Francisco hotel so he could jump from a high 

window, and I was stunned into a more vulnerable, defenseless 

place, a bottom, a base to mourn from, and eventually not to. 

For the first time I thought of him with distance: a lousy 

father, a plagued person, a separate person, not my bad dream, 

not my pain, not mine to understand. 

The tour continued. We passed through a set of swinging 

doors, the upper halves windowed with chicken wire and glass. 

Before us several beds huddled loosely together. An orange 

nightlight glowed low on the wall. He paused. "This is 

Jerry. Fifty two inches." As was his style, there was no 

preamble, no waiming. I stared at the patient's head. 

He introduced me to the others, patting some, briefly 

examining others, talking sweetly to all of them, asking how 

they were feeling, how they'd been. He explained the 

congenital, progressive nature of their affliction, then took 

several steps to a bed set off near the third floor windows, 

indirect afternoon light falling in. "And this is Cindy. Hi 

Cindy," he said. "Isn't she pretty? Cindy is the biggest in 

the nation." 

I watched the ceaseless twitching of her eyes. I agreed 

that she was pretty. 
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"Seventy-two inches." He bent over and waved to her. 

I watched. Then I asked if they had family, did people 

visit them. 

"Yes, now and then," he said. "Now and then. They bring 

flowers, clip photographs to the blankets, like this one 

here." He pointed. 

I went back a second time to see Ariel last summer. We 

rented a van and drove through the coastal mountains to 

Monterey. The day before, we had all drawn him together, and 

on a second attempt (after I'd made him look like the Gerber 

baby in a Santa Cruz Beach Boardwalk funhouse mirror) the 

drawing took on the aura of drawing itself; time turned 

irrelevant, effort wasn't needed. 

But my mood swung by the next afternoon. The cars strung 

out along Pacific Coast highway reminded me of Labor or 

Memorial Day traffic from years before, or the backup due to 

an accident, but it was not a holiday, not even a weekend, and 

no flares were burning. And then the city itself, Monterey, 

was gentrified and shot through with tourists. We had a 

picnic near a bocci ball court, walked the warfs and piers, 

waded through the traffic, sat in a cappucino-bookstore on a 

mall--so much energy spent being part of different crowds that 

we never found what we were looking for--a certain sensation, 

a clear view of history. So we went to the beach, my main 
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desire because of living in the desert. But it was right next 

to the city, and mindlessly littered: chunks of glass, 

styrofoam, diapers, plastic bags... 

Disgusted, bugged by the noise from the expressway 

nearby, I parked myself on the top of the sandbar and watched 

my brother and the two older kids swim, refusing to join them. 

So this is California. This is the coastal area where my 

father took us on a family vacation when we were kids. I 

brooded, pissed at my brother for refusing to search for a 

more secluded beach up the coast, a long, curving stretch of 

sand at the base of cliffs, high tide washing in, sun 

spangling the eucalyptus trees on a peninsula, sand slingers, 

maybe pelicans. 

I watched a funnel of gulls over the fishery, then 

followed the bay to Seaside's metastasizing population and 

beyond, where fog was starting to roil over the hills. As 

Claudia got up to go to the car for something, she explained 

that last year they'd visited the beach in Santa Cruz where 

Doug and I had always gone when we were teenagers and it had 

"dog's shit all over it, too." I smiled, nodded, and started 

trying to budge myself from my mood. The older kids were 

having fun at least, even if the water was polluted. I took 

a few deep breaths, tried to sit up straight, trying not to 

laugh at my brother for mocking me--"how's it going, 

miserable?"--then diving into the water before I could 
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respond. I managed a "good" to my niece for a stroke she'd 

asked me to watch. Then I heard Ariel beside me in his 

carriage. 

I pulled back the blanket protecting him from the sun. 

Staring, tuning in, watching him squeeze his toes, I noticed 

that his feet were shaped like mine. But then I saw that he 

wasn't really interested in me at all right then. Listening 

to him coo through his drool, watching his eyes roam, I 

thought fuck it to playing mirror or to getting my sketchpad 

from the car to register the point in time. He'd changed so 

rapidly even in the several days I'd been visiting and would 

never be exactly this way again. He was wiggling all over the 

place anyway. I took it as an invitation to see that the 

world was okay simply as it is. 
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Home Surgery: 
A Reflection on the Writing of 

"Life Drawing" 

Time and Materials hound the 
work; the vision recedes even 
farther into the dim realms. --
Annie Dillard 

Wait -lone sign on the wall 
cibove Franz Kafka's typewriter 
in the room where he wrote. 

Conversations 

As the author of "Life Drawing" I have participated in 

both the conversations described in the introduction to this 

dissertation. I speak and write from the perspectives of what 

the essay is and of what it does. First, I am a "creative 

writer" with a Master of Fine Arts degree in poetry and, 

trailing behind me, a brood of workshops and a smattering of 

publications in poetry, fiction, and non-fiction. I write--

and read, I cannot separate the two acts--often out of sheer 

love of language, its sounds, rhythms, quirks, its feel. 

Roland Barthes calls it simply taking "pleasure" in the text. 

Or, as Susan Sontag puts it, "one becomes a writer not so much 

because one has something to say as because one has 

experienced ecstacy as a reader" (xviii), an ecstacy Louise 

Rosenblatt identifies as the aesthetic end of the 

transactional experience. 

But as a rhetorician, a teacher and student of writing 

who continues working on "Life Drawing," I have gained fluency 
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in the second conversation as well. With other writers and 

teachers, I know that the essay is a vehicle for student 

learning and communication with a power to synthesize within 

actual, lived contexts. In this latter dialogue, the essay 

isn't whole--doesn't realize itself--unless it accomplishes 

interdependent tasks: it must assess its rhetorical situation, 

it must carry out its author's intentions, and then a specific 

audience must engage with it, contend for it. The process is 

dynamic, recursive, and negotiable. Depending on the 

occasion, writers may distill various modes into a single 

essay, as I have done in "Life Drawing, " a personal-

confessional - narrative-descriptive-meditative-somewhat 

informal essay about my father's tragic life and death, and 

charcoal drawings I make of my twin brother's infant son. 

In mapping these two conversations about the essay, I 

don't mean to make them mutually exclusive, however. They are 

not the parallel "double consciousness" Emerson espouses in 

his essay "Fate" (378-401). While the former tends to talk of 

the essay in romantic, decontextualized terms, and the latter 

in practical, commiinicative or problem solving terms, I 

participate freely and simultaneously in both of them. It is 

a contradiction that resolves itself in paradox. I don't 

subscribe to the romantic vision of the writer whose genius 

wells up from some inscrutable, preternatural depth 

inaccessible to others, though most writers, at least those 
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who identify themselves as writers, will tell you they work 

best when alone and their intuition is clicking, and that they 

write because of drives and obsessions they can't quite 

explain. Likewise, many writers, including our students, have 

had the experience of writing a poem, story, essay, or simply 

a passage that just seems to "come"; it befalls them like a 

"gift." But press them on the issue and they won't deny that 

all their previous experience with language made the gift 

possible, or that it was delivered from an unconscious realm 

where all that experience had been ripening. 

By the same token, writing self-consciously to meet the 

expectations of others can be veiry inhibiting, though we carry 

those others, and our shared experiences of language, with us 

to the secluded places where we work (alone in our rental or 

anonymous in a crowded computer lab perhaps). And wasn't it 

Allen Ginsburg, among countless others, who noted that when 

writers delve deeply enough into the personal and private they 

tap into something collective, public, and (dare I say) 

"universal"? Perhaps Louise Rosenblatt's continuum linking 

aesthetic and efferent texts best reconciles the two 

conversations aJoout the essay: all texts elicit degrees of 

both--sheer experiential, emotional, spiritual response at one 

extreme, the absorption of practical information at the other 

(22-30). In brief, the two ends of the continuum, like the 

two conversations, are compliments, not opposites. The 
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rhetorical situation or speech act decides when one aspect 

resounds and the other recedes. And as has been my claim 

throughout the dissertation, the dialogism of the essay makes 

it amenable to either writing condition. 

Content 

Doctors have a name for the tissue that throws itself 

over an abscess or woiind. "Proud flesh." I grew some myself 

recently. At the risk of repulsing my reader, I include the 

brief story here. I had a "significantly" ingrown fungal big 

toe toenail, a spur the height of a standard staple plunging 

into the outside edge of the nail bed (a hike in and out of 

the Grand Canyon a few years earlier was the trauma that 

invited this condition). Every several weeks, after the nail 

had ingrown again, I'd soak the foot in a tub of water just 

this side of seething and a few dashes of Dr. Bronner's all-

purpose liquid peppermint castile soap. Then, in front of the 

ten o'clock news, with a large pair of clippers that have been 

in the family for years, I'd perform home-surgery, as the 

nurse practitioner at the university health center calls it, 

bringing blood, incalculable relief, and, on two occasions, 

the relative comfort I needed literally to sleep. Finally, 

when the infection had threatened to turn systemic (enter 

stem words from the nurse practitioner here) , I had the whole 

nail removed. Nine months later the entire edge of the new 
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nail was pushing dumbly in the wrong direction, infection 

ensued, ooze, pills...the same process all over again. 

I relate this not to make mouths pucker but to show how 

the toenail experience is imbedded, so to speak, in the 

writing of "Life Drawing." First, I wrote the essay while my 

toe was ailing, sometimes as the foot was soaking. Second, my 

father had the same, persistent fungus. Third, the essay is 

a vehicle for healing: through the beauty of my twin brother's 

baby son, I revisit the grief, confusion, pain, and fear 

connected with my dad, eighteen years later. By healing I 

don't mean therapeutic; I mean deliverance--for me, for my 

nephew, and for my dad, who, as a doctor, and a good one, was 

also a healer. 

And yet revising an essay, discovering its tenor and 

shape, is not home surgery. Sure, we cut and suture and 

diagnose, and seek second and third and fourth opinions. We 

put a version in a drawer to convalesce, then resuscitate it 

later. We rewrite until the scars or seams don't show. But 

these acts tend to treat mysterious internal causes with 

external medicine. In all their primitive simplicity, fungal 

infections elude the curative promises of modern 

pharmaceuticals and herbal remedies. Despite its immediate 

connection to the writer's voice and style, not to mention 

life, the essay likewise eludes the writer's control. 

Annie Dillard talks of the "structural mysteries that seize 
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any serious work, whether or not it possesses fifth-column 

characters that wreak havoc from within. Sometimes part of a 

book simply gets up and walks away. The writer cannot force 

it back in place" (16) . Dillard, one of the few writers to 

make it as an essayist, is not talking postmodern theory or 

deconstruct ion. She is simply describing a phenomenon, yet a 

very real experience for working writers. We lack control. 

The content has a life of its own. That's why we have to 

invent. That's why teachers advise writers bewildered by 

uncooperative material to Let go. Give in. Lose Control. And 

that's why so much of writing an essay, a poem, a story, or 

even the more intellectable article, is consumed in the act of 

exploration, discovery. We may have very clear intentions for 

a piece, but we have to respect, if not expect, the content to 

teach us what it wants to say. To pursue the same metaphor, 

home surgery may help as much as anything, but it does not by 

itself remedy intractable material. 

A good bet is that it's simply the dialectical quality of 

language that thwarts the most carefully planned and lucidly 

conceived project. Jaspar Neel says as much in Plato, 

Derrida, and Writing: writing by nature tends to attract the 

very material it seeks to exclude in the name of order and 

clarity (120) . Plato, of course, was threatened by writing 

because of the power it could place in the hands of peasants, 

who would no longer have to depend on memory for platonically 
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sanctioned truths, myths, customs. And Derrida describes the 

endless supplementarity of writing, how it is always "inside" 

and "outside" the words to which the page has been committed. 

My students quickly discover the same dilemma: the paper 

planned versus the paper that wants to be written. So we joke 

about the popular bumper sticker: Life is what happens while 

you're making- plans and look to the essay as the form par 

excellence both for discovering content and for giving it a 

final rendering. 

Sentimentality 

As a beginning writer I often struggled with my 

inclination to be emotional and sentimental. I was by no 

means an aficionado of Rod McKuen, but I believed that we live 

in our bodies, which is to say feelings, and not in the mind, 

the inner screen that entertains as it distracts and misleads. 

To distinguish this tendency of the mind from what she calls 

"wild mind," writer Natalie Goldberg calls it "monkey mind" 

and likens it to the "one dot" we each put in the big sky 

overhead, our initial pledge to be writers: 

We give all our attention to that one dot. So when 

it says we can't write, that we're no good, are 

failures, fools for even picking up a pen, we 

listen to it....This goes on endlessly....This is 

how we drift. We listen and get tossed away. (32) 
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In my own version of Goldberg's sensibility, I believed I 

feel; therefore, I think, instead of the other way around, a 

way of living--now a popular cliche--that I learned in 

psychotherapy. I am more fluent in ideas and words now, but 

continue to feel strongly about keeping my head about me, 

which explains why the essay, at least as Nancy Mairs 

describes it, with its attention to Kristeva's non-

teleological, "monumental time," a spatial realm of cycles and 

repetitions (72-73), appeals to me now. 

One MFA instructor urged me on several occasions to 

"bring more intellect" into my work. Later, toward the end of 

the program, another teacher explained that romanticism and 

modernism were our legacies and it was up to us as emerging 

writers to reconcile the tradition of the self-inflated 

romantic with the modem trend of decentering the author/self 

in favor of foregroiinding formal issues or addressing larger 

social concerns. As I worked on "Life Drawing" with my 

committee member, Richard, himself a poet and writer of non-

fiction, I was especially concerned about perpetrating cliches 

of sentiment {which was probably a good indicator of exactly 

the direction I needed to move in) . 

It's been done before, I fretted to Richard. People are 

tired of reading about questing sons and dead fathers. 

They've seen it in Hemingway and Turgenev. They're familiar 

with the recent memoir This Boy's Life. And feminist are sick 
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of it. It was a concern later validated by the not terribly 

encouraging thoughts of Robert Atwan, as conveyed by Kathleen 

Hirsch: "One of Atwan's bugaboos is the plethora of essays on 

the authorial self, often mediocre, and gussied up with the 

label: memoir" (36). Atwan himself says: 

As I tell my writing students, no personal 

experience is automatically fascinating, no matter 

what it is.... We're developing a lot of essay 

conventions now where people feel that all they 

have to do is propose an identity for themselves 

and that makes the essay, (qtd. in Hirsch 36) 

I was probably in safe territory as far as Atwan is concerned; 

afterall, I was writing about my identity indirectly, and the 

focus was largely on my dad, about whom no one could think was 

a boring character. But I was also getting tired of dredging 

through the same, all too familiar sad memories; I'd been 

grateful to have moved beyond them. That was why I included 

passages about drawing--to show how much of me was now taken 

by present creations, not past losses. Drawing was something, 

afterall, that I'd begun to do not long before my father had 

died. Calling attention to the relation--blurring the 

boundary--between different artistic media also seemed like a 

postmodern move. In The Writing Life, Annie Dillard makes the 

analogy specific: 

A twentieth-century master of drawing, Rico Lebrun, 
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taught that "the draftsman must aggress; only by 

persistent assault will the live image capitulate 

and give up its secret to an unrelenting line." 

(78) 

Like her, I found the two media rhetorically similar. 

Meanwhile, the multiculturally sensitive part of me 

imagined others saying. That middle class white male pain is 

nothing. Read this if you want to see real pain, pain that 

matters. And I concurred. I'd met people in graduate school 

whose childhoods had been veritable nightmares. I'd grown up 

in a doctor's family where groceries and school clothes were 

taken for granted. Yet I did not want to compensate for my 

privileged past by reducing it to postmodern kitsch, nothing 

that would trivialize my father's life or my feelings about 

it. Self-dramatization and indulgence are one thing, 

representing iinique experience another. I'd grown up in a 

well-off family and there was pain. Later I felt buoyed by 

Frederick Busch comments in his essay "Bad," a sort of 

position statement on bad art: 

[W] e have endured a parent's death, or we fear it, 

or fear our own, and fear for the strength of our 

love, or fear to be unloved. We are loyal to those 

tawdry elements of life, that is to say, which a 

professional postmodernist pretends to believe one 

can afford to put, as they like to term it, under 
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erasure. But they are human, and we are, too, and 

the [essays] we read for our souls' sake--and not 

for the sake of advancing our career--is what 

responds to our humanness. Find out which 

detective stories about passion and trespass your 

neighborhood theorist reads during the campus 

vacation. (233, substituting "essays" for 

"fiction") 

A line from Anatole Broyard's essay "Intoxicated by My 

Illness" makes the point more succinctly: "Cancer cures you of 

irony" (40). 

My mentor, Richard, assured me that the problem with my 

essay topic was not triteness but how seldom this kind of 

essay is done well. Revision was thus not a question of 

content per se but of rhetoric or how I would communicate that 

content. James Salter's essay "You Must," reprinted from 

Esquire in the 1993 edition of Best American Essays, offers an 

excellent example of how the simple, direct statement of 

emotion derives its power from the writer's timing The piece 

tells the story of Salter's experience at West Point and how 

it varied from his father's far more hallowed experience 

there. Much of the essay describes the unique society that is 

this academy--its hierarchies, characters, unwritten and 

official codes, rituals, arts of survival--and the "bleak 

emotions" the place engendered. The entire piece is loosely 
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chronological, a series of disconnected anecdotes and 

reflections progressing through time but otherwise not linked 

in any logical way. In one passage immediately following a 

spacebreak, Salter tells of how his demerits kept accumulating 

out of control, as if " [T] here was something alien and 

rebellious in [Salter] " (276) . He returns to a sense he 

expresses intermittently throughout the essay, that he doesn't 

fit in somehow. At the end of the paragraph, he says simply, 

"I was losing courage, the one thing I always feared having 

too little of. I was losing hope" (276). 

Shortly thereafter, accentuating the forlomness that has 

been brewing in him, Salter relates how he went to an old 

barracks in which hung a plaque engraved with the names of all 

those students who had been awarded "first captain" status. 

Salter's father was one of them. But he discovers that his 

father's name is not there, and leams only later from his 

father that he had in fact been "student commander, " the 

highest rank of members of his class, which had graduated 

early and come back to West Point after the armistice as 

student officers. At the end of the passage, as he describes 

the insolence of the current first captain as he sees that 

Salter can't locate his father's name, Salter says simply: 

"There had been some mistake, I managed to utter. I felt 

absolutely ashamed" (277). 

Richard encouraged me to risk sentimentality and self-
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disclosure, yet he also assured me that I could be loose with 

the structure. I had submitted an earlier version of the 

essay to the MFA program's literary magazine, Sonora Review, 

and though it bounced among those readers for awhile, they 

finally said no, feeling that it lacked urgency, a direct 

reflection of my ambivalence about delving into and openly 

sharing my past. One editor wondered if the drawing element 

could be exploited more, leading me to think that these 

readers, all of them post baby-boomers, weren't interested in 

a corny father-son memoir. 

But in the end I followed my mentor's advice--and the 

direction my energy was taking me--to write into the emotional 

content rather than deviate into opaqueness (which is not to 

say that I did not make conscious, inventive choices of words 

and phrases) . I soon realized that the effectiveness of the 

piece would depend first on my having fully "digested" the 

material I was remembering and representing, as Natalie 

Goldberg counsels in Wild Mind, for that would rescue 

otherwise unearned sentiment from the shrillness of 

shortsighted emotionalism (12-14) . It's a lesson I repeatedly 

try to teach my students, who have had far less time to digest 

or acquire distance from their traumas. Meanwhile, I realized 

that I couldn't write for every reader, couldn't please 

everyone. Later, I would read "Fear of Feeling," an essay in 

which Samuel Hazo questions the notion that the increasing 
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flood of information we in this age can avail ourselves of can 

truly liberate us. Knowledge is one thing, he explains, but 

wisdom can mature only over time. Meanwhile, "[t]he 

expression of precise feeling is instantaneously 

transformative. It does not wait for us to digest it. It 

digests us" (31). 

Getting Published 

Richard was very pleased with the final result. He 

thought it belonged in a "slick," but reminded me how hard it 

is to get into those magazines (Esquire, Harper's, The 

Atlantic, etc.) without an in. I was a bit surprised by his 

praise, but I'd been a writer for years and knew that this is 

how it (fame, however short lived) happens. We both knew a 

former faculty member whose non-fiction had appeared in one of 

these slicks and whose spouse was one of its editors. Richard 

suggested that I track down her address and send her a copy of 

the essay, mentioning him and his opinion without being too 

presumptuous. 

I did. 

She didn't concur. 

When I first saw my SASE and its New York postmark, I 

immediately tucked it into my bookbag and left it there 

unopened for a few days. I had a hunch she hadn't liked my 

piece--or at least not as much as Richard had. Two days 
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later, when I finally opened the envelope, the hunch was 

confirmed: 

Thanks for thinking of me in regard to this (I 

guess) Fascinating material--I'm sure you're tired 

of hearing that--and I can understand why the birth 

of your nephew elicited this response--thinking 

about your father, trying to give him a shape--but 

the piece itself lacks shape. I can see very well 

why you were miserable on your day at the beach but 

the days when we could look at a bouncing newborn 

baby boy and think oh all is right with the world, 

forget pollution, overpopulation, our species' love 

of crapping in their cradle, here's a new baby and 

he's so cool, i think those days are over... at 

least they're over in my view. Anyway, I was never 

very good at happy endings. The ending here seems 

abrupt, not even what you mean, actually. 

The drawing is interesting but fades, only to 

reappear. Perhaps take the sporting stories out 

and replace them with more of the narrator' s 

attempt even when young to capture, to stall. . . .Let 

me see...I was confused about Isabell, I somehow 

didn't grasp that your father wasn't still married 

to your mother. I liked the walk through that 
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ghastly hospital but didn't understand the inches 

thing. In many ways the baby isn't integral to 

this piece at all. Is that too radical?? The 

problem with an essay of this sort is that you've 

probably discovered so much in the writing of it. 

You probably didn't think you could do a great deal 

of it, but you have. Now you must go back and 

sacrifice some of these hard-won insights and give 

it form. It doesn't have to be pretty. But don't 

let a cooing baby make vou sentimental for heavens 

sakes. 

Good luck. 

My first thought was that her aesthetic was more valid 

than Richard's. (The father-son cliche was again haunting 

tne.) I also remembered that she hadn't liked "happy endings" 

in stories either: "Stories aren't supposed to heal," she'd 

once said. I understood. The best ones don't have to end in 

violence, but they do not tuck things in neatly, wrinkle free, 

either. Readers should walk away stunned, disconcerted. I 

decided that this applied to essays as well. After all, as 

another writer had once said (I don't recall the source) , "Any 

story told a second time is fiction." I was writing fiction. 

That's what an essay is. 

I hastily rewrote the last page to suit the forroer 
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professor--the happy ending had been recommended by someone 

else anyway, I rationalized--and sent it to a journal that was 

soliciting siibmissions for a special issue on rural America. 

They liked essays and I thought the passages about the small 

towns where I had lived and my father had worked would qualify 

the essay for their upcoming issue. It had been a while since 

I' d published anything and I was eager to make it happen 

again. Sure, we have to write for our souls first and 

foremost; if we don't, the aforementioned "pleasure" will dry 

out swiftly. But I wanted my "art" affirmed by an audience of 

editors and the enduring vanity of print. 

Two weeks later they sent it back. 

Modem Dilemmas, Postmodem Endings 

Two rejections are, of course, not what one would call 

exhausting the market, but how much should a rhetorician heed 

the tastes of his rejecting audiences? As a passage from 

Annie Dillard's The Writing Life recommends, it's best to 

follow your inventive urges: 

One of the few things I know about writing is this: 

spend it all, shoot it, play it, lose it, all, 

right away, every time. Do not hoard what seems 

good for a later place in the book, or for another 

book; give it, give it all, give it now. The 

impulse to save something good for a better place 
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later is the signal to spend it now. Something 

more will arise for later, something better. These 

things fill from behind, from beneath, like well 

water. (78-79) 

Thus, what I have done since is write a both/and ending 

instead of an either/or. That is, I've decided my choices 

aren't limited to the binary of the happy versus the sad 

ending. I can do both, which might give the essay a 

contemporary, "meta" or "postmodern" dimension in addition to 

its existing disjunctive structure. Such a doiibled conclusion 

both depicts my emotional ambivalence about the subject and 

comments on the arbitrary nature of closure--when and where we 

choose to do so, what metaphor we leave readers with, and so 

on. Afterall, as Robert Pattison says, language is the origin 

of everything: "[S]ince language is all-pervasive, unique, and 

prior to the expression of any thought, it must therefore be 

the mode of divine order" (22) . There can be no "knowledge at 

all unless the knower makes some sort of judgment of the 

relation between the words of an assertion and the part of the 

universe about which the assertion is made" (23). 

And the doubled ending might help the piece get 

published, as greedy as that may sound. I'll call it simply 

"Life Drawing: An Essay with Two Endings." 

I pulled back the - The ocean always 

blanket protecting him seemed to make our dad 



from the siin. Staring, 

tuning in, watching him 

squeeze his feet, I 

noticed that his second 

toes were like mine, 

very long. But then I 

saw that he wasn't 

really interested in me 

at all right then. 

Listening to him coo 

through his drool, 

watching his eyes roam, 

I thought fuck it to 

playing mirror or to 

getting my sketchpad 

from the car to 

register the point in 

time. He'd changed so 

rapidly even in the 

several days I' d been 

visiting and would 

never be exactly this 

way again. He was 

wiggling all over the 

place anyway. I took 
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run. Years earlier, 

across the bay, wearing 

his usual blazer-and-

tie, he took my 

sister's hand and 

skipped from the Dream 

Inn to the Santa Cruz 

Beach Boardwalk. She 

laughed; heads dipped, 

we stayed behind. It 

was like a moment a 

couple of years later 

when we were on Makaha 

Beach in Hawaii, the 

whole stretch to 

ourselves except three 

people on a blanket and 

surfers in the 

distance. The first 

hotel was just a 

skeleton. Playing in 

the coral and the 

undertow, my brother 

and I looked up to see 

our dad in his flowery 



it as an invitation to 

see that the world was 

okay simply the way it 

is. 
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j ams, running away 

through the foam. We 

were relieved to see 

him involved and not 

distant or distracted. 

And then, as he grew 

smaller and smaller 

down the beach, I could 

tell we all wished he 

were finally dead.... 

But no, that's a 

dramatic gesture for 

the purposes of ending 

this essay. I thought 

my father was weird. I 

was afraid of him, 

especially that bizarre 

child in him that was 

so curious and 

impulsive and remote. 

H e ' d  a l r e a d y  

disappeared for a 

couple hours one night 

in search of a better 

hotel, but now I know 
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had been carousing, 

drifting...visiting a 

strip bar? buying 

drugs? No one knows. 

No one asked him. But 

he would have lied even 

then. 

I have learned that John Barth, I believe, already started 

this trend of writing in parallel columns that "speak" to one 

another. In some ways I like the idea, not as an opportunity 

to be flip and ironic with the material, but as a way to 

portray my complex feelings of both then and now, and to show 

how closure pushes the essay into the realm of the fictional 

because the "reality" of the narrative ground is that it is 

messy and does not lend itself to closure. 

And now, after receiving an e-mail from Nancy Mairs 

saying she "liked the piece very much" (but thought it was 

part of a "longer work"), and as I wait to hear from another 

journal, my hunch is that my former teacher was right that the 

essay is ultimately about my dad; the rest, he said--the 

drawings, my brother's son--is really superfluous. When I can 

free up some time from writing my dissertation, I plan to work 

only with those passages involving my dad, his cars, and his 

maniacal driving. Maybe this can lend "shape" to such an 
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A Prayer... 

It's one thing to create an appropriately postmodern 

closing to an essay, quite another to consider the darker 

reaches of postmodern theory and its implications for the 

essay. According to Phillip Lopate, 

the personal essay's suitability for experimental 

method and self-reflective process, its tolerance 

for the fragmentary and irresolution, make it 

uniquely appropriate to the present era, whether we 

want to label it modernist or postmodernist. (I) 

But how do we render our saturated, postmodern experience in 

an essay while reclaiming or refashioning ourselves in the 

process? Insights from film director Robert Altman have 

helped reconcile this problem. In a commentary following the 

quite postmodern movie The Player on video, Altman (the film's 

director) says what other artists have said about their 

creations, that some of the most effective parts of the film 

happened by accident. They were out-takes, things not planned 

in the script. While the aforementioned romantic might credit 

his private genius for moments like these, and the Freudian 

might attribute them to the forces of the unconscious, the 

contemporary writer attuned to postmodern influences knows 

these "accidents" are an effect of the "constructive" and 
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"constitutive" forces of discourse. Words constitute all, 

including consciousness. 

As author of "Life Drawing, " I wondered how I could 

represent postmodern accident without giving myself over to 

the idea that everything I wanted to say was a simulacrum, 

that "I" myself was a cliche, and that the only mode of 

"sincerity" and authenticity I could practice would be 

arbitrariness, randomness, or chance. A couple of semesters 

before I started the essay, I had participated in a computer 

Icosy conference with other members of the Rhetoric, 

Composition, and Teaching of English program, and all my 

attempts to define and defend authenticity in writing were 

dismantled. 

As a teacher of writing, I'd experienced a similar 

conflict. I'd fostered my students' search for identity; I'd 

urged them to make independent, conscious choices; and I'd 

shared with them writing I felt exhibited voice so that they 

might develop their own unique, spoken quality and presence in 

their work. And yet I'd also troubled closed-minded claims to 

rugged individualism by students, tactfully pointing out just 

how much their attitudes and clothes (baseball hats and Nikes 

for boys, hemmed blue jean cut-offs for girls; junkie chic for 

the androgynous few) conformed. The best I can come up with 

now is that yes, language has its feelers everywhere and the 

self is a very problematic category. But writing affords us 
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a way to reclaim our identities from the forces of images, 

signs, and symbols; Kurt Spellmeyer refers to the essay's 

"self-fashioning," its delay of closure as it dramatizes "the 

essayist's struggle to become a speaking self," rather than 

offer that self as an a priori given (100) . At the risk of 

conflating, this sounds like selflifewriting. This is what 

I've been doing in "Life Drawing." 

Closer to the practical front, Donald Murray lends 

credence to the close connection between writing well and 

postmodern play. Murray feels so strongly cibout the 

importance of the xmexpected in writing that he has devoted a 

book, Expecting the Unexpected, to the idea of cultivating a 

writing process and mindset that foster this phenomenon. I 

think also of Douglas Atkins' Estranging the Familiar, whose 

main point is that the essay exiles what is familiar to us and 

invites surprise, discovery, the unfamiliar, the not yet 

known. For my purposes as a writer, teacher, and 

composition! St working in a postmodern world, I want my 

students to appreciate the richness and power of the language 

more. As writer David Lehman comments, rather than employing 

words as a record of the past or an accurate representation of 

present feelings, postmodern writers work "in a kind of 

partnership with the language, an attempt to bring out the 

poetry latent in the language rather than to impose meaning on 

language" (Lehman 3). 
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emd a Song 

But in writing "Life Drawing," I couldn't simply 

luxuriate in the beautiful phonemes and please my committee. 

I had to arrange the material in a way that would look or feel 

postmodern. If I was consciously adhering to any formal 

aesthetic, it would have been the lyric poem, with which I 

think the essay has a lot in common, a significant blending of 

genres others have contributed to as well, My segues between 

paragraphs, my spacebreaks between long passages were jumps--

too short and they lack risk and excitement, too long and the 

reader gets lost in the transition and can't continue on. The 

ear tells you how far to jump and where. Here compos (e) ition 

and music speak to each other. "The great essay has to sing," 

Kathleen Hirsch tells us in "The Return of the Essay: A 

Profile of Robert Atwan," then sites Annie Dillard as an 

example of the essay's lyricism (36) . "[T]he most durable and 

compelling tradition of essay writing," Susan Sontag enjoins, 

"is as a form of lyrical discourse" (xvii). Virginia Woolf 

anticipates Sontag when she says, in a gloss of Montaigne, "In 

writing choose common words; avoid rhapsody and eloquence--

yet, it is true, poetry is delicious; the best prose is that 

which is most full of poetry" (92) . And we hear this love of 

and preference for song in Rachel Blau DuPlessis' "female 

aesthetic," which she defines in part as "[h]olistic work: 

great tonal shifts, from polemic essay to lyric" (10) . As a 
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former professor of mine once said, "All great writing is 

song." 

But musicality is not license for carelessness; consider 

Italo Calvino's prescription for "lightness," one of his Six 

Memos for the Next Millenium: " [It] goes with precision and 

determination, not with vagueness and the haphazard" (16) . 

Authenticity of Intent 

And we have to remember that we are responsible for what 

we've written, never blaming muses, postmodern saturation, or 

Derridian slippage for what we've made. Poet and essayist 

Jane Miller puts it this way: 

Although intentions may arise unconsciously, their 

relationship to content is irrevocable, and the 

writer is obliged to live with their implications. 

Language has the responsibility of creating 

consciousness and conscience; language isn't "ours" 

but we strricture a world out of the things we name 

and redeem. (59-60) 

Relating the issue Miller describes to postmodernism, David 

Lehman speculates: 

The real question as I see it is whether 

postmodernism is as innocent as it sometimes looks. 

I would like to think that the devices, the 

attitude and tone of postmodernism can be used--and 
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used with a vengeance--for moral as well as 

aesthetic ends. Susan Sontag in her essay on 

"Camp" said that the artistic temper of our century-

is composed of homosexual aestheticism and Jewish 

moral earnestness in concert. That is well said. 

It remains a challenge to try to bring these forces 

together in some way that preserves their 

individual functions and transcends them in the 

lasting form of art. (8) 

In a postmodern world of fallen structures and pluralized 

systems, writers are more than ever beholden to an ethic of 

responsibility, one we are obligated to keep in a constant 

state of revision. In my endeavor both to represent my 

father's life and, through metaphor, to transform that 

representation of the past into a meaningful, public message 

for the present, I have tried to bridge Lehman's two forces. 

The Essay, Rhetoric, Postmodernism 

Thus, where feminist, postmodernist, and modernist 

conceptions of the essay's "singular" authorial subject 

intersect, we find a simple answer to the problem of 

accurately rendering its ideas, observations, and perceptions: 

the essay. Or, more appropriately, essayism, not a static 

form but a process of revising and refashioning that does not 

stop with the completion of a single essay. Amy Kaminsky 
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writes of two Latin American women whose life's work was 

really a single essay composed of many "essays." In that 

commitment is an ethic of responsibility to truth and relation 

that humanizes the postmodern. 
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Epilogue: What Rhetoric Means 

Why Define it at All? 
-Jacqueline Jones Royster' 

Context 

This chapter originated with tiie incentive to read an 

article for the academic conference "Fundamental Controversies 

in Rhetoric and Composition, " to be run by the graduate 

seminar by the same name and to include not only alumni of the 

RCTE program but also important teachers of current students 

and faculty. I had planned to revise then present another 

paper, "The Other Conference, " also unconventional, in that it 

describes and reflects upon experiences I've had at academic 

conferences, not as part of the conference agenda but beyond 

the carpeted ballrooms and meeting rooms of the hotel in the 

host city. Here--or perhaps I should say there--I encountered 

the material conditions and lived experiences of those we 

often read about or study. But "What Rhetoric Means" was more 

appropriate to the fundamental controversies theme, and I was 

eager to begin essaying what had recently been an attractive 

idea: here I was, an RCTE PhD student in the final year of his 

degree, yet asking such a "fundamental" question. Of course, 

that was the irony on which the title turned--there are static 

definitions of rhetoric that aren't really rhetorical, or 

those we adopt, such as Aristotle's, without further 
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examination; and there is the unreifiable, irreducible 

"rhetoric" of Burke's symbolic action, which defies 

definition, just as the essay does. 

While I was gathering definitions of rhetoric, the 

fundamental controversies conference theme kept mumbling 

quietly in my mind, until I realized that I could also enact 

a controversy in the writing of the paper. So I chose to 

bring "postmodern" elements into play by making the paper into 

a pastiche of sorts that was interspersed and framed by a 

narrative in which I would show different rhetorics, not seek 

their denotative definitions. I wanted to juxtapose different 

discourses in the same piece--trendy present tense narrative, 

academic citation, latinate terminology, personal confession, 

past tense reflection--and do so paratactically, that is, with 

but a modicum of transitional material. And the sudden shifts 

in register and location would open the way for humor. 

Knowing that the essay was being written for a conference 

and that, therefore, I would be reading it aloud, I 

concentrated on its oral qualities, that dimension. Heath 

explains, that is excluded by academic prose: 

narratives, quick asides of witty observation, 

brief question-answer dyads that challenge but do 

not drive to a single truth...a kind of crab-wise 

walk, seemingly lost in the mazes of 

argument...prefatory, without conclusion; filled 
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with quotations of direct speech, loosely linked 

ideas, twists of opposition; and overlapping with 

simultaneous streams of talk. (122-123) 

But what I didn't plan on were the particular audience and 

venue. I was scheduled to read in the office of my boss, the 

Director of Composition, and in attendance were, in addition 

to colleagues and fellow students, various important people of 

the profession, including the directors of two other 

university writing programs and the chairs of two RCTE 

programs. I was "on the job-market," as people in the field 

say, and was being considered for an assistant professorship 

by one of these four, who had begun to know me through the 

more formal rhetoric of the application letter and CV. 

Until the sun dissolves into the Quijotoas, the light 

glancing through the bug smear is so bright that I am at any 

moment ready to be counted amongst those memorialized on the 

roadside: white crosses alone, sometimes in twos and threes, 

wreathed in flowers, milagros, bows, and things I'm going too 

fast to discern. I pull down the visor, pump the windshield 

washer, try to catch the details as they blow by, then 

reassign myself the highway's broken yellow line. I don't 

want to veer off the pavement; I'm just not terribly concerned 

by the possibility of it. Against the sun the crosses are 
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shadows; beneath a saguaro or heap of rock, they are neither 

quaint nor solemn--remote yet tuned to what has suddenly 

become a more or less dark and star studded sky. Ninety 

minutes from the crossroads at Why, having turned off the 

fading radio and turned on my headlights, I feel the way I've 

decided the shrines do: timeless, disembodied, adrift, but 

"aesthetics," the poet Charles Bernstein said beneath a 

chandelier at the 1995 MLA Convention, "is a contested arena 

of value more than an ideal of beauty. There's no pure 

outside," he said, "but no pure inside either." That, I 

realize, is Louise Rosenblatt. Whatever I'm feeling, it's at 

the aesthetic, not the efferent, end of the spectrum. 

Context 

To fill in: It is the next to last week of the 

penultimate semester of my PhD program in Rhetoric, 

Composition, and the Teaching of English, and I am taking 

twenty-four hours leave in a borrowed car to drive to the 

Organ Pipe National Monument to visit friends I have not seen 

in fourteen years, the parents, Carolyn and Felix, of three 

children 3 to five years younger than I, though all of us have 

long since stopped being kids. Back before wilderness 

required management intervention, I would go backpacking and 

fishing with them in the Cascades of Oregon. Once, we had all 

lived in the same small San Joaquin Valley town. A teacher 
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and a coach, Felix was once an important mentor for me, a 

father figure really, an attachment I outgrew as I outgrew 

small towns, when I was ready, though ready always seems 

retrospectively realized. 

They are walking outside their camper when I arrive, 

about to go post a map with directions for me at the ranger's 

booth, but in the almost empty campground, I find them easily. 

Right away we recognize what we've always recognized in each 

other. We hug, survey the silhouettes of cactus and the 

silence, go inside. I see tears in their eyes. I catch all 

of us up on my journey, the job market, then family. 

Historical Moment 

After dinner--and who knows how the moment creates 

itself--they tell me that their oldest son, two years younger 

than I, a single father with cyclical M.S., has turned "pretty 

conservative." I feel a twinge in my guts, hoping the 

political differences fall comfortably on a short continuum. 

They say he's a graduate student in education in Idaho and 

"hates all that multiculturalism, reading about a black 

lesbian feminist no one knows and what about the major events 

of history, the major theories, he calls and says he can 

barely read--" 

"The theory," I fill in. Their expressions reflect our 

Burkean division, one Ven diagram trying to eclipse the other. 
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or maybe disengage all together. She kneads her hands. He 

dries and shelves dish&s...although language can be the 

weaponry of battles to make knowledge in a world where truth 

is absent, language is also the only tool we have for dealing 

with that situation. Language is a way of contending, in all 

senses of that word, with the processes through which 

discourse shapes human thought and social relations in a 

context of change and struggle (Harkin and Schilb) . 

She breaks out photos of the extended family, kids who 

are as old as their parents were when I knew them. I'd had a 

crush on their daughter; I have to look twice to distinguish 

her from hers. But Carolyn comes to a picture of their oldest 

son's five year old boy--he has sole custody--with a copy of 

Rush Limbaugh's The Way Things Should Be opened like a map on 

his lap. She conceals it quickly. 

Digressio 

A year ago I taught a first-year AP honors composition 

class, students generally from privileged backgrounds, if for 

no other reason than they could afford the AP exam. True to 

the 109h stereotype, they'd been all well-steeped in the 

classics and New Critical textual analysis, a couple of them 

snickering derisively, a couple bugged-eyed in genuine 

surprise, that I didn't know who Hester Pryne was, though you 

better bet I do now. One of the books we read--in addition to 
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Toni Morrison's Jazz, Kenneth Gergen's The Saturated Self, and 

Italo Calvino's Six Memos for the Next Millenium--vas an 

anthology entitled Next, a collection of essays by members of 

the "next" generation, sometimes referred to as twenty-

somethings, sometimes as slackers, sometimes by the tag my 

students rejected, generation X, a generation without an 

identity, a statistical variable, an algebraic unknown, a 

collective John Duh or Doe. One of the essays, "Larger than 

Life," was written by a woman named Jenny Lyn Bader, published 

when she was twenty-four. It is a call for a revised hero, 

not icons or images but role models. Her world without heroes 

sounds very much like Roxanne Mountford's world of 

rhetoricality: 

If the good guys are gone, so is the world that 

divides down the middle into good guys and bad 

guys. A world without heroes is a rigorous, 

demanding place, where things don't boil down to 

black and white but are rich with shades of gray; 

where faith in lofty, dead personages can be 

replaced by faith in ourselves and one another; 

where we must summon the strength to imagine a 

five-dimensional future in colors not yet invented. 

My generation grew up to see our world shift, so 

it's up to us to steer a course between naivete and 

nihilism, to shape vintage stories, to create 
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stories of spirit without apologies. (14-15) 

Exordiiun 

After dessert, introducing his topic deliberately, Felix 

says that he's been studying economic histories of other 

countries, cycles, trends, historical inevitability--the 

larger, monumental situation terministically screened. If we 

don't eliminate the debt now, he explains, we're destined for 

the ruin of France and Argentina, and it's all the fault of 

government spending, rampant inflation giving way to deflation 

and finally to chronic depression, or something to that 

effect. 

Though he has invoked even Newt, I feel the discursive 

boundaries dissolve and I am being drawn into his sphere, 

reminding me of something Nancy Mairs said in an informal 

interview in the cottage where she writes: The alternative to 

the rhetoric of conquest and subordination is seduction. 

Pathos 

I challenge Felix, though it's a point he's already 

acknowledged in so many words: "We can't balance the budget on 

the backs of the poor or by gutting educational programs 

designed to assist them," I say, feeling more articulate than 

before. "Isn't government guilty of siibsidizing corporations, 

too?" Later I'll think, as I have before, of what a material 
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rhetoric would be, not in individual action, because the two 

of us are obviously engaged in both the conversation and our 

material bodies--but in theory. Burke said that speech was a 

turn away from the indifferent material conditions of nature, 

and he's been accused of exalting in a poetic metaphor. And 

yet here Felix and I are, two speaking subjects engaged in the 

paradox of defining our differences to maintain a connection 

we feel in our bodies and shared personal histories. 

' "[I]nsight is never purely cognitive," Mairs explains; "it is 

to some extent always performative {incorporated in an act, a 

doing)(48, italics in original). "Incorporation is an act" 

(49) . 

He agrees, repeating his point about congressional favors 

for well-monied friends, but gently recapitulating his message 

about megalithic historical-economic forces steering our 

society toward a fate far worse than pockets of local 

suffering. 

I say that I believe in an ethic of responsibility. The 

three of us nod. I say it's hard to know what is "liberal" 

and "conservative" anymore. We nod again. We talk about the 

effect Affirmative Action can have on their son's and my 

employment. I lament the opening of the Tongas National 

Forest and other Alaskan preseirves to oil exploration. They 

ask if I still run and I show them my chronically infected, 

ingrown toenail, for which they give me a vial of tree sap and 
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the literature that goes with it, all of which in my mind 

marks the intersection of alternative medicine, good old 

fashioned American Libertarian ingenuity, and snake oil. 

"The postmodern turn in recent discussions in the academy 

is an attempt to restore the place of rhetoric in the human 

sciences," Berlin says () . 

"I've never been very political," she says. 

"You're learning the issues," he says. 

I see that their relationship has not changed. 

Definitions 

Rhetoric, I shall urge, should be a study of 

misunderstandings and its remedies. We struggle 

all our days with misunderstandings, and no apology 

is required for any study which can prevent or 

remove them. (I.A. Richards in Golden, 237) 

Rhetoric in the twentieth century is not only a 

field of historical investigation, systematic 

analysis, pedagogical practice, and theoretical 

speculation, but an intellectual project that 

extends beyond disciplinary boundaries. (Bizzell, 

921) 

Rhetoric may be defined as the faculty of observing 
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in any given case the available means of 

persuasion. . . . Rhetoric we look upon as the power 

of observing the means of persuasion on almost any 

subject presented to us; and that is why we say 

that in its technical character, it is not 

concerned with any special definite class of 

subjects. (Aristotle) 

Rhetoric is one person talking to persuade; 

dialectic is two people working something out 

together. Rhetoric is what happens in the gaps. 

Rhetoric is what's up for grabs. The classical 

orators gave a performance, then they stood back to 

define what they'd done. (John Warnock, emphasis in 

original)^ 

Rhetoric is the art of persuasion. (David Schwalm, 

Rhetoric lA, Fall 1974, UC Berkeley) 

What is this stuff? First, the underlying 

materials of speeches, and indeed of most human 

talk and discussion are assertions and statements 

that concern human behavior and conduct. (Karl 

Wallace in Golden, 298) 
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Finally, we must never lose sight of the order of 

values as the ultimate sanction of rhetoric. 

(Richard Weaver in Golden, 303) 

Certainly, naming tropes is no great contribution 

to rhetorical theory. But the location of his 

analysis is crucial, at a juncture of culture, 

linguistic operation, social interaction, and 

political marginality. Gates is forced to be 

inclusive, to see rhetoric as the connective force 

and to see tropes as cognitive and epistemic forms 

of language. Here, as in the analysis of women's 

rhetorical strategies, rhetoric means daily speech 

as a form of action. (Bizzell, 1191-1192) 

Rhetoric discusses the means whereby language, 

spoken or written, may be rendered effective. (Bain 

in Bizzell, 875) 

Rhetoric, in Bacon's famous definition, applies 

reason to the imagination to move the will. 

(Bizzell 624) 

[Rhetoric is] rooted in the essential function of 

language itself, a function that is wholly 
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realistic, and is continually bom anew; the use of 

language as a symbolic means of inducing 

cooperation in beings that by nature respond to 

symbols. (Burke in Tilly Warnock, 90) 

Instead of asking, what is postmodernism?, we 

should ask where, how, and why does the discourse 

of postmodernism flourish?, what is at stake in its 

debates, who do they address and how? This series 

of questions shifts attention from the meaning or 

content of the debate to its form and function, so 

that, to borrow Stanley Fish's formula, we ask, 

not, what does postmodernism mean?, but, what does 

it do? (Connor 10) 

Business Writing 

"How do we know if we're writing the optimum resume?" a 

student asks. 

"That's just it," I say. "There is no one best resume 

for all occasions... except maybe the one that gets you the 

job, if that's what you're trying to get." 

[And yet I find myself pushing for narrative in the Trip 

Report Assignment. According to the way the course was 

designed, students are to interview someone working in their 

field and rhetorically analyze writing samples by looking at 
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the intersection of purpose, audience, and situation. But 

some students just couldn't seem to find someone who did much 

on the job writing, or who could part with samples--

particularly counselors or members of the secret service for 

reasons of confidentiality. And the reports always seemed so 

skeletal, generic, full of space eating subheadings 

meaningless repetitions. So by the third time I taught the 

course I made the objective of that assignment to describe and 

analyze the interviewee's job so that the reader feels like an 

insider. In other words, I was asking for setting, character, 

interaction, ...narrative.] 

Sophomore Coo^ 

We are writing papers analyzing a popular cultural image 

or icon to explain what it says about us. We're in the early 

prewriting stages, sharing topics, and I field a young man's 

question, a media arts student who wants to write about male 

characters in Martin Scorcese's films. Taxi Driver. Raging 

Bull. Good Fella's. Rocky. He has noticed a common 

trajectory in the lives of these characters, how they endure 

a horrible passage through an amoral world, but redeem 

themselves admirably, more admirably than do the actual 

personages, he adds, the celebrities of real life soap operas. 

"I know Scorcese inside and out," he says from the back of the 

room. "Can I just work with these themes, or do I have to. 
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you know... " 

"Yes, " I say, "you have to. You need to make it 

rhetorical. You need to include the movie-going audience in 

all this. Scorcese is so popular. I've seen those movies 

myself. What is it about us," I ask, "that makes this stuff 

so popular?" I notice a student near the front nodding in 

cadence, preparing to pivot in his bolted down chair. This 

time I'm happy to have his help. I look up as I prepare 

another explanation. "What does the popularity of these 

characters say about us?" I ask. 

The Scorcese student isn't happy but isn't resistant 

either. The student in front jumps in. Middle-age, returning 

to school after years of success in the business world, he has 

a voice that claims space: "My film instructor--" he starts, 

then rewinds: "We think movies are pure art, timeless, and 

all that," he says, "but they're not. They're always" --hs 

stresses--"made with ticket buyers in mind. The ol' bottom 

line." He turns back around. I nod, tell the Scorcese 

student to see me after class if he wants to talk about his 

project more. 

Advanced Composition 

We've been discussing issues raised in one of our texts, 

Reading Culture. Today the chapter is "Generations" and the 

issue is Generation X, an issue because students don't like 
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that label with all its attention to slacking and cynicism 

pinned to them. It's a media creation, they say, a marketing 

strategy. I suggest that there is an economic reality that 

does tend to unite them, the reality that they are and will 

continue to experience a lower standard of living than did 

their parents--a first for new generations in American 

culture. Then we look at an ad for Calvin Klein One perfume. 

It had been folded into a recent edition of the campus 

newspaper, and by late that morning dozens of tableaus of high 

grunge, androgynous X-ers personifying an I-flout-all-

boundaries- I -take-the-pain attitude, were wafting across the 

campus mall. "Okay," I offer, "the ad doesn't represent you, 

but then what is it trying to produce? If it's a marketing 

strategy, why do these images work?" 

After class a student approaches me shyly but 

assertively. She's an important voice in the class and her 

opinion matters. "I have a problem," she says, and I realize 

quickly that it's not of the personal, confidential variety. 

She explains that she expected to learn more about rhetoric in 

the course, including classical rhetoric. The course 

description said that. She's a composition major and is 

afraid she won't learn what she needs to learn. 

It's already been a hard couple of days. Students are 

angry at being required to do the computer Listserv, a 

personal favorite who took my class last semester dropped 
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because her schedule is too full, and I've been feeling that 

I've reached my working limit--with teaching, job search, 

completing a dissertation, editing the composition program's 

official booklength guide, and preparing conference papers. 

"What I try to do is create a context," I stammer, "a subject 

to generate ideas. But you mean Aristotle, Socrates, the 

Sophists." I start to use shoptalk and don't like the sound 

of it. "Yes, but I don't know who they are," she says. 

"Yeah, " I say, deciding not to try to prove what I know 

right then and there. "I can do that." 

But later, I realize, We have been studying rhetoric a.11 

along. How arguments are often based on unspoken assumptions. 

How aesthetic values are not subjective but negotiated. How 

the results of any study, whether in archaeology or 

literature, probably say as much about the method of inquiry 

and its presuppositions as about reality--depending, of 

course, on how we define those terms. I just haven't hung 

names on the parts of the process. As a friend much better at 

defending herself when she feels cornered helped me see it, 

rhetoric is something you do. 

Later in the term I have them writing about moments when 

they felt they were in touch with absolute or transcendent 

truth, with ultimate reality. A couple of guys say it 

happened when they felt a clarity or expansiveness in nature. 
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stars and trees. A young woman says it happened recently when 

her boyfriend said he loved her, yet it wasn't the words, she 

said. She said it was the moment, all these subtitles she 

couldn't reduce to her boyfriend's statement. Two or three 

mention car accidents, the slow motion and total awareness 

they experienced as the vehicle tumbled. 

I joke with them as I try to interpret what they 

describe. The follow-up question asks them if these 

experiences can be given over to words, and I can tell my 

attempt to translate, my "in other words," is detracting. I'm 

glad; it will later make my point. At the start of class, in 

one of those coincidences that turn out to be so illuminating, 

that play right into the day's lesson, a student asked if he 

could take a couple of minutes of class time to ask the others 

for help with a simile. It is one I've commented on in a 

paper of his, about how the people of the town where he grew 

up would converge Friday nights on the football stadium like 

"sharks to blood." I've told him that it doesn't work well 

after he's made the stadium lights seem heavenly and the 

citizens entranced. But even though the other students lack 

this context, I let them debate the simile. The differences 

in response let me return to the issue of communicating 

experiences that seem untranslatable. I assure them that I 

want to leave their experiences intact, but I point out that, 

here we are, using words, trying to re-present to one another 
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experience with words. I say that this is rhetoric, this 

communicating across the gaps that separate our experiences 

and perspectives in the absence of absolutes. 

To close, I ask what this has to do with them as writers 

and citizens in a democracy. Silence. There's only a minute 

left and I'm afraid they're going to wait me out. I survey 

their faces. A couple grin, a couple look to others to speak, 

a couple appear numb. Then Bob, who has recently made an 

excellent revision of an essay about how he learned about the 

Vietnam war from sources other than his distant, veteran 

father, says astutely, "Because democracy is about different 

people all having the right to speak." 

Aesthetics 

After they've gone to bed I take a walk outside in the 

dark. I look at the faint lights of Mexico. I listen to the 

animals. I look at the stars. 

Later, I'll reflect on these moments to write this paper 

and the me that goes himrumm at a blues riff by Kelly Joe 

Phelps or a passage from Toni Morrison, whose boundaries 

dissolve in the act of charcoal drawing or when viewing a 

landscape by Kandinsky (the form for which he is lesser 

known) , the me that likes to believe in a golden mean 

rectangle, though it resonates with Cartesian mathematical 

certainty--that part thinks back to a scene in Zen and the Art 
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of Motorcycle Maintenance, a book I read seventeen years ago 

on a trip to visit my grandmother in France, eleven years 

before I'd go to Argentina. In a story within the story, the 

narrator's propensity for analyzing and speculating and 

philosophizing contends with a black man who finally responds, 

as I remember it now: Can't you just shut-up and dig, man? 

A friend of mine, a colleague and playwright, says on a 

panel featuring teachers who are also writers that he believes 

it is an inner passion, "the child in us," that makes people 

become writers. "We probably most of us start as readers," he 

says, "and it is the passion we experience reading that 

inspires us to write. But our students are different." 

My friend's comment reminds me of a passage in Susan 

Sontag's introduction to The Best American Essays 1992: 

Even as disseminators of indignation, writers are 

givers of pleasure. And one becomes a writer not 

so much because one has something to say as because 

one has experienced ecstacy as a reader, (xviii) 

Of course, ecstacy may only prove that the writer has done her 

homework, particularly in the realm of deliberatory or 

epideictic rhetoric. Let the reader feel transported to a 

timeless, simultaneously internal and external realm. The 

writer knows how to stun. 

Process 
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, referring to a recent episode of Nightline in which the 

governor of Alaska, eager for the financial rewards of such 

exploration, argued against Secretary of the preservationist 

values of Interior Bruce Babbit, though the two couldn't agree 

on the environmental laws involved and whether they were being 

violated. 

eople should be responsible for themselves, though I don't 

reveal my original source: the 70's thralldom with 

psychotherapy and eastern religion. I say, yeah, I know, I've 

been in seminars where it was open season on men, an apt 

metaphor considering the second amendment aficionados in 

Idaho, where their son lives. I act out a speech I'd give in 

class--"I didn't slaughter Native Americans; I didn't torture 

your daughter." But it's loaded, so to speak, because I know 

they can't disagree with me on the daughter part, and 

certainly not about slaughter. They say something about 

feminism, and But to clarify my position on feminism, I make 

my boldest assertion, about how the woman "I am seeing" was 

raped when she was younger; "she's angry. A lot of women are 

angry." It's more descriptive than overtly argumentative to 

let them enter the conversation, make their own connections. 

As it turned out, on this issue I didn't know where my 

friends, ardent campers, fishers, and lovers of the outdoors, 

stood. 

But then I again recall poet Charles Bernstein's segment 
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in a panel on "Hybrid Genres: Essay, Lyric Essay, and 

Essayistic Poem" at the last MLA convention. Somewhere on a 

mezzanine floor in the downtown Chicago Hyatt, we are in a 

room more suited to a wet bar reception than an intellectual 

discussion, but, as everyone knows, the irony feeds the 

situation. The last of the four panelists, Bernstein stands 

holding the stack of chartreuse, five-by-seven cards he's been 

tapping on the tabletop while waiting his turn. He takes them 

like poker cards to the fellow panelist, cuts, and has each 

restack the deck. Then, smiling now, he shuffles and 

reshuffles behind the microphone, until scattered laughter 

signals it's time to begin. Each card holds a semi-autonomous 

paragraph that takes you back to the same road, he later 

comments, without taking the same route. And creating, by 

chance, these new articulations is not simply for the sake of 

beauty or pleasure. 

Sometimes you have to just stop and dig. It's a vital 

moment, for me an incredible moment, since it's only that one 

and the broken tappet that I remember from the book after all 

these years. And then it makes me think of Mircae Eliade's 

axis mundi in the book The Sacred and the Profane, the idea 

that ritual moments can tap the collective, timeless, and 

infinite. I want to cling to that notion, that sense. To 

inhabit the aesthetic end of Louise Rosenblatt's aesthetic-
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efferent continuum is not enough; I want to be cut free. 

And then I realize that I've been company to several 

discussions of aesthetics recently, functioning in me, if 

nowhere else, seeking a place beside--within?--the rhetorical. 

And so I realize that reading can be highly directed and 

highly const inactive, passive or active--in response to tight 

and open forms. Francis Bacon's... (excerpt) or Leslie 

Scalopino's...(excerpt) 

Later, I realize, that's Rosenblatt. But I love the 

aphorisms, not that he'd call them that, and I write some down 

as fast as I can: 

I don't believe in a politics that abolishes 

aesthetics. 

Accessible complexity via audibility. (Erotic and 

Audible share common route.) 

Not structurally challenged essays but structurally 

challenging. 

And finally, my favorite: 

and the nod in agreement, though I wonder what we think 

constitutes responsibility. Libertarianism... She kneads her 

hands, looks to him, shelving dishes, to verbally perform. 
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Peroratio: The Return "Home" 

As I pull up to the ranger's booth in the late afternoon 

to leave the monument, I feel like chatting. Glasses, 

fifties, the man stands, hikes his uniform trousers, and tells 

me to drive slowly. "See all those crosses on the way over 

here?" he asks. "I counted them a few months ago. One 

hundred and seventeen." He shakes his head, says something 

about "them Indians" and drinking. Up to that point I'm with 

him. I don't want to deny the problem, just want to keep from 

reductionism. He tells me it's one of, if not the, worst 

stretches of highway in the country. He chuckles noting how 

most of the crosses are planted singly along flat 

straightaways. "It's Saturday night," he warns me. 

I drive with the sun in my mirror all the way home. I'm 

about to finish a program. 
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Notes 

1 To begin her workshop on African-American women 
essayists, which occured at the University of Arizona, 
February 16, 1996, Jacqueline Jones Royster asked each 
participant to explain briefly why they were in attendance. 
1 explained that I was interested in the essay genre and the 
impulse to define both rhetoric and the essay. This epigraph 
was her sympathetic response to me. 

2 John Warnock's definitions of rhetoric, excerpted here, 
were articulated at various University of Arizona RCTE 
functions--one a seminar on Fundamental Controversies and the 
rest RCTE forums--during 1995 and 1996. 
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